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CMOS
BY T. BAILEY

The availability of the CD400(I
series of chips brings CMOS to the
forefront of logic technology to

rival TTL in many applications. CMOS
is far less critical as regards power
supplies and possesses high noise
immunity as well as capabilities which
are not offered by other logic families.
In this article we shall give various
circuits which illustrate the use of
CMOS. Some of the circuitry, of
course, is capable of realisation in a
number of different logic families, so
that, in these cases, we will merely be
introducing equivalents of familiar
devices. However, some of the appli-
cations we give show the revolutionary
possibilities of CMOS.

HANDLING AND USE
Firstly we shall deal with the

disadvantages of CMOS and get
these behind us before we look
more closely at some of the virtues.
The first point is that these devices
are very susceptible to surges of
over -voltage from static electricity
and unearthed test equipment.
When you come to buy any of the
ICs we will discuss you should find
them with their leads buried in
foam. This foam is conductive and
protects the device so do not
remove it until the IC is to be put in
circuit. If you run out of foam for
storing devices then stick them into
a piece of soft balsa wood. What-
ever else you do, you must not keep

them in plastic containers or use
ordinary plastic foam which may
develop a great deal of static. It is in
fact a good rule to keep the devices
away from all plastics as much as
possible including any nylon
clothing. It is sensible to use IC
sockets for the more expensive
devices and also for any chip you
may wish to re -use, but if you do
solder them solder the V pin first,
then Vss and then all the others. The
reason for this is that the common
ranges of CMOS have internal
protection devices which operate
fully only when the supply lines are
connected. While we are on the
subject of soldering, check that your
iron and any other instruments you
may use (meters, oscilloscopes,
etc.) are all properly earthed.

The only other real disadvan-
tages of CMOS compared with TTL
are that it is slower (typical gate rise
time 25nS) and that a few operating
precautions are necessary. Firstly,
all unused inputs must go some-
where. The alternatives are tying
unused inputs to used inputs, either
supply line as appropriate, or to a
supply line via a resistor (2201dt is
usually about right). The last
solution is particularly helpful for
inputs to which off -board connec-
tions are to be made. This avoids
leaving the input "floating" until it
is wired in. The other point is to
ensure that the chips do not have
signals at their inputs when the
power supply is not on.

TABLE 1 CMOS OPERATING LIMITS CD4000A SERIES

STORAGE TEMPERATURE -65 to +150°C
OPERATING TEMPERATURE -40 to + 85°C
SUPPLY VOLTAGE LIMITS (VDD-VSS) -0.5 to +15V
PACKAGE DISSIPATION 200mW max.
INPUT VOLTAGE

RECOMMENDED SUPPLY VOLTAGE (VDD -VSS)

V <VSS DD
+3V to +15V

Unused inputs should be tied to a supply line. No input should be present
'when the supply lines are off.

Now we shall consider a few of
the advantages of CMOS. Most of
these will come out more clearly
later and so we shall just mention
them briefly here. The principal
virtue is the ease of choice of power
supply which may be anywhere
between three and fifteen volts at
low current. The actual power
required depends on operating
frequency (see fig. 1) being com-
parable with TTL at ten megahertz
but in the region of a few
microwatts at sub -kilohertz speeds.
Voltage regulation is not required
but operating speed and current
consumption rise with increasing
supply voltage. For most practical
purposes CMOS will run off a nine
volt battery or the simplest of mains
power supplies. Other advantages
include high noise immunity and
analogue possibilities. Before we
proceed with some circuitry a table
of operating conditions (table 1) has
been given and these should be
adhered to rigidly.
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Fig.2. Some simple CMOS gate packages.

SIMPLE GATES

It is an unpleasant fact that it
seems one must always start
considering any subject at its least
interesting parts and it is hardly
surprising that the least interesting
logic ICs are the simple gates.

We shall assume that the reader
is familiar with the truth tables and
terminology of the subject and
consequently our discussion will

Fig.3. Basic CMOS astable.

Fig.4. Improved astable multivibrator.

Fig.5. Duty cycle adjustment.

mainly be on the subject of
monostable and astable multivibra-
tors. Fdr ease of future reference a
list of basic CMOS gates and their
pin -outs is given in fig. 2. It is worth
remembering that inverters may be
realised by trying together all the
inputs of a NAND or NOR gate, thus
allowing a circuit requiring two
NOR gates and two inverters to be
constructed for a single type 4001 A
package.

ASTABLE MULTIVIBRATORS
The basic CMOS astable is

shown in fig. 3. This could of course
be built using any of the packages
in fig. 2 with the exceptions of the
4030A and 4050A, indeed, the
4049A could produce three of
these circuits simultaneously. The
period is approximately 1.4RC (R in
ohms, C in farads) and the wave-
form may have a non -unity mark -
space ratio due to the voltage at
which the inverters switch (called
the transfer voltage-V ) not being
exactly half way between V and
Vss. The frequency is also depen-
dent on the supply voltage. In
keeping with normal practice,
connections of the device to the
supply voltage have not been
shown.

The next few circuits will rectify
some of the aberrations of the
simple version. The addition in fig.
4 of RA, which should be at least
twice as large as R, makes the
frequency almost independent of
the supply voltage over a wide
range. The frequency of any of the
circuits may be made variable by
making R a variable resistor.

Duty cycle adjustment may be
achieved using the circuit in fig. 5.
Altering the duty cycle will affect
the frequency and the diode may
have to be reversed to achieve the
desired result.
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Fig.6. A gated astable multivibrator.

VDD

INHIBIT
LOW

220k

H

Fig.7. Jitter -free multivibrator with inhibits
which may be made from a 4011A.

INHIBIT HIGH

OUT

Fig.8. Two networks which will provide
variable mark -space ratio for multi vibrators.

Fig.9. Basic Monostable Multivibrator.

GATING
A gated multivibrator is shown in

fig. 6 where the oscillator only runs
when the gate input is low, thus
producing "bursts" of output in
synchronism with the control signal.
Using a NAND gate instead of the
NOR would cause the circuit to run
when the gate was high instead of
low.

One of the huge advantages of
CMOS is the exceedingly high input
impedence. As a consequence of
this the timing resistors can be very
large and values in the hundred
megohm region with capacitors of
several microfarads can be a
practical proposition.

Before we leave the astable
multivibrator for a time we shall
give one more circuit which corrects
a tendency of all the preceding
ones to "jitter" near the switching
point. This requires an extra inverter
and a fourth has been added as an
output buffer. There are also two
inhibit inputs which stop the circuit
with the output high or low,
depending on which is used. The
theoretical diagram is shown in fig.
7. Another feature of this circuit,
and indeed virtually all the others, is
that the timing resistor may be
substituted by one of the networks
in fig. 8 to give a variable
mark -space ratio. They work
because the diodes effectively
change the value of the timing
resistor depending on whether the
capacitor is charging or discharging
and it is reported that values as
large as 5000 : 1 may be achieved.

MONOSTABLE
MULTIVIBRATORS

The basic CMOS monostable is
shown in fig. 9. It is triggered by the
input pulse's leading edge and
produces a positive going output
pulse. The period may vary by more
than ± 50% with different devices
due to the dependence of the circuit
on the transfer voltage of the
inverter.

Once again we shall improve on
the basic circuit and also give
several alternative versions. The
circuit in fig. 10 operates in an
interesting way. The quiescent state
is with the first and second inverter
outputs at "0" and "1" respecti-
vely. The falling edge of the
triggering pulse makes the first
inverter go high, C2 charges
through the diode up to V. and the
second inverter goes low thus
initiating the output pulse. C
recharges through R1 and crosses
the transfer voltage of the first
inverter which consequently goes
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vs
Fig.10. improved monostable, R1C1=R1C1.

Vu

Fig.12. Positive edge triggered monostable.

4

Fig.13. A frequency doubler and its associated waveforms.

low and is isolated from C2 by the
now reverse biased diode. C2 then
discharges through R2 and causes
the second inverter to revert to its
initial state thus completing the
output pulse. The advantage of all
this is that inverters fabricated on
the same chip have similar transfer
voltages and if the two time
constants (R1C1 and R2C2) are
made identical, errors cancel out
and the period becomes well
defined. It is in fact approximately
equal to 1.4R1C1 (= 1.4R2C2) and
this circuit is capable of being
retriggered during the output pulse.

Our last two monostables (figs.
11 & 12) are non-retriggerable and
the two time constants should be
made the same, as in the previous
circuit. Fig. 12 is particularly
interesting because the circuit
isolates the trigger input during the
output pulse as the charge on C2
holds one input to the NOR gate
high, thus keeping the output low
independently of the state of the
trigger unput.'

FREQUENCY DOUBLER
The frequency doubler shown in

fig. 13 works by differentiating the
leading and trailing edges of the
waveform and applying the result-
ing pulses to the two inputs of a
NAND gate. This produces a
complete output pulse both the
rise and fall of the input signal. The
values of the discrete components
will depend on the desired fre-
quency of operation.

THE 4007
The next device we are going to

consider has no equivalent in other
logic systems. It is described as a
"dual complementary pair plus
inverter" and its type number is
4007. It can perform several.
different functions and while we are
discussing it we shall present a
number of useful circuits and have
the added advantage of learning a
little about the internal operation of
CMOS.

In CMOS there are two different
types of field effect transistors,
namely n -channel and' p -channel
enhancement mode detices (see
fig. 14). What all this means is that
when biased in the conventional
manner (drain positive in n -channel
devices but negative in p -channel
devices), the n -type turns on when
the gate becomes sufficiently posi-
tive with respect to the source and
the p -type when it is sufficiently
negative. A "turned on" device
may be considered to have a

resistance of the order of 500-1 k -

ELECTRONICS CIRCUIT DESIGN - AUTUMN 1979
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between source and drain whereas
the equivalent .resistance when
"off" is about 1090.The resistance
at the gate is always very high
(>10120) regardless of the state of
the device.

The working of the CMOS
inverter (fig. 15) should now be
fairly clear. When the input is

-WO

VO

(A (81

Fig.14. The 2 different MOSFETS used
in CMOS, (al n -channel, and (b) p -channel.
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Fig.15. CMOS inverter, V se -0V,
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Fig.17. Some uses of the 4007; pins bracketed should be connected together.
VDD=pin 14, VSe pin 7.
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Fig.18. The Transmission Gate.
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Fig.19. An SPDT Electronic switch
which could be used for multiplexing.
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Fig.20. Linear frequency -to -voltage convel ter.
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"high" the bottom FET is turned on
and the top one off. Thus the output
voltage is held very low. When the
input is low the FETs reverse roles
and the output is high. Now look at
fig. 16 which shows the internal
circuitry of the 4007. You should be
able to see how joining a few pins
together will allow three separate
inverters to be produced. Reference
to fig. 17 will reveal how several
other gates may be produced and
their mode of operation should be
relatively easy to discern.

TRANSMISSION GATES

There is another way of connect-
ing two FETS which produces a
result unique to CMOS. This is the
transmission gate (fig. 18). Here,
due to the inverter, both FETS are
either on or off simultaneously.
When they are on, the path
between input and output (they are
interchangeable) may be regarded
as a resistor of about 500-11d2
whereas when they are off the
equivalent value is about 1000MS2.

Thus the device behaves as a
switch capable of passing analogue
signals with very little distortion
provided that the load resistance is
fairly high (z. -100k$2). We shall have
more to say about these "bilateral
switches" later but while we are
dealing with the 4007 fig. 19
shows how to connect one as a
single pole -double throw switch
which will pass analogue signals in
both directions.

Any of the three or less inverter
circuits we have mentioned to date
may be realised with a 4007, as
may several more interesting
designs. Fig. 22 shows a linear
frequency to voltage converter
which works by charging a capaci-
tor up once for every input cycle,
the charge to do so being passed by
a MOSFET into a summing ampli-
fier. The component values given
are based on an approximate five
volt output for the given frequency.
The resistor R1 should be made a
1001d2 preset if it is required to set
a range exactly. The capacitor C2
"smooths" the output and need
not be changed from 10µF if fast
response on the upper ranges is not
needed. The linearity achieved on
the top range will depend on the
particular "741" used and if
reliable operation is required a

higher speed op -amp should be
used.

Fig. 21 shows an alternative
monostable multivibrator. We have
already given a number of multivi-
brator circuits and so we shall say
nothing more about this one except

Fig.21. Low Power Monostable, for stability R2.3R1C1.

2R

V o- - - -
14 11 CD 4007A 1

(8,13) 10 12

0

-
3

o Vc

Fig.22. A voltage controlled

II
or

oscillator using the 4007 IC.

CUT
O

that it has an extremely small power
consumption. This is due to the
feedback connection (pins 12-6)
which turns off the n -channel
MOSFET during the discharge of
the time constant. This circuit is alsd
an interesting demonstration of the
use of components in the 4007 asl
discrete transistors.

A WIDE RANGE VCO
The voltage controlled oscillator

depicted in fig. 24 uses two
inverters as well as a separate
transistor as a voltage controlled
resistor. The inverters function as an
astable multivibrator in the manner
of Fig. 4 but the timing resistance is
the parallel combination of RT anC
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b)

22k

T vss

Fig.24. (al Adjustable M-S ratio narrow range controller, (b) Exclusive-OR phase
comparator.

Fig.25. Exclusive-OR gate used as a
conditional inverter together with the
device's truth table.

1N-1 1N2 OUT
o 0 0
0 1 1

1 0 1

1 1 0

DRIVE SIGNAL

SEGMENT
INPUTS

IN

CONT

OUT

Fig.26. Exclusive-OR gates driving liquid crystal segments, represented by resistors.

the FET. As Vc varies between VD()
and Vss so the resistance of the FET
varies between about 1k and
1000M 7. If the upper value is
limited to 10MSZ by making RT
that value, then the circuit will
sweep over a 10000 : 1 range
in frequency. There would seem
to be scope here for experiment-
ing with a pulse frequency
modulation communications sys-
tem. One might produce an
analogue system although distor-
tion would probably be high due to
mismatching. The transmitter could
be the circuit in fig. 22 and the
receiver a phase locked loop along
similar lines (fig. 23) using some
sort of phase comparator and a
low-pass R -C filter.

EXCLUSIVE -OR GATES
Exclusive -or gates, for example

the 4030 (see fig. 2) will function as
phase comparators but they require
a unity mark -space ratio to be.
effective. Perhaps a voltage con-
trolled oscillator might be designed
with a. narrower range along the
lines of fig. 24 for both transmitter
and receiver, together with a phase
comparator and low pass filter as
shown in fig. 24. While we are on
the subject of the exclusive -or
function we shall consider two more
uses of these devices. Fig. 25
shows the exclusive -or truth table
and its use as a conditional inverter.
This configuration causes the input
signal to be inverted when the
control input is high but not when it
is low.

Liquid crystal displays are
undoubtedly the readout devices of
the future but they last longer in
general if an a.c. drive is used. If
then a square wave is applied to one
end of a liquid crystal segment and
also to the other connection via a
conditional inverter (see fig. 26)
then the control input will decide
whether or not there is a net voltage
across the segment.

CMOS and liquid crystal make an
ideal combination for ultra -low
power logic and display systems
and so manufacturers have pro-
duced BCD to seven segment
decoders and drivers specifically for
this application. Their type numbers
are 4054/5/6, the variations being
due to the addition of latches and
other refinements. These devices
have too limited an appeal to justify
a full description here and it is
suggested that if it is intended to
experiment with this technology,
data sheets should be obtained from
a manufacturer* or large distributor.

'e.g. RCA, Sunbury -on -Thames,
Middlesex, for the "CD4054 /
5/6A" range.
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CMOS Part 2

THE 4016A

The next device we are going to
look at has already made a con-
siderable impact on amateur elec-

tronics. The 4016A quad bilateral
switch consists of four transmission
gates each with its own control input.
Each switch also has a signal input and
output (although these are inter-
changeable). When the control input is
held high the input to output path
behaves like a pure resistance of about
3002 but when it is low the equiva-
lent value is of the order of 10912 at
low supply voltages. It is impossible
to give all the data which might be
necessary for diverse applications here
and data sheets from a manufacturer
may be required by the more adven-
turous experimenters. In any case the
pinout diagram in fig. 1 should now be
self explanatory.

It should be appreciated that the
output impedance of the switch is
fairly high and so for low signal
distortion, a load greater than
is necessary.. Using a high supply
voltage (10-15V) also helps to
achieve this end. The gates will pass
signals above the 10MHz mark but
as the frequency becomes higher,
crosstalk between the switches and
distortion will inevitably increase. It
should be fairly clear how compli-
cated switching systems may be
realised but fig. 2 has been included
to guide constructors along the right
lines.

ANALOGUE APPLICATIONS

Many uses of this device in audio
equipment have appeared in construc-
tional articles in ETI magazine and
so it is to two slightly less obvious
applications that we shall turn now.
Fig. 3 shows a sample and hold unit;
,when the control input is high the out-
put tracks the input but when it goes
low the output remains frozen at the
value it was at the instant of
transition. The operation of the
circuit is generally self evident and it
may be regarded as two voltage
followers, one consisting of two
op -amps with the output following

the input, the other is just the
second op-amp which "follows" the
voltage stored on the capacitor. It is
advisable to take care with the
layout as with all op -amp circuits -
due to' the huge open loop gain of
these devices. The value chosen for
C is a compromise between "slew-
ing rate," at is the rate at which
the circuit' tracks a sudden change
of input and "holding ability"
which is the length of time the
circuit will hold a signal without
unreasonable decay. To give some
sort of guide, for a 10kHz square
wave to the control input, a 0.01µF

DIGITAL COMPONENT
SELECTION
There are a few fairly straight -for-
ward uses of the 4016A in digital,
component selection which we will
mention here because, in certain
fields, they are very useful. Fig. 6
shows how to produce digitally
controlled resistance and capaci-
tance networks which will vary the
magnitude of the quanity in ques-
tion from its basic value up to 2"-1
times that amount, where "n" is the
number of gates and binary control
bits. The resistor network can be
used to produce a digitally gain

lal

Fig. 1 (al Pin -out diagram of 4016A.

CONTROL

(b) Circuit diagram of a single switch.

capacitor seems to optimise the
performance. The value of the
resistors is also worth experiment-
ing with.

An extension of the sample and
hold concept is the analogue delay
line which is shown in its basic form
in fig. 4. The sequence of amplifiers
and gates can be extended to any
desired length to achieve a longer
delay, the only limitation being that
in extreme cases the control lines
may need to be buffered. It should
be observed that alternate stages of
the circuit are driven by an identical
clock waveform and so the circuit
works by shifting the voltage on
alternate capacitors during alternate
clock phases. The value of the
passive components and the clock
frequency will have to be optimised
for specific applications, low fre-
quencies give long delays but high
distortion.

controlled amplifier by placing it in
the feedback loop of an op -amp and
this can be used as a staircase
generator as well as to produce
more interesting waveforms. One
application of the digital capacitor is
to produce a digitally controlled
sweep generator by using it as the
capacitor in one of the multivibra-
tors we discussed in the last part.

Clearly, any type of component
may be switched in and out of
circuit by the 4016A. One possibi-
lity that is useful in some circum-
stances is to use the information on
filter design in "Electronics - it's
easy" to produce digital filters of
different descriptions. The main
thing to remember 'when using all
these ideas is that the impedance of
the component that is being
switched must, at the desired
frequency of operation, be large
compared to the 3002 of the
4016A gates.
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D -A AND A -D TECHNIQUES

The next use of the quad bilateral
switch we are going to consider is in
the field of digital to analogue
conversion but first we are going to
look at the subject of conversion on
its own. Fig. 6 shows a D -A
converter of the type known
as a weighted resistor net-
work. The working of this cir-
cuit is easy to see and the reason
it is practical in so simple a form
in CMOS is that the high and low
output levels from a simple gate
are within a few millivolts of the
supply line thus providing accurate
voltage levels to the summing
resistors. This simple form has
disadvantages, one of which will
become immediately apparent if
you consider the diversity of resistor
values required for an eight or nine
bit version. It is for this reason that
the R - 2R network shown in fig. 7
is more popular for most applica-
tions. It is difficult to explain how
this configuration works without
becoming involved in mathematics
but it becomes fairly clear if a three
bit version is written down with the
voltages in and analysed.

The basic idea for one sort of A -D
converter or encoder as they are
often called is shown in the block

Fig. 3. A simple sample and hold circuit.

>CMOSINVERTER

Fig. 4. An analogue delay line (a) Basic circuit and (b) composition of the voltage followers used.

9A

4

4016A

4R FIR 2",'R

Fig. 5 Digital component control using the 4016A (a) Digital variable resistor

T2"'`=2C
- 4016A 4016A 16A

8C

40:8A

A

4016A

0

01 2 3 4
n DIGrAL CONTROL INPUTS (b) Digital variable capacitor.

0

12

diagram of fig. 8. This variety is

called a binary ramp encoder and is
similar to the ramp integration
method often encountered in modi-
fied form in digital measuring
equipment. The principle of opera-
tion of our binary version is that a
binary counter counts up from zero
until it reaches the equivalent of the
analogue input. Contrast this
approach with the continuous
counter method outlined in fig. 9.
This provides a continous approxi-
mation to the input and is thus
generally more useful for contin-
uously monitoring a single channel
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50M2
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400k 100k

Fig. 6. Basic voltage fed Digital to Analogue
converter.

IOW

ANALOGUE

OUTPUT

LSB

DIGITAL INPUTS

Fig. 7. The R -2R ladder network D-A converter.

ANALOGUE
OUT

LEAR

BINARY
COUNTER

ENABLE

BINARY
OUTPUTS

D -A
CONVERTER

COMP.

SYSTEM
CLOCK

ANALOGUE 0
INPUT

Fig.8. Outline of A D converter using 'Binary ramp'
method. The binary counter counts up to the
required value so that the output is correct during
only part of the cycle.

ANALOGUE
INPUT 0

COM

CLOCK

DOWN

UP/DOWN
COUNTER

DIGITAL
OUTPUT

-A CONVERTER

Fig. 9. A continuous counter type A-D converter. The clock just
prevents the system oscillating at high frequency.

Fig. 10. An analogue -digital multiplier - out Vin x Digital Input.

of information. It would be an
advantage in many cases to have
the counters working in BCD for
ease of readout but this leads to
complications which can not be
gone into here. Finally on , this
subject it should be pointed out that
these are circuits for experimenta-
tion and are unlikely to be directly
applicable to any given situation.
They have been included because of
the ease with which they may be

realised in CMOS compared, say, to
TTL.

A -D MULTIPLIER
As far as digital to analogue
conversion is concerned, using the
4016A we can take the idea a little
further. What in fact we do (fig. 10)
is to use an arbitary analogue
voltage to feed the resistor ladder
and so we multiply this input by the
digital input and produce an

analogue result. This "hybrid mul-
tiplier" is an interesting circuit,
particularly because the analogue
input voltage may be ac. thus
producing several interesting wave-
forms and, on a more serious note,
it may find application in hybrid
computing experiments. We shall
now leave the 4016A having, it is
hoped, suggested some of the
slightly less obvious uses of this
versatile IC.
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CMOS Part 3

FLIP-FLOPS
Our next subject is flip-flops -
and we shall assume that the
reader is familiar with the

working of these devices and so the
discussion will begin with the the pin -
out diagrams in fig. 1. The first two
are standard dual edge triggered de-
vices with "D" and "J -K" type data
inputs respectively. No doubt it is

known that the "D" variety will
divide the input frequency by two if
"Q" is connected to "0" whereas the
"J -K" type toggle, as this beha-
viour is called, when both "J" and
"K" are held high. The set and
reset inputs operate asynchronously
(ie. independently of the clock)
forcing the device into the "Q" = 1
and "Q" = 0 states respectively.
These inputs operate when taken
high in contrast to most TTL
because TTL inputs rest high when
disconnected whereas CMOS inputs
must never be allowed to "float"
anyway. Both the 4013A and the
4027A will operate up to. about
8MHz.

The last device in fig. 1 (the
4042A) is a quad data latch of the
sort often used for temporary
storage of BCD digits in applications
like frequency meter displays. If the
polarity input is held low then the
"Q" output follows the "D" input
in each latch when the clock is also
low but on the rising edge of the
clock pulse the outputs are isolated
and retain the data present at that
moment. When the polarity input is
high all this works the other way
round. The clock inputs to all these
devices should have rise times of
50 or less (at VDD = 10V).

Flip-flops on their own have uses
in control circuitry and counters. If
you wish to produce a counter to
count through an odd sequence (a
Gray code for example) it is
advisable to find out about Kar-
naugh maps and associated tech-
niques which aid the design process
considerably. The standard form for
such counters is a sequence of
flip-flops whose inputs are derived
from the outputs of the others by a
few simple logic gates. As far as
simple binary is concerned, the
required set-up is shown in fig. 2
but we shall have a lot more to say
on the subject of counters in general
later.
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Fig. 1. Three common flip-flop devices.
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Fig. 2. Basic binary counting chain used for frequency division.

0
CLOCK

Fig. 3. Principle of shift register. The content of each "cell' is shifted one place to the
right on the rising edge of the clock pulse.
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CK
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The other main application of
flip-flops is in shift registers. A shift
register is a sequence of flip-flops so
interconnected (see Fig. 3) that on
a clock pulse the content of each
device is transferred to the next one
down the line. The register so
formed is referred to as a static
device because, unlike some MOS
devices available, data is not lost if

it is not shifted for some length of
time. One modification to the basic
device is to provide inputs and
outputs to individual flip-flops in the
chain and in this form, shift
registers have many applications in
serial to parallel and parallel to serial
data conversion. This though is
another subject which must wait
until a little later in our discussions.
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COUNTERS
Our main subject in this part is
counters. It might well be true to
say that the .range available (com-
pared to TTL) reflects the advances
which have been made in other
branches of electronics, particularly'
display technology. BCD counters
are conspicuous by their absence as
they have generally been replaced
by seven segment decoded
counters. One disadvantage is a
need in many cases for external
drivers for LED displays but this will
be eliminated when Liquid Crystal
technology is more advanced and,
hopefully, cheaper.

BINARY COUNTERS
As usual we will start with the

less glamorous devices in the range
which, in the present instance, are
the straight -forward binary
counters. First we should mention
the general operating conditions
required for all CMOS counters. The
clock input rise and fall times should
be less than 5uS and the operating
frequency limit is about 2.5MHz at
V = 5V rising to 5MHz at 10V. As
far as the problem of drive current is
concerned, it is advisable to consult
the full data sheets for the device in
question but it is reasonable to
assume that no trouble is likely to
he experienced if the requirement is
less than 0.25mA with a 5V supply
or 0.5mA with 10V.

Fig. 4 gives the pinout diagrams
for CMOS seven, twelve and
fourteen stage binary counters. The
outputs are labelled B, with Bo the
most significant bit (i.e. giving
greatest frequency division). It will
be noted that three of the less
significant bits are not available as
outputs .on the 4020A and this
limits its usefullness in "divide by
N" applications as we shall see
later. The greatest division of the
input frequency is 128 for the
4020A, 4096 for the 4040A and
16384 for the 4020A. In all cases
the counters step on the negative
transition of the clock pulse and the
reset input sends all stages to
logical zero independently of the
clock when it is taken high. There is
also a twenty-one stage counter (the
4045A) which produces two out -

of -phase pulses at separate outputs
for every 20971 52 input pulses. It

INPUT

RESET

00

S2

93

V.,

74TAGE BINARY COUNTER Vd

125TAIIE BINARY COUNTER

Fig. 4. Three CMOS binary counters.
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Fig. 5. la) Basic crystal oscillator using CMOS for the active components.
(b1 Simple analogue amplifier using a CMOS inverter.

Fig. 6 fa and b) The
two reset modes for
"divicle by N"
counters. The out-
put is a pulse in
both cases.
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Fig. 7. A divide by
3600 counter
using the first
reset mode.
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is intended for producing one
second pulses from 2.097152 MHz
crystals for driving clock circuitry
and similar applications. Anyone
interested in using' this device
should obtain data from a manu-
facturer.

While we are on the subject of
huge frequency division chains
perhaps we should consider crystal
oscillators very briefly. Fig. 5(a)
shows one common set-up and it is
worth noting that the configuration
in Fig. 5(b) is the standard way of.
producing a simple analogue
amplifier from a CMOS inverter.

DIVIDE BY N COUNTERS
There are times when it is

required to divide a signal by other
than some power of two and by
using a 4024A or 4040A we may
divide by any number from 2 to
128 and 4096 respectively, alth-
ough extra components are
required. Fig. 6 shows two ways of
achieving this end. The circuit in (a)
has the binary counter feeding a
system of logic gates, the output of
which goes high when ,the counter
reaches N-1 (where N is the number
the input frequency is to be divided
by). This happens on the falling
edge of the clock pulse because the
counters are negative -edge trig-
gered. On the next rising edge the
flip-flop Q output goes low and
when the clock goes low again the
output goes high, generating a

pulse of length equal to one half of
the clock period which resets the
counter. It is interesting to draw a
timing diagram for this circuit and
prove it works. It should be noted
that although the actual output is a
positive going pulse, a similar pulse
of twice its length (i.e. one clock
period) is available at the Q output
of the 4013. A divide by .3600
counter which will provide one
pulse an hour from a 1 Hz input is
shown in Fig. 7 as an example of
the technique.

The second mode < has the
advantage that the "N" count and
not the "N-1" count is detected,
but two logic networks are required;
one to decide when the counter has
reached "N" and another to
identify the "all zeroes" state and
reset the output. It is also a
disadvantage in some applications
that the counter spends a brief
period in the "N" state. It is again
interesting to draw a timing dia-
gram and it is worth noting the
cross -coupled NOR gates used as an
R -S flip-flop. As an example a divide
by twenty four counter is shown in
Fig. 8 to produce one, pulse per day
from the one per hour output of Fig

16

OUT -5

OUT -1

OUT -0

°"' OUT --2

OUT -6

OUT -7

OUT -3

Fig. 8. A divide by 24 counter using reset
mode two. Note the simplicity that may be
achieved in the logic networks - one NAND
gate serves to identify "24".

VSS

VDD

RESET

CLOCK

INHIBIT

CARRY OUT

OUT -9

OUT -4

OUT -8

Fig. 9. Pin -out diagram of the 4017A
decimally decoded decade counter.

114

7 7 4 4 7

Fig. 10. A switch programmable divide by N counter for N = 2 to 99. Extension to higher N
is obvious.

7. The circuit dissipation of both the
counters would be very low (less
than 1mVV) at this low operating
frequency and the only note of
caution to be sounded is that the
counter and flip-flop should not
both be triggered from the same
edge of the clock pulse (i.e. one
should be positive 'and the other
negative edge -triggered).

A DECIMAL -DECODED DECADE
COUNTER

All the old hands at TTL will
doubtless be familiar with the 7490
decade counter and 74141 decimal
decoder driver. The 4017A com-
bines the count and decode func-
tions in a single package but has the
disadvantage of low output drive
capability. Buffering the outputs
with 4049A inverters will raise the
available output to about five or ten
milliamps at supply voltages of five
and ten volts respectively. The pin
diagram is given in Fig. 9 and the
counter advances one on the
positive clock transition provided
that the inhibit is held low. The reset
operates asynchronously when
taken high as usual. "Carry -out"
may be used to clock the next stage
in a multi -stage counter. This device

has fairly obvious applications in
controlling switches in multiplexing
equipment as one and only one
output is high at any one time. It is
fairly clear also that we may extend
the techniques of divide by N
counters to cover these devices with
the added bonus of them being
switch programmable. Fig 10 shows
this idea realised using reset mode
two because of the ease of switch-
ing for N rather than N-1. This
circuit has lost an inverter compared
with Fig. 6b, this being the change,
necessary to adapt the circuit for
counters and flip-flops which oper-
ate on the same clock transition.
The sequence of counters could
clearly be extended to any desired
length and it is an interesting
thought that seven of these
counters (4017As) and the
attendant gates could, when fed
with a 1 Hz input, generate pulses at
any interval from two seconds to
over three months! On a more
practical note, used in a phase
locked loop circuit a most versatile
digital frequency synthesiser would
result. Remember however that the
output is a pulse and it would need
squaring (one more flip-flop) before
most phase comparators would -
accept it.
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SEVEN SEGMENT DECODED
COUNTERS

We mentioned earlier that CMOS
IC design reflected the changes in
display technology. Two particular
examples of this phenomenon are
the 4026A and 4033A decade
counters with seven -segment out-
puts. The pin -out diagrams for these
devices are shown in Fig 11 and, as
one might guess, the counters are
identical with the exception that the
4026A has a display enable func-
tion for use in multiplexing digits
and an ungated C -segment output,
whereas the 4033A has ripple
blanking and a "lamp -test" facility.
We shall consider the use of these
special facilities when we have
discussed the features common to
both. The devices are positive edge
triggered and advance only when
the clock enable is low. The reset
operates when taken high as usual
and the segment outputs go high
when they are active. Just as in the
401 7A the signal at the "carry out"
terminal may be used to clock the
next stage in multi -decode applica-
tions.

In the same way as we have
considered for other counters, the
seven segment outputs may be
identified by logic gates and the
counters made to divide by any
number. Fig. 12 gives the informa-
tion necessary and it should be
noted that the "N-1 and flip-flop"
method is used because' the other
method does not count through
zero. If anyone wants to strike a
blow for freedom against LSI we
have covered most of the devices
necessary for designing a CMOS
digital clock. Now we will have to
consider the interfacing of displays
with our seven segment counters.
LEDs like the MAN -3 which have a
low current will interface directly
with the outputs of the 4026A or
4033A and give a tolerable bright-
ness with the available drive current
(about 5mA), provided that V00 is
more than 9V. If we drop the
voltage down to between 4 and 9V
then NPN transistors should be
inserted as shown in Fig. 1 3a and if
the supply drops even lower, the
addition of inverting buffers is
recommended. The seven transis-
tors needed are generally the
components of a single IC. The
attention of the reader is drawn to
the discussion on current limiting
resistors to follow.

MULTIPLEXING
Life is never as simple as we

might want and there are two
reasons for complicating the cir-
cuitry by using digit multiplexing

Fig. 11. Pin -out diagram for the4026A and 4033A seven segment decoded decade
counters. The labelling of the segments is also shown.

TO IMIITIPS KM COUNT Of 11.01403110 11311101113

3 X
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Fig. 12(a) How to produce direct seven segment divide by N counters, (b) logic networks
to identify each dig't. The extension to a multi -decade version is simple.
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Fig. 13. Driving MAN -3 type displays (a) at intermediate supply voltages and, (b) at
low voltage.
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Fig. 14.A three decade counter for a 3 -digit multiplexed display. Extra buffering of the
digit lines may be necessary for some displays.
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( ie each digit is displayed for a
fixed period, usually between about
10 and 30% of the time). These are
that to do so is more efficient in
terms of power consumption and
secondly that most multi -digit
displays reduce the number of
lead -outs (by giving just one set of
seven segment drive lines for the.
complete display and one digit dr,ive
line for each digit)

This is the reason why the
4026A has a display enable input
which, although the counter con-
tinues to function, cuts off% the.
display when it is held low. The
display enable output gives a replica
of the input and may be used to
enable other counters which are to
be "on" during the same period It
also explains the preserice of the
"ungated C -segment" output which
is used for producing some divide
by "N" configurations which oper-
ate when the display is disabled.
The basic arrangement of a three
decade counter is shown in Fig. 14
and attention is drawn to the note

,that additional buffering may be
necessary on the digit lines. It is
also worth noting the use of a 4017
divide by three counter (using the
flip-flop reset mode) to control the
display.

Other sorts of displays which are
often used are higher current LEDs
such as the MAN -1 which is, in
contrast to the MAN -3, a common
anode device. This means it must be
driven ,by inverting buffers as
shown in Fig. 15a. We have been
relying here on the output current
limit of the CMOS chip to limit the
forward current in the LEDs. Parti-
qularly when transistor drivers are
employed it may be necessary to
add current limiting resistors in the
segment lines. The calculation of
the value is simple given the
required segment. current  and
voltage drops (see Fig. 15(b)). In
multiplexed displays the limiting
resistors should, of course, be put in
the common segmeht lines and it is
worth noting that a considerable
saving in resistors in. non-mutli-
plexed displays may be achieved by
putting a single resistor in the
common line to each digit. The pay
off is that the display brightness
varies with the digit. Fig. 15(c)
shows the technique for interfacing
with "Numitron" and similar dis-
plays.

The ripple blanking facility is for
blanking leading and trailin4 zeroes
in the display and it works as
follows. Take the ripple blanking
input (RBI) of the most significant
4033A on the integer side of the
display low. Then take the ripple

18

blanking output (RBO) of the IC and
connect it to the RBI of the next
counter and so on until the position
of the assumed decimal point is
reached. Follow exactly the same
procedure from the least significant
counter in the fractional part of the
display backwards to the decimal
point (see Fig. 16(a)). Of course, if
the assumed decimal point is at one
end of the display then half the
procedure would be unnecessary. If
non -significant zeroes in the places
either side of the decimal point are
to be displayed (so that 7 and .6
appear as ,7.0 and 0.6) then the
RBI's of the two counters concerned
should be taken to V. (as in Fig.
13(b)). Finally on these two ICs, the
lamp -test facility on the 4033A just
forces all segment outputs high
when it is taken high.

IIK
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VT  3.11-1V Ow ONIONS Pm
smolom - sn CAKKO1 or *Wm

Fig. 15. Driving others displays:- (a) MAN -1
type (b) example of calculation of limiting
resistor (c) Numitron type incandescent
display.
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Fig. 16. Four digit counters using the 4033A with non -significant zero supression
(a) in all positions (b) in first and last position only.
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Fig. 18. Circuit diagram and counting sequence for a four stage Johnson or "twisted
ring" counter.
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THE 4029A AND 4081A

We shall conclude our discussion
of counters by looking briefly at two
more devices. The 4029A is a

general purpose counter which, has
most of the features of the more
'exotic TTL devices. Briefly, the
device is positive edge triggered,,
and advances when the clock and
preset enables are both low. Furth-
ermore it counts in binary when the
Binary /decade input is high and
BCD otherwise, a high signal at the
up/down input persuades it to
count up and a low input forces it to
count down. As though this were
not enough, when the preset enable
input is high, the Q counter outputs
are forced to follow the J ("Jam")
inputs. The suffix "4- in both cases
indicates the most significant digit.
The pinout diagram is given in Fig.
17 along with that for the 4018A
presettable divide by N counter.

There are two basic ways of
producing counters. Firstly there is
the chain of flip-flops each of which
halves frequency produced by the
one before it. This was the principle
behind the binary counters, which
we considered at the beginning of
this part's discussion, and also of
the 4029A. The second method is
known as a Johnson counter and it
is basically a shift register consisting
of a chain of flip-flops (see p59)
with the Q output of the last counter
connected back to the data input. A
little patience and a pencil and
paper will soon show that such a
counter will divide the input fre-
quency by 2N where N is the
number of stages. The counting
sequence for a four stage counter is
shown in Fig. 18 and the reader will
notice that if the counter starts with

contents not in the counting
sequence (e.g. 1010) then the
contents are always nonstandard
thereafter. Thus some special gating
is required. The simplified internal
diagram of the 4018A in Fig. 19 is
not complete. Also the Jam inputs
and preset enablp (which work in
the same way as in the 4029A)
together with the reset (which zeros
all stages (Q1 - Q5 = 1) have been
omitted for clarity. Fig. 20 shows
the way to connect the 4018A to
divide by all numbers from three to
ten. Just as an example of how
versatile this device is one applica-
tion will be considered in a totally
different field from counting. By
disregarding the clock the Jam
inputs and inverted data outputs (Q)
can be used as a five data latch for
temporary storage, the outputs
being updated to the inputs while
the present enable is high.

Fig. 20. Connection of the 4018A as a
divide by "N" counter Input to clock,
output waveform from DATA input is
symmetric when N is even, almost so
when N is odd.
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Fig. 19. Simplified internal diagram of the 4018A.
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CMOS Part 4

We have already seen how flip-
flops may be cascaded to
form shift registers and, as

you might guess, these are available
already connected in a single IC. As
usual we will start with some pin -out
diagrams.

Referring to fig. 1 we start with
the 4015A, a dual four stage serial
input parallel output (SIPO) version.
The two parts "A" and "B" are
independent and each consists of
four D -type flip-flops with outputs
Q1 -Q4 and data is transferred from
each one to the next and from the
data inputs to the first on the rising
edge of the clock pulse. A high
input to the reset clears all the
outputs to zero.

The 4006A is an 18 stage device
with the registers so arranged that
4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17
and 18 stage registers may be
produced. These are serial in -serial
out (SISO) devices. It should be
noted that the clock input is
common to all the stage so that
although two separate five stage
registers could be produced they
would have to share the same
clock.

Finally in fig. 1 we have the
4014A and 4021A which are both
eight bit registers with the same pin
connections. The 4014A works as
follows: On the rising edge of the
clock pulse, the data is all shifted
down and a new datum accepted
from the serial input if the paral-
lel/serial input is low. If instead it is
high, no shift occurs and instead
each stage of the register adopts the
state present at the parallel inputs.
The 4021A is similar in almost all
respects except that when the
Parallel/serial is taken high the
stages are jammed asynchronously
(i.e. it does not wait for the clock
transition like the 4014A). We
mentioned earlier that the 4042A
quad D latch is often used for
temporary storage but for many
applications a shift register is
superior, giving options of serial or
parallel operation. As far as eight bit
data manipulation is concerned, the
ultimate shift register must surely
.be the 4034A whose pinout is
given in fig. 2. It is described as a
bi-directional bus register because
the two data lines "A" and "B" are

11) UT
113)4 STAGE

A CLOCK.- -01
OUT

9 5

4 _02
A DATA -

7 A
03

IN14) 0 4 STAGE 1 STAGE

A RESET - 6
10 __C14

15)

0 IN I
STAGE

OUT
110)

B CLOCK

OUT

13

12 -02
IN

4 STAGE(6) 1 STAGE08 -DATA 15

13) - CLOCKC 11 _03
8 RESET 14

2 04
(7) --Vs,
114) - VDD 4006A 18 stage register

VDD-15, V,,-8
4015A duo 4 stag, SL -'0

interchangeable in that if the A/ B'
input is high the A lines are inputs
and the B lines are outputs, whereas
when A /B is held low the reverse
applies. When the parallel/serial
input is high then data is accepted
from the parallel inputs (on the
positive clock transition when
Asynch / synch is low,
asynchronously otherwise) whereas
when parallel/serial is low data is
accepted from the serial input and
shifting is performed on the positive
clock transition. The only other
feature is the A -enable input which
enables the A lines when it is high
thus allowing several registers to
feed a common bus. Designers of
large digital processing systems will
find many applications of this
device.

Applications of shift registers in
data storage and conversion are not
really very interesting out of context
and so we will look briefly at
counters. The connection of shift
registers (under the guise of a
sequence of flip-flops), to form
Johnson counters, ha3 already been

PARALLEL
INPUTS

CLOCK

PARALLEL'
SERIAL SERIAL

IN
VD,

0 11 9 16
1 7

2 6

3

4 4

-- 13

14

15

8 - 1

OUT

OUT

2 .-- 06
12 07

3 -08
8'

0-

4
4014A Synchronous P/SISO register
4027A a synchronous PISO/Synchronous SISO register

OUTPUTS

Fig. 1. Pinouts of four small shift registers.

VDD

Fig. 2. The 4034A bidirectional bus register.
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considered but it is worth noting
that in the same way as we
produced digital to analogue con-
verters from counters we can also
produce waveform synthesisers
from Johnson -counters (see fig.
3(a) ). The calculation of the
required value of each register is
rather tedious because each is on
for half a complete cycle. Neverthe-
less, an eight stage register gives
sixteen separate values out but not
all of these are independent. On
occasions this method is superior to
the single bit approach. The circuit
in fig. 3(b) is not complete because
the single bit must be inserted to
start with. If the application will
tolerate switches in the starting
sequence it is a trivial design
exercise but if complete auto -start-
ing is required it becomes quite
interesting.

These small registers we have
been considering are by no means
the top end of the range. Fig. 4
gives the pinouts for some high
capacity registers. The 4031 A is a
single sixty-four stage shift register,
the only addition being a Q output
and mode and recirculation con-
nections. When the mode control is
low the recirculation input is
inoperative and data accepted from
the data input. When mode is high,
however, data is accepted from the
recirculation input instead. Thus if
the Q output is connected to the
recirculation input a register is
formed with a control input which
will either recirculate its contents
continually or accept new data,
depending on the control signal.
You might well wonder why the
recirculation input is not internally
connected to the Q output. This is
not done because it would generally
reduce the versatility .of the device
and, more particularly, would pre-
vent the formation of multi -chip
recirculating registers like the one
shown in fig. 5(a). The 4013A is
positive edge triggered and it has
also got a delayed clock output
which, as the name implies is a
replica of the clock signal delayed
by several hundred nano -seconds so
that the cascading method shown in
fig.. 5(b) may be used. The addition
of the flip-flop if recirculation is
required should be noted as without
it this method will not work. The
cascading method in Fig 5(a) must
be used for highest speed operation
although it requires higher clock
drive.

Having said so much about the
4031A there is less to say about the
next three devices. The 4517 is

(c)

01 02 03 04

1 0 0 0

o 1 o 0

o o 1 0

o 0 0 1

Fig. 3. (a) Johnson type waveform synthesis (b) principle of the single bit circulation register (c)
counting sequence for (b) when it is correctly set up.

CLOCK
ENABLE

B IN

0

A/B
SELECT

ODD

MODE

DELAYED
CLOCK

Fig. 4. Some larger shift registers.

016

088

WRITE
ENABLE

A CLOCK
REGISTER

068

032

DATA

REGISTER

dual sixty-four bit register, the two
devices being distinguished in the
pin diagram by the suffices 'A" and
"B". During normal operation the
device is positively edge triggered,
data is entered at the data pin and
outputs are available at Q16, Q32,

Q48 and Q64. This is with the write
enable low. When it is high however
data is entered at the data, Q16,
Q32 and Q48 pins (the Q16 pin
acting as a data input to stage 17
etc) thus allowing complete filling of
the device in sixteen clock periods.
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The 4562 is a straight forward one
hundred and twenty eight stage
positive edge triggered device with
no additions except outputs every
sixteen stages throughout. The
4557 is an altogether more inter-
esting device. Basically, the length
of the shift register between the A
and B inputs and the Q and Q
outputs is equal to the sum of the L
inputs which are high plus one.
Thus if L32 and L4 are the only
ones held high the shift register will
be of length 32+4+1 = 37. The
reset input clears all stages to zero
when it is taken high. The A / B
select input is used to decide
whether the A or B inputs will be
used as the data source, when it is
low B is used, when it is high A is
chosen instead. It should be clear
from our previous discussion how a
recirculating register could be
formed. As for the clocking, when
the clock enable is low the device
behaves as a conventional positive
edge triggered register, but if
negative edge operation is required
this can be achieved by holding the

-clock at logical one when a falling
edge at the enable input will operate
the device. Using this device as a
Johnson counter would lead to an
interesting binary programmable
symmetric frequency divider. Be-
fore we leave the subject of shift
registers we will point out that all
those we have considered are static
devices which means that they
maintain their state even if they are
not clocked for some time. A two
hundred stage dynamic shift regis-
ter is available but there is not really
time to describe it here. Its type
number is 4062A.

MEMORIES

Of course, a shift register can be
used as a memory. The disadvan-
tage is that it is a serial access
device which means that a lot of
unwanted information must often
be passed by while the piece we
require is arriving. Random access
memories (RAMS) avoid this prob-
lem because access is by a set of
address lines, the signal on which
determines which bit of the memory
is to be written to or read from. We
intend here just to give brief details
of one available device (see fig. 6).
The 4061A two hundred and fifty
six bit static RAM has been chosen
as our example because it is simple
enough for a brief description of its
features to be given easily. AO to
A7 are the eight binary address
lines necessary to specify any one
bit and these should only be
changed while the chip enable input
is high. Only when the chip enable

has returned to zero can read and
write operations be performed,
reading when "read/write" is low,
writing otherwise. The buffering of
the outputs is such that the data in
line maybe tied to either data out or
data out if desired. It should also be
noted that the Vss and VDD pins are
unconventionally positioned so that
the devices are compatible with
other MOS memories. Of course,
there are a few other pieces of
timing protocol to be observed.. For
example, the chip enable signal:
should not go low too soon after an
address change but we will not go
into these here as anyone who uses
this device in a system will doubt-
less be obtaining data sheets for
other devices anyway.

AO

Al

A2

v
VDD

A3

A4

CHIP
ENABLE

WRITE/
READ

DATA OUT'

DATA OUT

DATA IN

A7

A6

A5

Fig. 6. The 4061A static 256 bit random
access memory (RAM).
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Fig. 5. 192 stage shift register using 3 4031A. (a) version requiring higher clock drive (b)
version using delayed clock.
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LOCK

THE 4046A PHASE LOCKED
LOOP

The possibilities of combining
linear and digital circuitry on the
same chip has made the fabrication
of the 4046A phase locked loop
possible in CMOS. As usual we will
discuss this device with reference to
its pin diagram which is given in fig.
7.

A zener diode of 5.2V is provided
at pin 15 for supply regulation if
required although the circuit will
operate at any value of VDD between
five and fifteen volts. The chip
contains two phase comparators
with outputs at pins 2 and 13. The
first of these is an exclusive - OR
network which requires a 1:1 mark
space ratio at the input to work
effectively, will lock onto harmonics
of the input frequency but makes up
for a lot by having good noise
rejection and it also leaves the

PHASE
PULSES

PHASE COMP
I OUT

COMP IN

VCO OUT

VCO INHIBIT

CI

f =

 SUPPLY

<>

16

VOD

ZENER

SIGNAL IN

PHASE COMP II
OUT

IDEMOD OUT

VCO IN

-1

VCOIN - 1.65 CDD - 1.35

R1 R2

(Cl + 32) (V00 + 1.6)
K = 0.95, VDD = 5, 10V
K = 1.08, VDD = 15V

f is in MHz, R1, R2 in MS2 5k0)
Cin pF

1.65 < VCOIN < vDD
12 1.35V

Fig. 7. The 4046A pinout and formula for
determining frequency.
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voltage controlled oscillator running
in mid -range with no input con-
nected. In contrast to this, phase
comparator 2 can handle pulses and
leaves the oscillator running at
minimum frequency. The output
from one of these phase compara-
tors is generally connected via a low
pass filter to the input of the V.C.O.
In passing we will mention that
when the first phase comparator is
used, the capture range (that is the
range of -frequencies that will pull
the loop into lock) can be made less
than the lock range (the range over
which the loop will follow an already
locked input) by using an appro-
priate low pass filter. In the case of
comparator 2 however, the lock and
capture ranges are identical.

The frequency of the V.C.O. for
given R1, R2 and C1 is given in fig.
7. The highest frequency attainable
is over 1MHZ but the supply voltage
may need to be a full fifteen volts to
achieve this with the cheapest
plastic encapsulated devices. For
experimenting purposes this
description of the oscillator is
probably sufficient but if it is
required to design for specific
frequency ranges, the R.C.A. data
sheet on the device gives graphs
which are easier to use than the
somewhat cumbersome formula.
Basically the smaller R2 is, the
smaller the range the VCO may be
swept over. If pin 12 is left open,
the frequency can be swept from a
negligible value to a megahertz or
over.

If the signal in is within CMOS
logic levels ("0"-<_30%VDD,
"1" _..-70%VoD) then it may Lit

directly coupled to the signal input
but if capacitive coupling is used
signals at least as low as 1.5V p -p
will be accepted. The inhibit input
saves power by disenabling the
VCO when it is taken high and the
"DEMOD OUT" terminal provides a
buffered copy of the "VCO IN"
signal for use as an output in
demodulation set-ups. If this is used
a resistor of 10k0 - 1MS2 should
be connected between it and Vss.
Perhaps we can save time by giving
one or two examples of the use of
the 4046A rather than talking
about it further. Fig. 8 shows an
F.M. demodulator designed to
operate with a centre frequency of
10kHz. It uses phase comparator 1
for good noise rejection and the
formula for the capture range shows
that the values used give -± 400Hz.
As R2 is infinite the circuit will track
over a very wide range and the
linearity obtainable is very high.

Fig. 9 shows the outline design
of a frequency synthesiser. The

(a)

f IN 0_
IN=10kHz

100k

0.1pE

14 PHASE
COMP

1

10

VCO

4 111 6

100kS2
500pF

DEM00.
OUT

1001)

For this type of low pass filter,
R

1 2irfL

-c 1% RC

fL = lock range, 2fc is the total capture range
This,formula is only applicable to phase comparator I

Fig. 8. (a) An FM demodulator for 10kHz. (b) Design of low pass filters for phase comparator 1,

REF o
SIGNAL=fIN

R2

C2

4046A

14

13

4

PHASE
COMP VCO

11 6

RI

Fig. 9. Basic PLL frequency synthesiser.

N

COUNTER

second phase comparator is used,
because it will deal with non
symmetric output from the divider
and will not lock onto harmonics.
The V.C.O. is set with the pin 12
resistor infinite for maximum range.
Three to nine hundred and ninety

nine kilohertz in one kilohertz steps
can easily be achieved. The low
pass filter should be optimised for
minimum settling times. The divide,
by N counter has been shown as a
block as these have been discussed'
at length previously.
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CMOS Part 5

MULTI -STAGE COUNTERS
We will now begin a brief trip
back through several of the
topics we have already cover-

ed, looking at some more sophisticated
IC's in each group.

The first two devices in fig. 1

share a common pin -out diagram.
They are both dual counters (la-
belled "A" and "B") with reset
operating when high. The 4518
operates in BCD and the 4520
works in binary. Both devices are
capable of counting at at least
2.5MHz when Voo= 10V. The clock

,and enable inputs are interchan-
geable in that a positive edge!
triggered counter may be realised
by holding enable at "1" and using
the clock input, or a negative edge
triggered device may be obtained
by holding the clock high and using
the enable input.

The 4553 is altogether. a more
advanced I.C. It is a three stage

' decade counter with latches and it
provides a multiplexed output. The
counters advance on the trailing
edge of the clock pulse providing
that "disable" is low. It will also
advance on the rising edge of a
disable pulse if the clock is high.
The outputs are multiplexed, which
means that one digit is given at a
time on the four BCD output lines.
The three digit outputs show which
digit is being presented (digit 1 is
most significant). The BCD outputs
are high when active, the digit
select outputs are low. The multi-
plexing is driven by an internal
oscillator whose frequency is deter-
mined by the value of capacitor
(1000pF is about right) connected
between pins 3 and 4. Alternative-
ly, this can be overridden by leaving
the capacitor out and driving the
multiplexing by feeding pulses to
pin 4. The carry out signal may be
used to clock succeeding counters
and in this case a capacitor may be
used to control th'e multiplexing of
the first counter and succeeding
ones driven by connecting their pin
4 to pin 3 on the preceeding device.
The reset input sets all the counters
to zero and disables all the digit
outputs hence blanking the display
when it is taken high. The only
other thing to note is the latch
enable input. On the rising edge of
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DIGIT 2
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VD°
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G2

01
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CLOCK
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DIGIT 3

CARRY OUT

RESET

CLOCK

DISABLE

LATCH ENABLE

01

COUNTER

Fig. 1. Three multistage CMOS counters.

the input to this pin' the output from
the counters is stored in latches and
thus the conventional three decade
counter ICs and three latch ICs are
replaced by a single device. Use of
this device is well illustrated by the
ETI counter module and also by fig.
2 which shows a six decade version.

The two seven segment decoders
used in these two counters, the
4543 and the 4511 have their
pin -out given in fig. 3. The 4511
is a straightforward device with
Q1 -Q4 BCD inputs and a -g segment
outputs. The three additional con-
nections are simply a lamp test
which lights all segments when it

is taken low, a blanking input which
turns off all segments when it is
taken low (unless lamp test is low as
well) and a latch which stores the'
current input when it is taken high.
The segment outputs will source up
to 25mA.

The 4543 is more advanced, the
latch operates when taken low and
the blanking operates when high.
The device operates conventionally
when the phase input is low (i.e. is
suitable for directly driving common
cathode L.E.D.$) but when phase is
high, the outputs are all inverted
which is useful for driving common
anode L.E.D.s. ff this input is fed
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Fig. 2. A six decade counter using CMOS. It may be adapted for common cathode LEDs by changing the drivers and taking pin 6 on the
4543's to Vss.

with a square wave which is also fed
to the common connection of the
segments, liquid crystal displays
may be driven in the manner
described in part one. The 4056A
mentioned there is a pin for pin
equivalent of this device except that
the blanking is dispensed with and
pin seven used as a second Vss pin
for the display output part of the
circuitry. Thus pin 16 could be at
OV, pin 8 at -3V and pin 7 at
-15V giving maximum economy
while still providing lull drive at the
output.

There is also a five decade
counter of a similar type but there is
not space to describe it here. Its
type number is 4534 and it comes
in a twenty-four pin DI L case.

MONOSTABLE MULTIVIBRATOR
The 4098B is a dual monostable

multivibrator. Its pin diagram in fig.
4 is accompanied by a table

showing the connections needed for
every combination of edge trigger-
ing and retriggerability. The reset
operates when low in this device
whose period is, to a first approxi-
mation given by T= RC (ohms and
Furads), where C is connected
getween the RC and C pins and R is
connected from RC to V DD. The
specification of the 4528 is similar
except for minor details.

MORE GATES
We can now claim to have

covered a fair cross-section of
devices and so to conclude we shall
say a little more on the subject
which we started with, simple
gates. As well as the NOR and
NAND gates we mentioned at the
time there is a range of AND and OR
gates available at comparable
prices. The 4071B, 407513, 4072B
are quad, triple and dual OR gates

respectively with identical connec-
tions to the NOR gates (4001A,
40.25A, 4002A) that were dis-
cussed in the first part. Similarly, the
408113, 4085B, 4082B are the AND
gates corresponding to the 4011A,
4023A, 4012A we mentioned then.

The 4030A quad exclusive -OR
gate was also listed there and it is
worth mentioning that types 4070B
and 4077B are exclusive -OR and
exclusive -NOR gates with identical
pin connections. As the 4070B has
slightly superior specification to the
4030A and is usually cheaper if
may generally replace it. Also, for
almost all purposes the 4507 is
equivalent to the 4030A and
4070B.

The 40938 is a quad NAND
Schmitt trigger with about 0.6 volts
hysteresis (at Von= 5V) and a pin -out
identical to the 4001A. The 4583 is
a dual Schmitt trigger in which the
hysteresis may be adjusted by
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Fig. 4. The 40988 dual monostable multivibrator and method of
achieving different modes of operation.

Fig. 3. Two BCD 7 segment decoders and drivers with latches.
01 is the least significant bit.

external resistors. There can be few
uses for these which have not
already been realised with the
T.T.L. SN7413N but it is worth
noting that larger time constants
could be used on the inputs.

Fig. 5 shows a hexinverter and
buffer with the extra options of an
inhibit input which makes all the
inverters have low outputs when it
is taken high and an output disable
which sets all the outputs in a high
impedence state. This also operates
when it is taken high. The chief use
of these circuits is in applying one of
two lines of data to an input. They
are both wired in but only one
disable is low at any one time. The
disable overrides the inhibit.

RANGES OF CMOS
Throughout this article, devices

have been known by a four digit
code number beginning 40 and
ending with A or B, or beginning 45
and possessing no suffix. Most of,
the devices beginning 40 are
available from RCA in the CD range

26

Fig. 5. Pinout of the
4502 strobed hex
inverting buffer.

with a type number CD40xxAE or
CD40xxBE, The A signifies that the
maximum supply voltage is 1 5v, B
signifies 18v. In general, A and B.
versions are not both provided.
Most of this range is also available
from Motorola as the MC14UxxCP
range which will tolerate up to

sixteen volts. The 45 devices are
often available only in the
MC145xxCP range. In general other
combinations of suffices indicate a
ceramic packages or the like.
Generally these are more expensive
and have slightly superior specifi-
cations.
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AUDIO AMPLIFIERS
Designing an amplifier is like re -inventing the wheel. There are thousands of published
designs and possibly as many as a 100 different types of monolithic amplifiersas well
as lots of off the shelf modules to choose from. If you design the amplifier yourself (or
use someone elses design) you will probably encounter problems such as heat,
noise, instability, distortion, power rating etc, etc. Tim Orr sets out to help you cope.

Power Rating
The power rating for an amplifier is generally considered
to be the maximum RMS power that a sine wave can
deliver to a load (Fig. 1). The RMS power is given by:

Vpp2

P(RMS) = -
8RL

RL

HMS OUTPUT = 0.7 Vmax,
OUTPUT POWER = Vrms X Irma
WHERE lam = Vrms

RL
OUTPUT POWER = Vrmis? = Vmmy,2

RL 8RL

FULL WAVE RECTIFY
THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE

RN's PcMil-
VA/maxpp

Therefore if RL= 8R and Vpp is 1V, pP,Rms, =
15 .6mW.

For Vpp = 10 V P(Rms, = 1 .56 W.
For Vpp -= 100 V PiRms, = 156 W.

So the RMS power goes up as a square of the output
voltage. However our hearing does not respond linearly
to power, and so the difference between a 10 W and
100 W amplifier is always disappointing.

Heat
Not surprisingly, power amplifiers get hot. When they
are delivering power to a load, the amplifier is also
dissapating a considerable amount of heat itself. A
reasonable rule of thumb is that both the amplifier and

the load dissipate the same power, except when there is
no output signal. Then the amplifier is the only thing that
is getting hot. To get a very low crossover distortion it is
usually necessary to run the output transistors in an
amplifier in class A or AB. This means that the transistors
are biased on (or partly on for AB operation). Thus they
consume lots of current and get hot. Therefore designing
power amplifiers is a compromise between heat pro-
duction and distortion. IC power amplifiers, because of
their small size, go for low heat generation and hence
higher crossover distortion. Discrete component power
amplifiers can use large heat sinks sometimes with
forced air cooling and thus obtain THD figures from
0.1% to 0.01%.

Some IC power amplifiers get rid of their heat down
the IC legs to suitably large areas of copper on the
printed circuit board. There are also 'Stick On' heat sinks
dor DIL packages. Also, when the going gets a bit hot,
some amplifiers employ a thermal shutdown mechan-
ism. Generally though, high temperature operation
means that the device life time is greatly shortened. Thus
it is not surprising that the components that fail most
regularly are the power transistors in amplifiers and
power supplies.

Stability
The only difference between amplifiers and oscillators is
the phase of the feedback and so it is hardly surprising
that a problem exists. When the phase of the feedback
becomes positive then oscillation can occur, if the gain
of the amplifier is then greater than unity. The gap
between a good amplifier and an oscillator is known as
the phase margin. When the phase margin is reduced to
zero, oscillations will occur.

More feedback when the phase shift is positive will
increase the risk of instability. Less feedback when the
phase shift is positive will make the amplifier more
stable.

However, less negative feedback means more diStor-
tion. It is a compromise between stability and distortion.
It is possible to increase the phase margin and thus
stabilise the amplifier with a suitably placed capacitor.
However, in the IC (monolithic) design this is not

, possible because this capacitor would probably occupy
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twice the area as the rest of the integrated circuit. So, the
designers of IC power amplifiers usually make this
stabilising capacitor small and set the amplifier gain high
(less negative feedback).

You end up with a power amplifier that is only stable
with high values of gain and which has a relatively high
distortion. Even so, most monolithic designs need ad-
ditional capacitors on their inputs and their outputs to
maintain stable operation. Other stability problems are:

1) Amplifier gain and phase margin depend on power
supply voltages. Thus, an amplifier may not be stable
under varying conditions of supply voltage. During the
power up, the amplifier may emit a squeak or a whoosh,
due to high frequency instability.

2) Amplifier gain and phase margin depend on
temperature. Thus as the amplifier warms up it may then
become unstable, oscillate, the output transistors get
very hot and the amplifier burn out.

Alternatively, the amplifier may be unstable only
when cold. So you switch on and it squeaks (oscillates),
warms up, stops oscillating, cools down, oscillates
(squeaks), warms up, etc. etc. (Breaks the ice at parties!).

'3) The load put on an amplifier will affect the phase
margin. Designing an amplifier that will drive any load is
difficult. Often a power amplifier will have a capacitor
resistor network from its output to ground. This network
is used to increase the phase margin.

Distortion
If you put a pure sinewave into an amplifier and you get
out of it the same sinewave plus some harmonics, then
you have got distortion. Any other spurious signals are
not distortion products and are not included in the THD
calculations.

Crossover distortion is usually generated by the
output transistor pair (Fig. 2). This is caused by one of
the transistors switching off before the other one can
switch on. The result is a 'lump' in the output waveform
which gives the sound a 'buzzy' quality. The distortion
can be reduced by turning the output transistors on a bit
more, by biasing their bases further apart. This increases
the quiescent current and thus more power is dissipated:
Also, overall negative feedback can be used to iron out
the kinks, but this will increase the chance of instability.

Another type of distortion is harmonic distortion. An
amplifier, used in open loop is usually fairly non linear.
This non -linearity will cause any signal passing through
the amplifier to be distorted. Negative feedback is used
to iron out the non-linearities and so reduce this source
of harmonic distortion.

It is interesting to note that the hi-fi market wants low
THD figures of 0.1% to 0.01 % but the music market
actually prefers (in some cases) higher figures of about
2%.

SELF
SHORTING
INPUT
JACK

INPUT

28

56

+306

+ 10

CIOR

MAX OUT
4Vpp INTO PP3
10k 9V BATTERY

220u 25V +
_

OUTPUT
RATTE RV

DRAIN
1mA

VARIABLE GAIN 6.1B-.35dS

Mains hum is easily picked up with high impedance
microphones, particularly if the microphone cable is long. Also, a
treble cut occurs when using long cables. The output impedance
of the microphone and the capacitance of the cable produces a
low pass filter which cuts off the high frequencies, so that a high
impedance microphone should only be used on a short cable.

For low impedance types, a low -noise high gain amplifier is
needed, as output is much lower, and the circuit above is such an
amplifier. The noise generated by transistors is a function of
collector current. The current through 01 has been optimised to
gibe low noise operation.

The amplifier has an open loop gain of more than 60 dB.
Negative feedback is applied, via a variable 470k pot, so that the
closed loop gain is controllable from 6 dB to 35 dB. This allows
the gain to be tailored to suit different types of microphone and
hence get the best overload and S/ N ratio conditions. A
maximum signal output of 4 V into a 10k load is obtained and the
current drain is 1 mA making it possible to run the amplifier from
a PP3 9 V battery.

Unbalanced Line Driver

INPUT

5V

150p OUTPUT

PRESET SETS THE BIAS
CURRENT ON, HENCE THE
CROSSOVER DISTORTION

100u 25V

276

03
2N2905

5V

The high open loop gain of an op amp is combined with the
power handling capabilities of descrete transistors to produce a
line driver amplifier. The output driver stage (111, 2, 3) is
included in the overall feedback, and acts as a power booster on
the output of the op amp. Transistor 01 is used as a VBRE
multiplier. That is, it sets up a voltage of about 1 V5 between its
collector and emitter. The actual voltage can be set by the preset
connected to its base. Thus the bases of Q2 and Q3 can be biased
apart by a set amount, just sufficient to make them work in class
B operation.

If there are any ambient temperature changes, 01 automati-
cally adjusts the bias voltages to Q2,3 to maintain a constant bias
current. There is overall negative feedback from the output,
providing a voltage gain of 0 dB (x1). The output is partly short
circuit protected by the 27 ohm emitter resistors. This amplifier
can deliver high level, low distortion signals into low impedance
loads. It could be used as an output driver in an unbalanced audio
mixer.
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DRIVE
SIGNAL

O

OUTPUT
STAGE

11%

-Vcc

Fig 1 (above) is the classical output pair that produces the
equally classical crossover distortion illustrated below. Careful
biasing of the output pair can reduce the effect but it is usually
present in most amplifiers of this type.

DRIVE SIGNAL

OUTPUT SIGNAL

CROSSOVER
DISTORTION

Noise
Noise is generally not a problem in power amplifiers but
it is in the pre -amplifier stages of an audio system. An
overall system signal to noise ratio of 70 dB (3 000 to 1),
is quite good and not very difficult to achieve. Better
than this is studio or professional quality. When
amplifiers are used to reproduce stored signals, such as
from a disc, radio or tape recorder, then an overall S/ N
ratio of 70dB is quite adequate. This is because the
S/ N ratio for these storage or transistor systems is quite
low.

For example the best disc technology will only give us
a 60 dB S/ N ratio. The best studio quality tape recorder
(unprocessed), will give 65 dB. Radio transmissions are
about 50 dB on FM, and cheap cassette players only
clock up 30 dB's.

As tapes and discs are used then their S/N ratio
deteriorates. Also, most listening environments have a
high background noise level (air conditioning, street
noise, jets etc.).
The most demanding situations where the noise of a
preamplifier will be important are in amplifying the
signals from low impedance microphones, magnetic
cartridges for record players and tape recorder pickup
heads. In the following sections there are several
examples of low noise pre -amplifier designs.

Balanced Microphone Preamplifier

TO LOW IMPEDENCE
MICROPHONE

BALANCED
CABLE

200R 10

MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER
ISOWTER, RS, EAGLE)
FUTURE FILM DPIELOPMENTS

9

1k2

29V

100n

22k

Professional audio equipment generally uses balanced inputs
and outputs. This means that the inputs and outputs are
differential, which is usually obtained by having balancing input
and output transformers.

The advantage of using a balanced system is that any unit can
be connected to any other unit without any gound loop
problems. A balanced system eliminates these problems. Also,
mains hum pick up is reduced. A balanced audio cable has an
outer screen and a twisted pair of wires in the centre. Any mains
hum (or other signal) which is picked up on the twisted pair will
have the same amplitude on each of these central wires. This is a
common mode signal. The microphone signal applied to these
two wires is a differential signal. Thus, when the microphone
signal plus mains hum is connected to the transformer, the
differential signal appears at the output windings and the
common mode signal is rejected. Thus the mains hum is
suppressed.

The transformer also provides a voltage gain, and the LM 381
provides a low noise amplification of about 32 dB (x40).
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Active Crossover Unit

INPUT
FROM
LOW IMPEDENCE
SOURCE

The circuit shown is for a two speaker system having a crossover
frequency of 500 Hz. The filter structures are third order
Butterworth multiple feedback, low pass and high pass. (Third
order implies that roll off slopes of ±18 dB/octave are
obtained.)
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Parametric Equaliser

J77
V IN
(LOW
IMPEDENCE
SOURCE)

100

10k

100k
10k

CW

470k

CCW CW

MAX 0 MIN 0

VV\P
1000

LI Cl 1T

100k n 10k

>IC3

OP AMPS -741
OR DUAL 741
OR RC4136
IA LOW NOISE OUADI

O MAX = 3 3
O MIN = 0.]
FREQUENCY
RANGE 300Hz to 3000Hz

This is possibly the equaliser for the amplifier system that has
everything. The parametric equaliser has got three controls. It is
a bandpass filter which can have variable cut or lift, so that a
particular frequency band can be enhanced or rejected. The
resonance can also be controlled so that area of frequency
affected can be broad or narrow. Also the centre frequency of
the bandpass filter can be varied so that it can be tuned to
operate at a particular frequency. The circuit operation is quite
simple.

Op amps IC 1, 2, 3 form a state variable filter, the Q and centre
frequency of which can be varied. Op amp IC4 is a virtual earth
amplifier. When the equaliser is in the lift position, the signal is
fed into the state variable filter. It then comes out of the
bandpass output and into IC4. In this feed forward position the
equaliser has got a peak (lift) in its response. When the equaliser
is in its cut position, the bandpass filter is in the feedback loop of
IC4 and so there is a notch in the frequency response.

Care must be taken not to cause overloading and clipping
when using high Q lifts.

Electronic Balanced Input Microphone
Amplifier.

BALANCE
CMRR

27k

100n
Vcc

It is possible to simulate the balanced performance of a trans-
former electronically with a differential amplifier. By adjusting
the presets the resistor ratior can be balanced so that the best
CM RR is obtained. It is possible to get a better CMRR than the
one you would obtain from a transformer. Also, a transformer
can itself pick up mains hum, it is expensive and heavy. So,
electronic balancing can be quite competitive. One problem is
obtaining a truly differential low noise amplifier. I would suggest
a RC4136 which is a quad low noise op amp.

10 Watt Power Amplifier. (SN6018)

SN7E01

INPUT

11000 1

rrtn
.ONLY
REQUIRED
IF INPUT IS 14o7
LEFT OPEN
CIRCUIT

IDOL +
I14V TO 26V MAXI

1000u
+t

NOTE THE
CAPACTIVE
LOADING

S5176018
PACKAGE
MOUNT ON HEATSINK
10°C;WATT

10 WATTS INTO
8P

THD AT 7 SWAT TS
VOLTAGE GAIN 3400

This is a very simple and inexpensive monolithic power amplifier
made by Texas Instruments. It comes in a package that looks like
a plastic power transistor with five legs.

Thus it can be screwed down to a heat sink without any
problems. The THD specifications for this device are:

10 W at 10% THD (R1=8 ohm)
7.5 W at 1% THD (R1 = Bohm)
0.05 W to 6.5 Watt at 0.2% THD (R L= Bohm)

No isolation from the heat sink is required. It should be used in
applications where high fidelity is not required. Note that it
requires two stabilising capacitors.

Record Player - Magnetic Pickup

PICKUP

00n

lu

,30V

OUTPUT

LM381
121 13

220u 25V 15"

THE NUMBERS SHOWN IN BRACKETS
ARE THE PINS FOR THE OTHER
HALF OF THE IC.

If you were to amplify the signal from a magnetic pickup on a
record player and listen to it the sound would be terrible. It
would be all treble and no bass. This is because the pickup is
magnetic and gives an output voltage which is velocity sensitive.
That is the faster the needle wiggles in the record groove, the
larger the output voltage, or rather the output voltage (for the
same amplitude of excursion) is proportional to frequency. To
restore the natural sound, the signal must be equalised with a
frequency response as specified by the R IAA.

This play back equalisation gives 20 dB lift at low frequencies
and 20 dB attenuation at high frequencies and is 0 dB at 1 kHz.
No equalisation is required if you use one of the cheaper ceramic
pickups, which have a flat response.

500,

Graph illustrating the non -ideal
approximation to the ideal R IAA
equalisation curve, the res-
ponse flows smoothly unlike
the 'defined' R IAA response.

10Hz 100)11 1kH2 10002 100kHz
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50 Ohm Driver

When you want to buffer a test generator to the outside world it
is often very difficult to get an amplifier with sufficient
bandwidth and power handling to do the job. The circuit is a very
simple unity gain buffer. It has a fairly high input impedance, a
50 ohm output impedance, a wide bandwidth and high slew rate.

The circuit is simply two pairs of emitter followers. The base
emitter voltages of Q1 and Q2 cancel out, and so do those of Q3
and Q4. The preset is used to zero out any small DC offsets due
to mismatching in the transistors.

20 Watt Amplifier

USE A

INPUT 220n TO5 HEATSINK

1005

470
25V

20V IMAX)

0527 2 WATT

TIP3IA
MOUNT ON
HEATSINK

A

TIP32A
MOUNT ON
HEATSINK

OR27 2 WATT

20V (MAXI

LS

An audio power amplifier can be constructed from a power
driver op amp plus a pair of transistors. The power driver is a
NE540 made by Signetics. It generates quite a bit of internal
heat and so a TO5 heat sink is required. Note that this design
uses five stabilising capacitors.

The amplifier works quite well once any stability problems
have been sorted out and the power output is quite adequate for
a domestic amplifier system.

NOW IT WORKS

Lay down the ETIPRINT and
rub over with a soft pencil
until the pattern is
transferred to the board. Peel
off the backing sheet
carefully making sure that
the resist has transferred. If
you've been a bit careless
there's even a 'repair kit' on
the sheet to correct any
breaks!

ETIPRINTS are made from our or-
iginal artwork ensuring a neat and
accurate board. We thought ETIP-
RINTS were such a good idea that
we have patented the system (patent
numbers 1445171 and 1445172).

ETIPRINTS are a fast new aid for
producing high quality printed
circuit boards. Each ETIPRINTS
sheet contains a set of etch resistant
rub down transfers of the printed
circuit board designs for several of
our projects.

BUYLINES

Send cheque or PO for 80p inc. P + P to ETI
Magazine (Note 034 £1.20 each).

ETI PRINT, ETI MAGAZINE
145 Charing Cross Road

London WC2H OEE

Recent Issues

034 Cable Tester
Reaction Tester
Speech Compressor
PRE -AMP Power Supply
Rectifier & De -Thump Board
Power Amp

035 Oven leakage Detector
Pinball Wizard

036A 3 x Display Board
Relay Activator
Points Controller

0366 Data Distributor
(double sided)

036C Train Speed Controller
Track Cleaner and Electronic Pot
(double sided)

036D Power Switch Selector
(double sided)

036E R.C. Encoder (double sided)
Power Supply Unit

036F Decoder (top side)
036G Decoder (bottom side)
037A Long Period Timer

Rain Alarm
Touch Switch
Flash Trigger
Pseudo Random Noise Gen

0376 Hum Filter
Dice
Logic Probe
Aircraft Band Convertor

037C Function Generator

Oct 79

Nov 79

Nov 79

Nov 79

Nov 79

Nov 79
Dec 79
Dec 79
Dec 79
Dec 79

Dec 79

Dec 79
Dec 79
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POWER SUPPLIES
This series of articles by B.

Doherty outlines the operation,
performance, limitations and

design aspects of the
modern dc power supply.

The usual first stage in a dc power
supply is the transformer which
converts the ac at mains voltage

to the (usually) lower voltage required
for semi -conductor circuits. The trans-
former also isolates the circuit from
the ac mains (Fig. 1).
The output of the transformer is still

ac, so a rectifier is required to convert
this to dc. (Fig. 2).

The dc output is, however, a

fluctuating direct current, so  a
smoothing, or filter, circuit is required.
(Fig. 3).

MAINS AC TRANSFORMER DIFFERENT AC
IN VOLTAGE OUT

FIG. 1

co ---
TRANSFORMER^-AC

OUT IN

MAINS AC
IN RECTIFIER DC

OUT

--0
FIG. 2

This provides an almost steady dc,
there remaining only the problem of
being sure that the supply maintains a
steady flow of power and does not
allow fluctuations. For this, a control
circuit is added to counteract
fluctuations in supply or load.

MAINS AC
IN

FIG. 3

TRANS
FORMER

AC

MAINS AC
IN

FIG. 4

TRANS
FORMER

RECTIFIER

Constant voltage power
supply with variable

current limiting and one
meter to read both

voltage and current
(Coutant)

The block schematic of a complete
power supply is shown in Fig. 4.

Power supplies may be required to
supply either constant voltage or
constant current.

A constant voltage power supply acts
to maintain its output voltage
constant, in spite of changes in load,
line, temperature, etc. Thus for a

change in load resistance, the output
voltage of this type of supply remains
constant while the output current
changes by whatever amount is

necessary to accomplish this.
A constant current power supply on

the other hand, acts to maintain its
output current constant in spite of
changes in load, line and temperature.
And thus for a change in load
resistance, the output current remains
constant while the output voltage

DC
UNFILTERED

AC RECTIFIER

FILTER DC OUT
FILTERED-o

DC FILTER DC REGULATOR CONSTANT
DC OUT-0

IDEAL

VOLTAGE DROP ACROSS
INTERNAL RESISTANCE
I.

ACTUAL

VOLTAGE SOURCE

FIG.6

CURRENT LEAKED THROUGH
INTERNAL RESISTANCE

IDEAL

CURRENT SOURCE

FIG. 6

changes by whatever amount is
necessary to accomplish this.
The differences between the two

types of power unit are shown
graphically in Figs. 5 and 6.
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The internal resistance of an ideal
voltage source will be zero, so that
there is no voltage drop across the
internal resistance, and the internal
resistance of an ideal current generator
will be infinite, so that there is no
current lost internally. This is perhaps
clearer if we look at the circuit of
practical voltage and current
generators (Figs. 7 and 8).

In both cases the actual source
consists of an ideal source (Fig. 7)
with an internal resistor connected so
as to introduce an imperfection before
the terminals (Fig. 8).

FIG. 7

i I

14- h

V I V,

L

FIG. 8

0
L J

THE TRANSFORMER
The transformer (Fig. 9) operates by

creating a magnetic flux (0) in the iron
core by passing a current into the
primary, then the passage of the
magnetic flux through the secondary
generates a voltage in the secondary
(Faraday's law).

Note that the coupling between the
primary and the secondary is magnetic
only - there is no electrical coupling.

The ratio of primary and secondary
quantities is determined by the turns
ratio. Thus

V2 N2

VI - Ni
12-= Ni
li N2

Theoretically there is no power loss
in the transformer, so the principle of
conservation of energy, requires that
the input power is equal to the output
power

SO Pt = P2
i.e. Vi Ii = V2I2

It is from this product of Vi I2(=V2Ii )
that the volts/amps of a transformer
is derived.

In practice of course, there are losses
in the transformer which mean that
the power in the secondary is less than
the power in the primary.

The relation between primary
current and magnetic flux is as shown
in Fig. 10.

Note that the relation is linear from
0 to A, but after A no matter how
much the current is increased the flux
remains approximately the same. This
phenomenon is called saturation (of
the iron core) and occurs when the
great majority of the magnetic dipoles
in the iron have been aligned with the
flux.

The segment AB is called the
saturation region.

If the primary current is derived
from the ac mains it will have a

sinusoidal waveform. If the peak of
the sinusoid is less than IA, the flux
produced will be an exact replica of
the input current, because as current
goes up, flux goes up and vice versa.

The secondary voltage will be
approximately proportional to the
flux, and will therefore also be
sinusoidal.

There is however a renewal of
interest in the type of transformer
where the peak of the primary current

PRIMARY CURRENT
moves well into the saturation region.

FIG.I0

Iv

In this type of transformer the peak
primary current is 1B. The flux varies
directly with primary current until A
is reached, then it remains
approximately constant over AB as the
sinusoid rises to a peak then falls.

This regulated power supply provides outputs adjustable
from 9 to 16 volts at currents of up to 15 amps.
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When the primary curre'it falls below
A, the flux once again varies directly
with primary current. The flux
waveform is then as shown in Fig. 11,
and since the secondary voltage is
roughly proportional to the flux, the
secondary voltage is as illustrated in
Fig. 12.

(Note that transformers must be
specially designed to operate in this
mode.)

DIODES
The voltage/current graph for a

typical diode is shown in Fig. 13.
When a positive voltage is applied, the
current is high and the forward voltage
drop is less than 1 volt. When a
negative voltage is applied, a negligible
current flows.

The diode is eminently suitable for
use as a rectifier because of its ability
to pass current only in one direction.

BASIC RECTIFIER CIRCUITS
The simplest possible rectifier circuit

is shown in Fig. 14.
The diode will pass only the positive

FLUX 0
.."

(

FIG. 11

SECONDARY
VOLTAGE

FIG. 12

400V 300V 200V -100V

WAVEFORM IF OPERATING
IN LINEAR REGION

TA -

FLUX WAVEFORM CUT-OFF
DUE TO SATURATION

IV 1V

TIME

TIME

-v
BREAKDOWN

FIG. 13

10049

half cycle of the secondary ac voltage,
so the voltage across the load is as
shown in Fig. 15. The output is a
fluctuating direct current (since it
moves always in the positive
direction).

The circuit, shown in Fig.. 14 is a AC

half -wave rectifier. As a source of
direct current it is not very effective
because of the large voltage
fluctuations'. The full -wave rectifier is
a substantial improvement.
The two most common types of

full -wave rectifier are the centre
tapped (Fig. 16) and the bridge (Fig.
18) configurations.

The full -wave centre tapped
secondary configuration is shqvvn in
Figs. 16 and 16a. On the positive
half -cycle A is at +V, B at OV, and C is
at -V. Thus A is more positive than B,
and diode D1 conducts via the load in
the direction shown. Diode D2 has a
negative voltage across it and does not
conduct.

On the negative half -cycle, A is at -V,
B is at OV, and C at +V. Thus C is
more positive than B1, so diode D2
conducts via the load in the direction
shown. Note that it conducts in the
same direction as did D,. Diode Di
now has a negative voltage across it
and does not conduct.

The voltage applied to the load is
therefore as shown in Fig. 17. The
fluctuation is much less with this
waveform. (Half as much as with the
half -wave configuration.)

THE BRIDGE RECTIFIER
The second common type of rectifier

is the bridge rectifier. (Fig. 18).
During the positive half -cycle,

current flows from A to B through D1,
through the load, and through D3.
During the negative half -cycle, current
flows from B to A through D2,
through the load in the same direction
as before and through D4.

The voltage applied to the load is,
therefore, the same as in the
centre -tapped circuit shown in, Fig. 16
above.

VOLTAGE DOUBLERS
Another type of rectifier -filter

commonly used in low power
applications where the load is
relatively constant is the voltage
doubler (Fig. 19).
When A is at +V and 8 is at OV,

diode D1 conducts and charges C1 up
to the peak of the ac voltage. Diode
D2 has a negative voltage across it and
does not conduct. When A is at -V and
B is at DV, diode D2 conducts and
charges C2 to -V peak. Diode D1 has
negative voltage across it and does not
conduct.

240V

FIG. 14

FIG. 16

FIG.16A

FIG.19

FIG. 18

0

DI

LOAD

D2

LOAD

LOAD

LOAD
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Since capacitors C1 and C2 are in
series, the voltage across them (off
load) is twice the total peak ac voltage,
hence the term voltage doubler.
When a load is applied to the voltage

doubler circuit, the output voltage will
be less than twice The peak voltage.
The actual voltage will depend on the
value of the capacitor and the load
current drawn from the circuit.

VOLTAGE MULTIPLIERS
The voltage multiplier shown in Fig.

20 produces high voltage at lower
power levels.

Off load, the output voltage of this
configuration is twice the peak ac
voltage multiplied by the number of
stages used. Both diodes and
capacitors must be rated as twice the
peak ac input voltage.

DIODE SELECTION
The important factors in selecting

suitable diodes are the current they
must carry, both peak and average,

ONE SECTION

FIG.20 VOLTAGE MULTIPLIER

0
UwN

00
o >

JwHY

>

(-)

ox

and the negative voltage which will
appear across them when they are
non -conducting. If the permissible
maximum currents (as determined
from the manufacturers'
specifications) are exceeded for even a
short time the diode will be destroyed,
and if the negative voltage exceeds the
Peak Inverse Voltage (P.I.V. - once
again found from manufacturers'
specifications) the diode will probably
be destroyed by avalanche breakdown.

In the half -wave circuit the single
diode must carry the full current and
the full secondary voltage (the peak,
not the rms which is normally
specified at the secondary). For a
sinusoid, the peak voltage = rms
voltage x N/2. If capacitors are used to
filter the output, the diodes must be
rated at twice peak voltage.

In the centre -tapped secondary or
circuit, the voltage of the transformer
is usually quoted as half the total
voltage - 0 - half the total voltage;

thus if the total output voltage is
650V, the transformer specification
will be 825-0-325 volts.

The diodes must be rated for the
peak of the total output voltage, and
half the output current.

In the bridge rectifier the diodes are
rated for the peak of the ac voltage
and half of the full amount.
FILTER CIRCUITS FOR POWER
SUPPLIES

A full -wave rectifier output may be
shown to be equal to a constant
voltage plus an alternating voltage, by
the use of a Fourier series. Thus the
output voltage is expressed by

2 VmVo =- +-4 cos 2 wt +
31r negligible terms

where Vo is the rectifier output
voltage

Vm is the peak rectifier output
voltage

w = 27rf = 27r x 50 Hz is the supply
frequency in radian/sec.
The purpose of the filter circuit is to

remove the ac component of the
rectifier output but allow the dc
component. to pass through. The ac
component is termed "ripple" (and in
audio work "hum", from the 100 Hz
signal produced in the speakers by the
ripple voltage).
The ripple will be an important

factor in deciding the performance of
a power supply, so we must establish
an accurate means of measuring and
recording it. For this purpose we
introduce the "ripple factor", which is
defined by -
ripple factor, r equals

rms value of alternating components of output

dc value of output
For a good power supply the

alternating component is small in
relation to the dc component, so the
ripple factor will be small.

The dc and ac components may be
measured quite readily using a dc
reading meter for the dc component,
and an rms reading meter (with a
capacitor in series) for the ac
component.

With a sinusoidal -input, the ripple
factor of a half -wave rectifier is 1.21,
and for a full wave rectifier it is 0.482.
In other words for a half -wave circuit
the ac component is larger than the dc
component by about 20%, while for a
full -wave circuit the ac component is
less than half the dc component. Thus
full wave rectification clearly provides
a substantial improvement in ripple
factor, and hence it is almost always
used where the quality of the dc
supply is in any way important.

The simplest filter circuit is a choke
or inductance connected in series with
the output. The reactance of the
choke is 277fL, where f is frequency (in
Hz), and L the inductance of the

choke (in Henrys). The ac component
of the waveform sees this is a high
impedance, but the dc component,
having zero frequency, sees' ifo
impedance. Thus a high impedance is
inserted for the ac component, but has
no effect on the dc component. (In
practice there will be a small dc
resistance due to the copper wire used
to wind the choke).
A typical circuit arrangement is

shown in Fig. 21.
The ripple factor with a choke filter

is approximately
r= 1 RL

3Na 2rf L

Thus ripple is increased as the load
increases and as the current falls
(Ohm's Law), i.e., low ripple at high
currents.

A substantial improvement is
obtained with the capacitor filter (Fig.
22). The capacitor value must be large

CHOKE
39159311EIBilli

L (HENRY)

UNFILTERED
DC IN

LOAD
RL (Ohm)

FIG. 21

to provide as low an impedance path
around the load as is possible for the
ac components. Of course, no dc
passes through the capacitor.

The capacitor charges up to the peak
of the unfiltered dc output, and when
the output voltage falls, the capacitor
discharges through the load, thus

UNFILTERED
DC VOLTAGE

FIG. 22

tending to keep the voltage across the
load up to its peak value.
The major drawback of the capacitor

filter is that with each peak it recovers
the lost energy, and this results in a
high current inrush as the capacitor
starts charging (Fig. 23). Because of
the voltage stored on the capacitor the
diode has only a positive voltage across
it for the time periods shown in Fig.
23.

The peak diode current is

I peak = VrnNi(27rf)2 C2 + 1
RL 2
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DIODE CURRENT

This is the peak current which the
diode , will conduct on each
fluctuation, The diode peak current
rating must, therefore, be in excess of
the value which is calculated from the
above.

For a single capacitor filter the ripple
factor is given by

I DC 1r -
4V3 f C VDC 4\ig f C RL

A substantial improvement is
obtained with one of the more
commonly used circuits, the pi -section
filter (Fig. 24).

The ripple factor for this circuit is

r=f Xc Xcl
RL XL -1

It is possible to replace the inductor
with a low value resistor (with a

sufficiently high wattage to allow it to
carry the full load current).

The ripple factor is then

r=f 1Sc
RL R

Xcl

The use of the resistor in place of the
choke is quite common because of the
expense, weight, and bulk of the
choke.

VOLTAGE STABILIZATION
There are three main factors which

may cause the output voltage to vary.
The ac supply may fluctuate by up to
± 10%, the load current may range
from zero to the full load current, and
the temperature may have a further
effect, particularly with
semi -conductor devices.

The main source of variation in
output voltage is the variation with
load current. This is because the
resistance of the copper wire used in
the transformer, the forward resistance
of the diode, filter resistance, and the
like, cause a voltage drop which is

proportional to the load current.
It is possible to represent a voltage

source by an ideal voltage source in
series with the internal resistance

(indicated above) as shown in Fig. 25.
The voltage appearing across the load
is then the voltage of the ideal voltage
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DC VOLTAGE
OUTPUT

source less the voltage drop across the
internal resistance.

i.e. V = E - I Ri
So as I increases, V falls.

The measure of the stability of the
output voltage is the regulation,
defined as
per cent regulation =

no load voltage - full load voltage x 100no load voltage
Devices which stabilize the output

voltage are, therefore, frequently
called regulators.

Regulators fall into two categories.
(29

UNFILTERED
DC IN

FIG. 24

r
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FIG.25

V.

UNREGULATED
DC IN

FIG. 26

V.

UNREGULATED
DC IN

FIG. 27

V.

These are the shunt regulator (Fig. 26)
and the series regulator (Fig. 27).

Both type utilize the fact that Vo =
Vi = Vf. If Vi alters and Vf can be
made to alter by an equal amount,
then their difference (i.e. Vol will be
unchanged.

With the shunt regulator the output
voltage is compared with a fixed
reference voltage VR, and a greater or
lesser current is drawn by the regulator
in proportion to the difference.
This either increases or decreases Vf

depending on whether Vo has
increased or decreased.
The series regulator has Vf dropped

over the regulator itself and the
voltage -drop over the regulator is made
inversely proportional to current by
comparison of Vo and V..

The second part of this article will con-
sider actual regulator circuits, protec-
tion, transients, saturating core trans-
formers, control of power flow, output
voltage control, and cooling.
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POWER SUPPLIES Part 2

The output voltage from an un-
regulated supply may vary con-
siderably with changes in input

voltage, load current and ambient
temperature.
This can be overcome by comparing

the output voltage against a 'reference
voltage' (that will remain constant
despite external variations) and
correcting accordingly.

The zener diode may be used as
voltage reference source for just this
purpose. (t is simply a diode
manufactured in such a way that it has
the unique ability of maintaining a
very high reverse resistance, until, at a
certain critical voltage, the dynamic
resistance falls to a very small value. In
this region an essentially constant
voltage will be maintained over a wide
range of currents. This is shown
graphically in Fig. 28.

V ZEMA

VA VA
5. or

OPERATING REGION

13

FIG 28

FIG 29
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This unit from Tektronix contains three 40 volt supplies, one 100 volt supply,
and one current supply. The power unit can be externally programmed.

Fig. 29 shows a zener diode used to
produce a constant voltage despite
varying load current and supply
voltage. As these vary, the zener shunt
element draws more or less current.
The nett result is a substantially
constant output voltage across RL.

The series resistor R is selected so
that the minimum current passing
through the zener, lies beyond the
knee of the curve shown in Fig. 28,
but at the same time ensuring that the
zener diode does not exceed its
maximum specified power rating
(which is at a maximum at zero load).
The design proceedure for the simple

shunt regulator shown in Fig. 29 is: -

1. Specify maximum and minimum
load current (IL), say 10 mA and
OmA.

2. Specify the maximum supply
voltage V, that is likely to occur
(say, 12 volts) but ensure that the
minimum supply voltage will
always be approximately 1.5 volts
higher than the breakdown voltage
of the zener to be used.

3. Thus at any time V, = Vz + V (Ian,
where V, is the breakdown voltage
of the zener, V( R 1) is the voltage
across RI. And lz = lz (min) + IL,
where is the maximum load
current required.

Assume that the required output
voltage, and hence the zener voltage is
6.5 volts, and the specified minimum
zener current is (lz min) is 100
micro -amps.

Then the maximum IZ is 100
micro -amps + 10 mA which is 10.1
mA.

Thus the series resistor R1 must
conduct 10.1 mA at the lowest input
supply voltage: and so allowing 1.5
volts minimum drop across R1 (in
other words V, - Vz) then

R1 - 1.5
10.1 x 10-3

= 148.5 ohms

The value of R1 is thus 148.5 ohms,
and the nearest preferred value to this
is 150 ohms.
At the maximum supply voltage (12

volts) the voltage drop across R1 is

R 1.

(1 2 - 6.5)
mA.

150

= 36.7 mA.

And this is the maximum current
that will flow through the zener at any
time, i.e., maximum input voltage and
zero external load.
The power dissipated by the zener
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under these conditions is

Pd = Iz Vz
= 6.5 x 36mA
= 234 mW.

This power dissipation is within the
capabilities of most small zener diodes
- which are rated at 400 mW min.

It should be noted that whilst the
zener voltage should be equal to the
desired dc output voltage, there is
always a small tolerance on the
nominal value of the voltage (typically
± 5%), and selection may be necessary
in critical applications.

SHUNT REGULATORS
The regulation and power handling

capability of a zener diode may be
increased by using it as a voltage
reference element in an amplifier
circuit.

The simplest of these, the shunt
regulator, is shown in Fig. 30.

Fig. 30 illustrates the way in which

FIG 30

an amplifier is combined with a zener
diode.

In this circuit arrangement the zener
voltage is made nearly equal to the
desired output voltage, and holds the
base of the transistor fixed at voltage
VR. If V. decreases, the voltage
between the emitter and base of the
transistor will decrease by the same
amount, so reducing the emitter
current IT, and with it If (If IT +
IL), so tending to restore V. by
decreasing the voitage drop across R.
All other variations are similarly
accommodated.

The two main advantages of this type
of circuit are that the power rating of
a transistor is usually greater than that
of a zener diode, and this allows a
lower value of R to be used, thus
improving the regulation of the circuit
and secondly, the amplification
introduced by the transistor increases
the sensitivity of the circuit to much
smaller changes in output voltage.

The shunt regulator is inherently
short circuit proof, and because of this
it is often used for simple power
supplies intended for schools, and
experimental use. The circuit is
however, basically inefficient, and
because of this, the series type of
regulator is more commonly used.
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SERIES REGULATORS
The basic series regulator circuit is

shown in Fig. 31.
The voltage at the base of the

transistor is held at a constant voltage,
VR , by the Zener diode. If the output
voltage rises, a greater current may
pass through the transistor (since V, =
IL RL ). But this increase in V.
decreases the voltage between emitter
and base of the transistor, so reducing
the current which the transistor may
pass. And since Vf . V, - IL RL,
increasing the collector to emitter
voltage (Vf) reduces V. back towards
its previous value.
The main disadvantage of this circuit

is that the regulating transistor is in
series with the output, and because of
this it must be capable of carrying the
full load current; if a short circuit load
is applied, the full dc voltage appears
across the transistor.

REGULATORS -a more general view

Both the series and shunt transistor
regulators described above measure the
difference between a fixed reference
voltage and the output voltage, and
use this voltage difference to control
the regulator. In other words the
regulator compares output voltage to
reference voltage and makes an
adjustment in accordance with this
difference.

All regulators use a comparator
circuit, and this introduces the
problem of providing a fixed reference
suitable for both a non -variable voltage
source and a variable voltage source,
(which must of course have an
adjustable reference).
A fixed standard voltage can be

provided by using either a standard
cell as a well defined known voltage;
or a zener diode which, with proper
circuitry, gives a fixed (but not
necessarily accurately known) voltage.

The standard cell voltage reference
will only remain accurate if negligible
current, or at least a constant current
is drawn from it, so that the internal
voltage drop is constant. The main
drawback of the standard cell is that it
"goes flat", but if treated with due
respect, it offers a very accurate
reference, and in critical applications
this disadvantage may be tolerable.

Loading on the cell can be prevented
by using a buffer amplifier. The type

of amplifier used will take the
difference between two inputs and
give an output proportional to this
difference.

A simple buffer amplifier is shown in
Fig. 32.

Terminal 1 is at zero potential and
terminal 2 is at a potential V,. - Er.
The load current is supplied by the
amplifier, not by the standard cell,
which now serves only to maintain a
fixed voltage difference across the
amplifier. If the input resistance of the
amplifier is high, the current drawn
through the cell will be small. Ideally,
the input resistance of the amplifier
will be infinite, so that no current is
drawn from the standard cell. This
circuit allows a substantial current
flow at the reference terminals
without loading the standard cell.

The inconvenience of periodic cell
replacement may be avoided by using
a zener diode, although this results in a
small sacrifice in accuracy.

A zener diode circuit can however be
made extremely stable by maintaining
a constant current in the zener (there
being only one voltage on the
characteristic curve corresponding to
any one particular current). In order
to maintain a constant current, the
zener diode is connected across the
terminals of a constant current
generator as shown in Fig. 33.

In this circuit, (Fig. 33), terminal 1 is

at zero potential and terminal 2 is at a
potential Vr - Ez. The load current is
supplied by the amplifier, not by the
zener diode which now serves only to
maintain a fixed voltage difference
across the amplifier. If the input

IN

F G 32

IN

FIG 33

E,(STANDARD CELL)

OUTPUT I
REFERENCE VOLTAGE

VA

CURRENT SOURCE

ZENER DIODE

OUTPUT REFERENCE
VRVOLTAGE
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resistance of the amplifier is high, or at
least constant, the current through the
zener diode will be a constant value at
all output load conditions.

An adjustable reference is provided
by circuits of the basic type shown in
Fig. 34.

Either a potentiometer or a stepped
switch may be used to vary the
potential input to the amplifier, and
hence its output. There are many
refinements to this circuit which can
be readily seen in specific regulator
circu its.

Since the regulator tends to counter
any fluctuation in output voltage it
will tend to reduce the effect of the ac
component of the dc, thus assisting
the filter circuit.

Eo (REFERENCE)

FIG 34

CONTROL 0 F POWER
DISSIPATION AND VOLTAGE
RANGING.

The regulator circuit must be capable
of dissipating a good deal of power.
For a shunt regulator with no load the
full voltage is across the regulator, and
for a fully loaded series regulator, the
full current must flow through the
series transistor. The power dissipated
by the regulator is the product of
voltage across it and current through
it.
The series type regulator is generally

preferred for high power application
because the power dissipated is less

than for the shunt type, and it is more
suitable for use with pre -regulator
circuits.

The pre -regulator circuit adjusts the
output voltage of the transformer to a
few volts above the desired dc output
voltage, so that there need only be a
low voltage across the series transistor,
hence reducing its power dissipation.

There are two basic approaches to
this. The first is to provide a variable
transformer output voltage by having
taps at various voltages on the
secondary with a rotary switch to
select the desired tap (a refinement of
this being the continuously variable
variac type transformer). The second is
to use Silicon Controlled Rectifiers
(SCRs) in the type of bridge rectifier
circuit shown in Fig. 35, the output of
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which is shown graphically in Fig. 36.

PROTECTION
The protection of a power supply

involves protection of each of the
main elements, (the transformer, the
rectifier, and the regulator) from
overpower, overcurrent, and
overvoltage in both steady and
transient form.

The simplest form of protection is
the fuse, or in its more elaborate
variant, the circuit breaker. The fuse
uses the heat produced by the
overload current to melt a fine piece
of wire, which, on melting, produces a
gap in the wire over which an arc will
be struck until further melting
increases the gap beyond the length
that the arc can sustain. The break in
the circuit is then complete.

The circuit breaker uses the
overcurrent to operate an

electromagnet which separates
contacts to break the circuit. There is
an arc drawn at the initial opening of
the contacts, but this breaks before
the opening is complete.

Both fuse and circuit breaker are
quite adequate for protection of the
transformer, but unless they are of
special construction, have severe
limitations if used for semi -conductor
protection.

The transformer heats quite slowly
because of the large masses of material
used in its construction. The semi-
conductor material however is only a
fine chip, which will heat very quickly
to its maximum allowable temperature
(which is quite low).

A conventional fuse will not break
the flow of current immediately. It
must first be heated to its melting
point. Typically, this will take about
one second at twice normal current,
100 milliseconds at four times normal

current and 10' milliseconds at 10

times normal current. A silicon diode
will be destroyed, typically, after half
a second at twice normal current, after
30 milliseconds at four times normal
current, and after five milliseconds at
10 times normal current. Thus if the
diode and fuse are rated for the same
current the diode will protect the fuse.

A similar problem arises with a

circuit breaker, which, because of its
inductance, delays the current build
up and requires a finite operating time
for contact movement.
The conventional protective devices

are, therefore, limited in their
application, unless they are rated well
below the diode current maximum.
This, in fact, is the usual solution
applied to "built-in" power supplies
which have only to carry the load they
are intended for.
A safe formula that will ensure that

the diode is adequately protected by
the fuse is

Diode max. current = 0.8 X short
circuit current.

With present-day diodes this
substantial over -rating can be achieved
quite easily in most cases, and at
moderate cost.

Another method is to use special
types of fuse and circuit breaker that
act much more rapidly than the
conventional type, and are therefore,
suitable for protection of
semi -conductors. But care should be
taken when considering the use of
fast -action fuses, because of the
possibility of someone inadvertently
replacing them with conventional
fuses.

In most cases using over -rated
semi -conductors is better.

Clearly it will be desirable to limit
the short circuit current to as low a
value as possible. With a normal
transformer the internal resistance of
the transformer and diodes is the only
limit on the short circuit current. But
as we have already seen the higher the
internal resistance the more difficult
the problem of regulation, so there is
an obvious need to compromise and it
is usually towards a lower resistance to
improve regulation and reduce
transformer heating in regular service.

It is here that the self-regulating
(saturating core) transformer possesses
a marked advantage.

The currents in primary and
secondary of the transformer are
related so that if the secondary current
increases, so does the primary current
required to maintain the secondary
current, and as the current increases so
does the flux, which is the only link
between primary and secondary. In a
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conventional transformer this is so up
to the full short circuit current, so the
primary continues to supply the flux
to support a high secondary current.
But the self-regulating transformer
saturates, i.e., the flux does not
increase after a certain level, so there is
no increased flux to support an
increase in secondary current, thus the
maximum current which can be
supplied by the secondary is limited
by the saturation of the transformer
core.
The circuit is, therefore, self-limiting

and theoretically has no need of any
other protection provided that the
rectifier and regulator can carry the
maximum current which the
secondary will deliver.

The simpler type protection
described above is not always adequate
and there are a range of electronic
protective circuits which give better
protection.

OVERCURRENT CONTROL
The basic method of current control

is to insert a low value resistor in series
with the output current and then
utilize the voltage drop across this
resistor in the same way that is done
with a voltage control circuit. Thus a
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basic current limiting circuit is as
shown in Fig. 37. Diodes D1 and D2
are non -conducting when the forward
voltage drop across them is less than
0.25V for germanium diodes and 0.7V
for silicon diodes. But if the volt drop
across Rs exceeds this level, the diodes
will conduct and provide negative
feedback which reduces current
through the transistor. If Rs is made
variable, the short circuit current may
be altered as desired.

This radio isotope
powered generator
provides electrical
energy for a major
marine navigational
light.

Another type of overcurrent
protection that is quite commonly
used is "crowbar" protection. (Fig. 38)
In broad principle this consists of
switching a short circuit across the
output of supply and before the input
of the circuit to be protected and
then relying on the supply protection to
operate. This is useful because the
short circuit can be switched in very
quickly, thus protecting following
semi -conductors, and the fuses can the,
operate with their usual time lag
without any danger to the remainder
of the circuit.

The value of Rs is chosen so that
normally the transistor is cut off and
so, therefore, is the SCR, but if the
current rises to an unsafe value the
voltage across Rs will increase and turn
the transistor on, producing a voltage
across RG and so triggering the SCR
which will conduct heavily within
about 20 microseconds, well before
the one millisecond or so danger time
for semi -conductors. The fuse will
then blow after say 10 milliseconds.
The main limitation of this type of
circuit is that there may be some sharp
transient effects produced by the rapid
switching of the SCR. These may be
sufficiently large to endanger the
circuit which it is intended to protect.

OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTION
Wherever semi -conductors are used it

is essential to safeguard against
overvoltages which may breakdown
the semi -conductor structure and
allow excessive currents to flow.

There are various causes of
overvoltages. The main ones are as
follows:
(i) Hole -storage effect. When a

semi -conductor is switched on (or
off) there is a time lag before the
minority carriers move into (or
from) the base region. This tends
to act as a capacitor, giving a
voltage spike oil switch on (or off)
This is normally reduced by
connecting small capacitors across
the line.

(ii) When a short circuit is interrupted
by a fuse an overvoltage is

developed the magnitude of which
depends on the arc voltage and
the circuit of the power supply.

(iii) Transient voltages are similarly
produced when a circuit breaker
opens.

(iv) If an unloaded rectifier is

disconnected on the ac side, some
of the magnetic enr gy stored in
the core is converted to
electrostatic energy in the winding
and lead capacitance.

(v) Ac supply transients will be
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Miles Hivolt's TH25/25 can be switched on/off locally or remotely, and
the voltage controlled manually or, by a low -voltage input, remotely.
DVM readout of voltage and current provides remote monitoring.

transmitted across the
transformer. The usual protection
for all these overvoltages is to use
diodes with a voltage rating of at
least one and a half times the peak
inverse voltage.

All transient voltages may be reduced
by connecting capacitors into the
circuit which absorb the energy of the
transient pulse (by charging up to the
pulse voltage).

In many cases a more sophisticated
form of overvoltage protection is

desired, and this may be obtained
either with a simple zener diode as
shown in Fig. 39, or a crowbar circuit
as shown in Fig. 40.

In Fig. 39, if the output voltage rises
above the zener voltage the zener will
conduct heavily, so shunting the out-
put.

In Fig. 40, if the output voltage rises
the zener diode will conduct and pass a
current to the gate of the SCR thus
triggering it. This places a short circuit
across the supply and blows the fuse.

The circuit of Fig. 39 is

self -restoring, while that of Fig. 40 is
not. That is to say once the
overvoltage has ceased to exist the
circuit of Fig. 39 returns to normal
operation, whereas the fuse must be
replaced in the circuit of Fig. 40.

These circuits are usually only
required for special applications, and
for in-built supplies for various
equipment it is usually sufficient to
use conservatively rated diodes, and a
capacitor or two.
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OVERPOWER PROTECTION
Overpower protection is not used

widely since it will usually be
accompanied by overcurrent or
overvoltage.

However, in some applications there
may be a particularly expensive device,
or some critical apparatus which must
be protected from excessive power
dissipation (with its consequent
excessive heat build up).

One of the simpler techniques is to
fix a thermistor to the heatsink of the
component to be protected as shown
in Fig. 41.
The potentiometer is adjusted so that

at normal operating power the SCR is
non -conducting, but if the power rises
so does the temperature, thus lowering
the thermistor resistance and
increasing the SCR gate voltage. This
type of circuit is not very accurate
(±1130C approx.) but may be refined if
need be, to give better sensitivity.
The methods of protection described

above are by no means the only ones
available, but are certainly the most
widely used.

USE OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
IN POWER SUPPLIES

Bridge rectifiers in integrated circuit
form have been available for several
years now. They consist of the four
diodes of the bridge rectifier combined
inside a single package with two ac
terminals and a + and a- terminal.

More recently integrated circuit
regulators have become available and

FIG 39

FIG 40

OUTPUT

PROTECTIVE
ZENER DIODE

there are also integrated crowbar
circuits on the market. The main limi-
tation of integrated circuits for power
supply applications is their power
ratings. Existing IC's cannot cope with
the power which discrete devices can,
handle, at least at their present stage
of development. Otherwise, integrated
circuits give the same advantage in
power supplies as in any other circuit.

The theoretical circuits considered so
far require some additional
components before they become
useful practical circuits.

A PRACTICAL CIRCUIT
EXPLAINED

The series regulated supply shown in
Fig. 42 combines controlled voltage
and current limiting and uses zener
diode ZD1 as a reference source.

Reference diode ZD1, which is

supplied by resistors R1 and R2,
clamps the base of transistor Q4 at a
fixed potentional. Capacitor Cl
smooths out any 100 Hz ripple from
the input.

The output voltage of the power unit
is sampled by R6, RV1 and R7 and
this is compared against the zener
reference voltage by transistors Q4 and

- Q5. The voltage at the base of Q5 is
the zener voltage minus the two
base -emitter voltages, i.e. V, - 1.2V.
The output voltage is then this voltage
multiplied by the ratio of the resistors
in the divider chain.
The output of the comparator is

taken via R5 to the output stage
consisting of transistors 02 and 03.

The action of this part of the circuit
is as follows, if the output voltage
drops (because the load has increased)
then the difference between the zener
reference voltage and the divided
output voltage will increase. And since
this voltage appears across the base -
emitters of Q4 and Q5, these
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transistors will pass more current. This
causes Q3 and Q2 to conduct more
heavily, thus reducing the voltage drop
across them and so allowing the
output voltage to rise and compensate
for the increased load; for every load
there will be a stable output voltage
the regulation of which is dependant
on the gain of the comparator
amplifier.

The second mode of operation is
current limiting, and this is used to
protect both the power unit and the
load in the event of a short circuit or
load that exceeds a predetermined
level.
When the current increases beyond a

predetermined level, the voltage drop
across R3 is sufficient to bias
transistor 01 into conduction. When
this occurs the output from the
voltage comparator Q4, 05 is
progressively removed from the output
transistors Q3 and Q2; these in turn
reduce the excess current flowing into
the load and an almost constant
current is now supplied to the load
regardless of any further load increase.

POWER SUPPLY PERFORMANCE
CRITERIA

(i) LOAD REGULATION
Load regulation is a measure of
the ability of a power supply to
maintain a constant voltage at its
terminals regardless of load
variation. The regulation is

normally specified as a

percentage of the nominal
output voltage for a fixed
voltage supply or of the
maximum voltage of a variable
voltage supply. So if regulation
of a 50V supply is given as say
0.01%, the terminal voltage will
not fall below (50 -0.005)V or
rise above (50 + 0.0051V.
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(ii) LINE REGULATION
Line regulation is a measure of
the ability of the power supply
to absorb changes in the ac
mains voltage while holding the
output voltage steady. The ratio
of the change in output voltage
for a change in mains voltage
multiplied by 100 gives the line
regulation percentage.

(iii) RIPPLE
This may be measured with
either a true rms reading meter
or with a cathode ray
oscilloscope. Then ripple is

rms of ac componentr% - x 100dc component

(iv) TEMPERATURE STABILITY
The output of a power supply

0
FIG 42

R4

should be constant, regardleis of
ambient or operating temper-
ature. A performance figure is

sometimes quoted in mV/0C.

(v) CURRENT STABILITY
The above four quantities may
be evaluated for current stability
by inserting a series resistor in
the circuit so that the voltage
produced across it is

proportional to the current.

(vi) TRANSIENT RECOVERY TIME
In some applications it may be
important that should the
loading be sufficient to force the
output outside the tolerance
band set by the regulator, the
supply will re -adjust itself
swiftly. The transient recovery
time gives a measure of the
speed of re -adjustment.

(vii) LONG TERM STABILITY
There is some drift in the
performance of a power supply
if it is used continuously for say
8 hours. The % change in output
voltage may be quoted per 8
hours, 12 hours, 24 hours or
whatever the maker specifies.

In assessing the performance of a

power supply note should also be
taken of its overload protection
facilities, and of any 'transients
observable on switch on/off, or with
operation of the protective circuits. 

05
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A PRACTICAL
GUIDE TO SCR'S
Used in applications as diverse as switching 240
volts in a photographic timer to forming a major
element in a 50,000 hp motor speed control system
- the SCR is a simple device with a myriad of uses.
Here, Collyn Rivers explains, simply and clearly,
how to use this versatile circuit component.

The silicon controlled rectifier (or
SCR as it is commonly called) is a
rectifying device in as much that

it can be caused to have a low resist-
ance in the forward direction, but
always has a high resistance in the
reverse direction.

The device is called a silicon
controlled rectifier since it can be
switched from a very high forward
resistance (its 'off -state') to a low
forward resistance (its 'on-statel. And
although silicon controlled rectifiers
can cope with both high voltage and
high current, they can be switched
from the 'off -state' to the 'on -state'
with very low levels of gate voltage,
current and power.

Silicon controlled rectifiers are
readily available in a wide variety of
shapes, sizes and power handling
capabilities. They may be encapsulated
in plastic, encased in metal, and either
air or water cooled. Voltage
capabilities range from 12 volts to
many thousands of volts, and current
ratings from a few milliamps to several
thousand amps. SCRs are surprisingly
cheap, for example GE's C 106 (4
amps) can be bought in quantity for
a few pence.

They are, in many respects, a

solid-state equivalent of the gas -filled
thyratron, and like the thyratron, once
triggered into the 'on -state', SCRs can
only be switched off again by breaking
(or reversing) the flow of current
through them.

The circuit symbol and schematic
diagram of the silicon controlled
rectifier is shown in Fig. 1.

THE SCR IN AC CIRCUITS

In ac circuits, the polarity of the
voltage across the SCR is reversed on
alternate half -cycles, and the resultant
reverse voltage will cause the device to
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LEAD
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COPPER JOINTS

PELLET
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revert to the 'off -state', switching on
again during the next positive
half -cycle only if a triggering voltage
exists at the gate. When used in thi:
fashion, conduction may be initiated
at the beginning of any' positive
half -cycle, thus providing a simple
on -off control. Or conduction may be
initiated at some later time in the
positive half -cycle, thus varying the
voltage impressed upon the load. This

ANCUE

Fig. 1. Cross Section, Block
Diagram, and Electrical Symbol
of Si/icon Controlled Rectifier.

Fig. 2. This graph shows the
triggering characteristics of the low -
current type C106 SCR.
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process is known as 'phase -control'.
Silicon controlled rectifiers may be

used to control ac power by
connecting them in inverse parallel so
that one SCR conducts load current in
one direction, while a second conducts
in the opposite direction. The gate
firing signal may be used to switch on
the flow of current, and by using
phase control, the average power
applied to the bad may be varied.
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Fig. 3. Relationship between trigger pulse
width and pulse magnitude (C106 SCR).

Fig. 4. A 1k bias resistor is connected
between gate and cathode to provide
operational stability.

THE SCR IN DC CIRCUITS

In dc circuits, where the voltage
across the SCR does not reverse, the
gate may be used to initiate current
flow, but some specific means must be
used to turn the SCR off again. This
may take the form of a mechanical
switch that interrupts the load current,
or a more complex circuit in which
firing a second SCR causes a

break in load current or a momentary
flow of reverse current through the
first controlled rectifier, causing it to
turn off. This latter process is called
commutation and is the basis of
operation of the SCR inverter.

TRIGGERING THE SCR

A silicon controlled rectifier is

triggered into conduction by a positive
pulse (or continuous dc voltage)
applied to its gate terminal.

The level of voltage required varies
from one type of SCR to another -
and between individual SCRs of the
same type. It is also affected by
ambient temperature (voltage and
current firing requirements decrease as
temperature increases).
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at

Fig. 5. Where dc triggering is used, a capacitor
may be used in place of a bias resistor.

Fig. 6. Basic SCR switching circuit.

typical graph - showing firing
requirements of the C106 series is

shown in Fig. 2.

Manufacturers of SCRs publish
specification sheets showing firing
requirements in graphical form. A

The graph also shows the maximum
gate voltage that will not trigger a
C106. This knowledge is invaluable in
applications where a small constant
voltage may be impressed on the gate.

The graph shown in Fig. 2, and its
counterparts far other SCRs, applies
only when the SCR is being triggered
from a dc gate source, or from a pulse
source where the pulses are of
relatively long duration. But if the
width of the trigger pulse is reduced
below about 20 micro -seconds, it is

necessary to increase the magnitude of

10r

5.0

a
2 01-

10

ler 0.5

g 0.2

0
0.1

I

Fig. 7. Relationship between
bias and holding current 100 200 500 1000 2000
(C106).

the triggering pulse above that shown
for constant voltage triggering (in Fig.
2 etc.). The relationship between
trigger pulse width and magnitude for
the C106 is shown in Fig. 3.

BIASING

Many low -current SCRs are so
sensitive that they require only a few
micro -amps of gate current for reliable
triggering. In fact, at high temperature,
or with high voltage applied, the SCR's
internal leakage may be sufficient to
cause self -triggering. Similarly, in high
frequency ac applications, or in dc
circuits where anode voltage is
suddenly applied, sufficient capacitive
current may flow to trigger the SCR.
In all applications where low -current
SCRs are used, the possibility of
spurious triggering must be eliminated
by the provision of sufficient
stabilizing -gate bias.

In most applications the necessary
gate bias can be readily obtained by
connecting a resistor (of about 1k)
between the gate and the cathode - as
shown in Fig. 4. A bias resistor - as
such is not always required, for in dc
coupled gate circuits the output
resistance of the tpgger source (pulse
transformer - or UJT base one
resistor) will serve the same purpose.
Again in many circuits where dc
triggering is used, a capacitor may be
used in place of the bias resistor (the
optimum size will be somewhere
between 0.1uf and 0.5uF.) Fig. 5
refers.

Generally it can be said that the
stability of SCR circuits increases
almost in proportion with decreasing
.bias resistance and that the maximum
amount of bias (minimum resistance)
should be used commensurate with the
available triggering source. The lower
limit of bias resistance is reached when
the trigger source can only just supply
sufficient current for the parallel
combination of SCR gate and bias
resistance.

NOTES (I) CURVES SHOWN ARE FOR VARIOUS
JUNCTION TEMPERATURES

(2) ANODE SUPPLY VOLTAGE 50 VOC MIN

- MAXIMUM AT -65°C
MAXIMUM AT 25°C
MAXIMUM Al I25°C

dy- MINIMUM AT -65°C

MINIMUM AT 25°C
r MINIMUM AT 125°C

5000 10,000 50000
20,000 100000

GATE TO CATHODE RESISTANCE -OHMS
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SCR

1

0.1µF

0

Fig. 8. Resistor/capacitor combination
connected across the SCR provides
dv/dt suppression (see main text).

TO EXTERNAL
LOOP -r

Fig. 9. This basiealarm circuit is in
common use, but is prone to false
triggering - see main text.

LATCHING

A basic SCR switching circuit is
shown in Fig. 6. In this circuit the
SCR is in series with the load. The
SCR is normally non -conducting (i.e.
no power is applied to the load), but if
a positive potential is applied to its
gate - for example by closing SW1 -
the SCR will be switched on and the
load energized. The SCR will then
remain switched on, even if SW1 is

subsequently reopened. This action is
called 'latching'.

A certain minimum current must
pass through the SCR for the device to
switch to the 'on' state and to remain
in the 'on' state (latched) after the
cessation of a gate triggering pulse. But
once latched, a somewhat lower level
of current will suffice to prevent the
SCR reverting to the 'off' state. This
latter current level is called the
'holding' current.

The level of latching and holding
currents vary from one type of SCR to
another - and indeed between
different SCRs of the same type. The
current levels are also dependent upon
ambient temperature and the value of
the gate bias resistor. (Typical figures
for the C106 range', at 250C, are -
holding current, 3.0 mA; latching
current, 4.0 mA.)

The use of resistive bias also affects
the level of latching and holding

ELECTRONICS CIRCUIT DESIGN - AUTUMN 1979

current required. The greater the
amount of bias the higher the current
required for reliable holding. Figure 7
shows the relationship between bias
and holding current for a typical 4
amp SCR.

(Some difficulty may be experienced
in obtaining reliable latching in circuits
where the load is primarily inductive,
as for example with relay coils, even
though the steady state current
exceeds the latching requirements.
Here the remedy is to connect an
appropriate resistor across the
inductive load. The resistor should be
selected to ensure that it alone can
pass enough current to effect
latching.)

FALSE TRIGGERING

In some  SCR circuits the SCR will
tend to 'switch on' the moment the dc
supply voltage is applied, at the SCR's
gate. This is because the SCR is

sensitive to the rate at which the
supply voltage is applied, and if this
rate of rise exceeds a certain level,
switch -on will occur. The effect may
be eliminated by connecting a series
resistor/capacitor combination across
the SCR. This is known as dv/dt
suppression and its effect is to slow
down the rate of voltage rise. A diode,
connected in the same effective
polarity as the SCR, may be paralleled
across the resistor for maximum
effectiveness. In most applications the
values shown in Fig. 8 will prove
effective.

False triggering can also be caused by
transients induced into the gate
circuits. This is a very common
problem with a number of burglar
alarms - even commercially made
ones from manufacturers who should
know better.

The most commonly used SCR
burglar alarm circuit is basically that
shown in Fig. 9. In this configuration,
the gate of the SCR is connected to
the positive rail via a 10k resistor, but
an external loop interconnecting a

number of normally closed trip
switches, effectively clamps the gate at
zero potential. However if any switch
is opened, or if the external loop is
cut, the SCR will immediately be
triggered into conduction, thus
energizing a series connected bell.

The problem with this circuit is that
although the gate of the SCR appears
to be held very firmly at zero potent:al
by the external loop, transient energy
induced into the external loop by
electro-magnetic phenomena (caused
by lightning, arc welders, fluorescent
lighting starters etc) can reach quite
high voltage levels at the 'open' SCR

end of the loop. And these 'levels are
more than sufficient to trigger a
sensitive SCR.

In some instances this type of false
triggering can be overcome by
connecting a 1.0uF capacitor between
the SCR's gate and cathode but
generally speaking it is bad practise to
connect long 'aerials' directly to the
gate circuit of an SCR.

A better solution is to use a UJT as a
'buffer stage' - as shown in Fig. 10.
This will ensure that the gate circuit is
totally immune from false triggering
no matter how long the external
circuit, (UJT and other triggering
circuits will be described in greater
detail in the second article in this
series).

False triggering may also be caused
by switching transients if long external
leads are used in the anode or cathode
circuit of the SCR. This sometimes
occurs with burglar alarms and other
control and warning systems if a bell
(or other load) is located some
distance away from the SCR.

This problem can almost invariably
be overcome by using dv/dt
suppression (as shown in Fig. 8). In
extreme cases it may be necessary to
use a 5uF capacitor and a 5k series
resistor, but values of luf and 1k will
generally suffice.

STATIC SWITCHING CIRCUITS

As may be seen from the examples
shown so far, the SCR in a dc circuit is
analogous to a static latching switch,
making it an ideal replacement for
relays, contactors, and other
electromechanical devices. Where
latching action is undesirable, latching
may be eliminated by driving the SCR
from an ac supply. In either case the
SCR doubles as a power switch with
all the advantages of a solid state
component - small size, high speed,
ruggedness and long life - and as a _

high gain amplifier.

TO EXTERNAL
LOOP

Fig. 10. This is a greatly improved version
of the circuit shown in Fig. 9. The addition
of the 2N2646 UJT effectively isolates
the gate of the SCR from signal transients.
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A PRACTICAL GUIDE
TO SCR'S Part 2
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FIG. 2

SCR's may be used to simulate
common relay configurations,
Figs. 1 through 5 show how this

can be done.
Figure 1 shows how an SCR can

simulate a single pole single throw
latching contact. A positive input to
the gate of the SCR activates the load.
The circuit is deactivated by the 'reset'
switch.

An ac energized version of this
circuit is shown in Fig. 2. Here, a
positive input (or closure of SW1) will
cause the load to be energized with
half -wave rectified dc. Reset is
automatic when the triggering signal is
removed for SW1 is opened).

The circuit shown in Fig. 3 is a

'normally closed' version of that
shown in Fig. 2. Here a positive input
to the gate of SCR1 shorts out the
gate of SCR2, thus preventing it
triggering. When the input signal is
removed, SCR1 switches off and SCR2

ELECTRONICS CIRCUIT DESIGN - AUTUMN 1979
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FIG. 5
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.1 N4001
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C106D

LOAD

SCR2
(High Power)

AC

is biased into conduction thus
energizing the load. This circuit may
also be triggered by a switching device
- simply by the addition of the 100k
resistor and 1N4001 diode shown in
Fig. 2.

Figure 4 shows how an SCR may be
triggered (via a switch) by energy
derived from the ac supply. The circuit
shown in Fig. 5 is a variation of Fig. 4,
the difference being that the switch
shown in Fig. 5 causes the SCR to
switch 'off' when closed.

It is important to appreciate that the
circuits shown in Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5
will cause half -wave rectified dc to be
supplied to the load.

Full -wave operation may be obtained
by connecting the SCR's within a

full -wave rectifier bridge as shown in
Fig. 6. Both ac and dc loads may be
switched using this type of circuit, but
unless the circuit is being used to take
advantage of the low gate current
triggering capabilities of small SCR's,
it is generally more satisfactory to use
Triacs if full -wave switching is

required.

LOGIC OPERATIONS

The 'on -off' (or binary) nature of the

ELECTRONICS CIRCUIT DESIGN - AUTUMN 1979
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SCR makes it an ideal device for
low -speed logic circuitry in
applications where laile power output
is required. They may be used to drive
high current relays, incandescent
lamps, fractional horse -power motors
etc.

Figure 7 shows how a pair of C106s
may be used as an 'AND' circuit
capable of switching up to four amps.
In this circuit, unless inputs 1 and 2
occur simultaneously, no voltage can
exist across the load.
An 'OR' gate, again using C106s, is

shown in Fig. 8. Here, an input to
either 1 or 2 will energize the load.

Figure 9 shows a triggered
multivibrator - an input to 1 energizes.
load 1. A subsequent input to 2
energizes load 2, thus turning off
SCR1 and de -energizing load 1.

The circuit shown in Fig. 10 is a 'one
shot' or pulse generator. Here an
incoming signal triggers the SCR and
energizes the load. The load voltage
energizes the UJT timing circuit. After
a time determined by R1 /C1, the UJT
fires, and -a pulse generated across R2
is coupled to the cathode of the SCR
through D1 and C2. The SCR's
cathode is momentarily lifted above
the anode voltage and the SCR turns
off.
A pulse generating circuit, suitable

for use as a car, boat or warning
flasher, is shown in Fig. 11.

0

INPUT

0
FIG. 6

FIG. 4

This circuit will operate reliably from
noisy or fluctuating power supplies -
and unlike many multivibrator circuits- is inherently self-starting when
power is applied. In this circuit
unijunction transistor 01 is used as a
relaxation oscillator supplying a

continuous train of pulses to the gates
of the SCRs. Assume that SCR2 has
been triggered into conduction and
that lamp 2 is energized. The next
trigger pulse from Q1 triggers SCR1,
this discharges C2 and the resultant
commutation pulse turns off SCR2.
The resistor R2 in the anode of SCR1
is of a value high enough to prevent
SCR1 from latching on. SCR2 is
retriggered by the next triggering pulse
from Q1. Using the component values
shown, the flash rate of this circuit is
adjustable - by R2 - from 35 to 150
flashes a minute.

TIMING CIRCUITS

The precision time delay circuit
shown in Fig. 12 will provide accurate
and repeatable time delays adjustable
from a few milliseconds to a minute or
two. This is a very flexible circuit in
which the operating current and
voltage depends only on the choice of
SCR.

The timing sequence may be initiated
either by applying power to the circuit
- or by opening a shorting switch
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FIG. 7

FIG. 8

LOAD 1

SCR1 SCR2

4 LOAD 2

INPUT1111 N4001

FIG. 9

wired across C1. Timing capacitor C1
is charged via R1 and R2 until the
voltage across C1 reaches the peak
point voltage of the UJT Q1. When
this occurs, Q1 fires, generating a pulse
across R4, triggering the SCR, and
applying power to the load. Holding
current for the SCR is provided via R5
and Dl.

The circuit is reset by momentarily
removing the supply voltage.

If the circuit is to be used in an
application where both rapid cycling
and accurate, repeatable timing is
required - some provision must be
made to ensure that C1 is discharged
to zero before each timing sequence.
This can most easily be done by
interconnecting a pair of switch
contacts with the reset system so as to
momentarily short out C1 whenever
the circuit is reset.

Temperature compensation for this
circuit is provided by R3. Increasing
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FIG. 11

18V
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R1

2.2k

R2
1k to
500k

Cl
0.02/1F
to 100/./F

R3
150E2

Q1
2N
2646

R4
4752

R5

560E2 2W + 28V

LOAD

1N4001

SCR
C106

0.V

FIG. 12

the value of this resistor causes the
circuit to have a positive temperature
coefficient. It is possible to obtain
zero coefficient over a small range of
ambient temperatures by optimizing
R3.
A simpler version of this time delay

circuit is shown in Fig. 13. The supply
voltage to the timing circuit is not
Zener stabilized in this latter version,
and because of this, repeatability is
not as good. FIG. 13
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The timing circuits shown above
provide delays which may be adjusted
from less than a millisecond to approx-
imately one minute. The upper time
limit is determined by the amount of
leakage in the UJT timing capacitors. It
is possible to use special large value
low -leakage computer type capacitors,
but a more satisfactory (and certainly
cheaper) solution is to use a circuit
such as that shown in Fig 14.

This circuit will provide precise time
delays from about 1/2 millisecond to
several minutes - in fact by' using a
2µF mylar capacitor as C1 and a 2000
Megohm timing resistor as R1, the
circuit will provide delays of well over
one hour with excellent repeatibility.

In operation, the peak point
requirement of UJT Q1 is reduced to
about 1/1000 of its normal
requirement by pulsing its upper base
with a 3/4 volt negative pulse derived
from the free running oscillator UJT
Q2. This regular pulse momentarily
reduces the peak point voltage of Q1
and thus allows the peak point current
to be supplied from C1 rather than
R1, as it would be with the more
conventional circuits of this type. The
pulse rate of oscillator Q2 is not very
critical but it should have a period that
is less than one fiftieth of the overall
time delay. Resistor R2 may be
adjusted to provide optimum
temperature stability.

An unusual timing circuit is that
shown in Fig 15. This circuit is often
used in electrically powered stapling
machines, impulse hammers etc, and
causes load current to flow through
the load for one complete ha'lf-cycle of
the ac supply whenever SW1 is

actuated (i.e. moved from its normal
position (1) to energise -load position
(2)). The circuit is arranged so that the
SCR is always triggered at the
beginning of a positive half -cycle of
the ac supply, even though the switch
may be closed randomly at any time
during the previous two preceding
half -cycles.

Resistor R1 and capacitor C1
should be chosen so that their series
combination supplies just sufficient
holding current for the SCR for one
complete half -cycle.

PHASE CONTROL
Phase control is a technique used

for varying the effective power input
to a load.

It is a process of rapid on -off
switching in which the ac supply is
connected to a load for a controlled
(but adjustable) fraction of each cycle.

The simplest form of SCR phase
control is shown in Fig. 16. This is a

FIG 14

very basic circuit and provides control
only from SCR full -on (100% of
half -wave output) to SCR half -on
(50% of half -wave output).

The addition of one capacitor and
one more diode (Fig 17) extends the
range of the basic phase control circuit
from SCR full -on (100% half -wave
output) to SCR off (0% half -wave
output). In this circuit, the values of
R1 and C1 must be chosen to suit the
characteristics of the particular type of
SCR that is used.

By wiring a diode across the SCR
(Fig 18), the basic phase control circuit
will provide a fixed half -cycle of
power plus a variable half -cycle. Thus
control can be obtained from full
power to half power - but there will
be a major dc component which will

1N4001
SOLENOID

FIG 15

adversely affect many loads -
especially inductive loads. In particular
a half -wave control circuit should not
be used to vary the power input to a
transformer, variac, induction motor
etc.

Full -wave control, over the full
range from zero to maximum, may be
obtained by connecting the basic
control circuit inside a full -wave diode
bridge. (Fig 19) This arrangement may
be used to provide either controlled

+28V

470n

OUTPUT

SCR1

OV

ac, or controlled and rectified dc.
Losses in the rectifier bridge reduce
the electrical efficiency of this circuit,
and generally it is preferable to use
Triacs rather than SCR's if full -wave
control is required.

HALF -WAVE CONTROL FOR
UNIVERSAL MOTORS

One of the most common
applications for SCR phase control
systems is speed control of
commutator motors - such as those
used for food mixers, sewing
machines, pottery wheels etc.

However one of the disadvantages
of controlling motor speed by varying
input power is that as the effective
power input is reduced to slow down
the motor - the torque available is

reduced as well.
This may be overcome by using a

feedback signal to advance the firing

FIG.16

angle in proportion to the load on the
motor - thus increasing the power
input if more torque is required.

The circuit shown in Fig 20 achieves
this load compensating function by
deriving a feedback signal from the
armature back-emf (produced by the
residual field of the motor. In this
circuit, the SCR is triggered when the
voltage on the wiper arm of
potentiometer R2 rises to a high
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FIG 17

enough value to forward bias diode D2
- thus allowing gate current to flow.
As the back emf tends to reverse bias
D2, the firing point of the SCR
depends largely upon the back emf
and this in turn is a function of speed.
If the motor is loaded, the speed
reduces, thus also reducing the back
emf - hence D2 becomes forward
biased earlier in the cycle (triggering
the SCR earlier in the cycle), and
thereby supplying the motor with
more power to offset the effect of the
loading.

The component values shown in
Fig 20 are suitable for most fractional
horsepower motors - for optimum
results it will be necessary to adjust
component values to suit the motor
used.

The circuit described above will
provide stepless speed control over a
wide range of motor speed but tends
to cause jerky operation at low speeds.

This tendency can be almost
entirely overcome by using the circuit
shown in Fig 21. As may be seen from
the circuit diagram, it is necessary to
bring out separate connections from
the armature and field windings. This
is generally a simple operation and
providing it can be done the circuit
will provide stepless speed control
down to virtual standstill. In this
circuit the 20V zener diode provides a
constant voltage for the discharge of
Cl. Capacitor C2 and resistor R4 are
connected from gate to cathode of the
SCR to stabilize the circuit by
preventing the SCR from being
triggered by extraneous signals.

FIG 20

50

AC LOAD

DC LOAD

A A
DIODE
BRIDGE

FIG 19

SCR

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
Silicon controlled rectifiers are in

common use around the world for the
control of very large dc motors -
ofteh using tachometer feedback
control to provide speed regulation.
These control systems are built in

100k

2.1µF

surprisingly large sizes and single units
exceeding 50,000 h.p. are by no means
uncommon.

Another common use for industrial
SCR's is in the control of heating loads
- and here again very large loads may
be steplessly controlled.

AC

FIG 21
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OP AMPS AND
INTEGRATORS
Although we're dominantly digital these days, there are some applications where the
trusty op amp is cheaper and easier - differentiating and integrating circuits, for
instance. A. S. Lipson reveals all . . . .

Di gital computers, folks, are not always fastest or
cheapest. No, don't faint. No kidding - those ama-
zing digital circuits we keep hearing about do not

always get the job done first! They're fine, of course, as
long as we stick to straightforward arithmetic, but unfor-
tunately, there are occasions when we want to do other
things (no, not that sort of thing . .), such as integration
or differentiation. Circuits performing these functions are
not only of use in computers, however; they are of great
use to those of us who are just simple mortals, as well.
For instance, in function generators, a square wave may
be changed to a triangular wave merely by integrating.

Now, while digital circuits can perform these func-
tions, they do tend to get a bit bulky and expensive. It's
very much easier to use analogue circuits. As it happens,
we have very simple networks that make passable
integrators and differentiators for very little money.
They're capacitor -resistor series circuits, and their
operation is quite easy to understand.

Differentiators
We can make quite a serviceable differentiator circuit
from the series combination of resistor and capacitor
shown in Fig. 1. Now from our original definition of
capacitance, the current flowing through a capacitor is
given by;

d V
dtc

But, in the case where we are driving a load with very
high input impedance, low- will be negligible, and IR will
be very close to IC. We can say, without too much
inaccuracy, that I,= lc. IR, however, is given by Ohm's
law, 1,=V0,-,/ R. Thus VouT= RIR. Since I, is the same as
lc, however, this gives;

VT= Ric= RC
dV-c

dt

and so the output voltage is effectively the voltage across
the capacitor, differentiated and then multiplied by a
scale factor RC. If we don't want this scale factor, we can
just arrange matters so that RC= 1 .

The main problem with this circuit, of course, is that it
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lout

C Vout

Fig. 1. Basic differentiator. Fig. 2. Basic integrator.

is,.indeed, the voltage across the capacitor, and not that
across the input, which is differentiated. However, as
long as we don't let the output voltage get too large, .Vc
will be very close to V,N, and this error will not matter too
much.

Integrators
The basic integrator circuit is very similar to that of the
differentiator - the resistor and capacitor just swap
positions (Fig. 2). Now we can find the circuit's action in
the same way as we did before;

dVouT
IC- C

dt

Integrating both sides of the equation;

lcdt=CVOUT

But IC is the same as IR, provided we are driving a load
with high enough input impedance. From Ohm's law,
we have I,= V/ R, and thus;

1 / R V,dt=CVouT
Dividing both sides by C;

VOUT= 1 / RC VRdt.

Again, the voltage being integrated is the voltage across
only one of the components - the resistor - and not
that across the entire circuit. However, as long as we
again arrange that VouT, that is, Vc, never gets too large,
VR is very close to V,N, and we have a fair approximation
to an integrating circuit with a gain of 1 / RC.
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Bigger and Better
So far, the circuits we have looked at have had two main
disadvantages; they are accurate only when driving
circuits which have very high input impedances, and
their output voltages cannot be allowed to become very
large, or the difference between the input voltage and
the voltage actually being acted on becomes too large to
be ignored. (This in turn puts resistrictions on the
allowable values of RC time constants and thus the
components themselves, but we won't go into that.)
How can these problems be solved? Did the man at the
back mention op -amps? Dead right, friend. To see how
they might be useful, however, let's do a quick bit of
revision on them. (Those familiar with op -amps skip the
next section.)

Op -Amps
Op -amps are famed for three major properties. The first
of these is a very high input impedance, the second is a
very low output impedance and the third is a gain so
high that it may be approximated to infinity without too
much innaccuracy for most purposes. It is this last
property which leads to the 'virtual earth', a very useful
concept in analysis of op -amp circuits.

The voltage gain of an amplifier is, by definition, the
ratio of its output voltage to its input voltage. If the gain
is m, then the output voltage Vow- is mV,,, or, if we are
using the inverting input of an amplifier, -mV,N. How-
ever, as we have stated, the gain of an op -amp is close to
'infinity. Thus, its output voltage is infinity times its input
voltage, or, putting it another way, the input voltage is
equal to the output voltage divided by infinity. Since the
output voltage must be finite, the input voltage, or, more
accurately, the difference in voltage between the inver-
ting and non -inverting inputs, of an op -amp, must be
zero. (Yes, I know it looks as though I've cheated
somewhere, but I can assure you that it works.) Since
this difference in voltage is zero, it follows that if we
ground one input of an op -amp, the other input
automatically goes to zero potential. This is not to say
that it automatically gets shorted to earth - there is still
a very high resistance between the two points - it just
means that no voltage will be present; there is a 'virtual
earth'. This concept, as has been stated, is a very useful
one. Now we can apply it to our integrator and differen-
tiator circuits.

The New Improved . . .

We saw in the last section that an op -amp has a very high
input impedance and a" very low output impedance. It
was a very high input impedance, you will remember,
that we needed for our basic circuits to drive, so suppose
we put some sort of unity gain voltage amplifier on the
outputs. It wouldn't affect the signal in any way, but it
would mean that we could drive circuits with lower input
impedances.

Well, using an op -amp, a unity gain voltage amplifier
has a circuit something like that shown in Fig. 3. It's
easy enough to understand; the output is shorted to the
inverting input and so the voltage present at each is
identical. However, the difference in voltage between
the two inputs must be zero and so the same voltage is
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Fig. 3. Unity gain voltage amplifier.

Fig. 4 a Differentiator with buffer.

b Integrator with buffer.

present at the input to the amplifier as is at the output. In
practice, this means that the output voltage follows the
input voltage. Amplifiers like this are often used as
'buffers' - allowing high output impedance circuits to
drive low input impedance

If we put one of these buffer amplifiers on the output
of each of our circuits, we have the circuits shown in Fig.
4, and we have, indeed, solved one of our major
problems; the circuits no longer need to drive into high
impedances. The other problem is still present, however.
Is it possible to improve our circuits again? Well, yes.
(See, it was worth reading this far.)

Fig. 58 (above) Integrator circuit using an op -amp and b (below)
differentiator circuit using an op -amp.
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At Last . . .

We'll look at the integrator first. The circuit is shown in
Fig. 5a, and, unlike our last idea, does not use an
op -amp tacked onto the end, but as an integral part of
the circuit. (Yes, that's right, it's an integrated integrator
. . . sorry, I just couldn't resist that. . . ) It's action is as
follows:

Since the input impedance of the op -amp is very high,
it follows that the current actually flowing into it is very
small, and hence, 1,3 = -1,, to a first approximation, in
order to keep the currents flowing into point A sum zo
zero. (Kirchhoff's first law - the algebraic sum of all the
currents flowing into a point of a network is zero. This is
the same as saying current in =current out.)

However, Ohm's law tells us that the current flowing
through the resistor is given by the voltage across it,
divided by the, resistance. Now, the voltage at A is zero
(virtual earth), so the current through the resistor is
VIN/ R. The current through the capacitor is given by

CdVouT
dt

Hence, we have, since current through the resistor
equals current through capacitor;

VIN/ R

and so V,N/ RC
dt

Integrating both sides of the equation, we obtain;

dVouT

dt
dVOUT

VIN
dt= - VOUT or VOUT= - 1 /RC 1 V ,Ndt.

RC

Since R and C are constants, and can thus be moved out
of the integration sign.

Hence we have effectively a circuit which integrates
input voltage with respect to time, and which has, once
again, a gain given by -1 /RC. The integrating action
may be seen if we apply a square wave to the input. We
obtain a triangular wave as output, and one which
compares very favourably with that obtained from our
original circuit. (Fig. 6.)

yin Vout

(al

TIME

TIME

ILA
TIME

Fig. 6a Input square wave signal B output from op -amp circuit c
output from original circuit.

Differentiator Mark 3
The action of the differentiator circuit (Fig. 5b) can be
explained similarly. Again, current through the resistor is
equal to that through the capacitor, because of the very
high input impedance of the op -amp.

Ic= - IR
But IR is given by (VOUT-VA)/R and V, is zero (virtual
earth again). Similarly, I, is given by CdV,/ dt. There-
fore;

Vour R C
dVdt

multiplying both sides of the equation by R, we get;

VOUT= RC dVdt"

And we have a differentiating circuit, the gain of which is
given by -RC. We can see the differentiating action if
we apply a square wave to the circuit as in Fig. 7.

Vin

TIME

Fig. 7a (above) Input square wave signal and b (below) output
from op -amp circuit.

Vool

TIME

Howzat!
With these two circuits we have overcome the difficulties
experienced with our original RC combination series
circuits. The voltage being acted on is the input voltage
actually and, thanks to the low output impedance of the
op -amp, we can use these circuits to drive many more
circuits. The output voltage, which we were forced to
restrict in our original circuits, for fear of affecting the
action of the circuits, is now restricted only by the supply
voltage to the op -amps.

The outputs of these circuits are, of course, inverted,
as is shown by the minus signs in our equations. This is
because of practical difficulties incurred when a non -
inverting circuit is used, and can easily be solved by
tacking a unity gain inverting voltage amplifier onto the
output - surely a small price to pay for all the advan-
tages that these circuits give us over the originals.
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ELECTRONIC
SPEED CONTROL
FOR MOTORS
How various types of motor can be controlled in speed using semiconductor devices,
Applications Department, Motorola, Phoenix.

Speed control of motors in dom-
estic appliances has been techni-
cally possible for a long time,

but only recently has it become a good
proposition economically.

Such diverse items as blenders,
furnace blowers, clothes dryers, and
food mixers can now use electronic
controls. In this article, we review
some of the common circuits being
used today, and also describe some of
the new circuits.

By far the easiest to control
electronically are universal (or
series -wound ac -dc) motors. Their
characteristics and construction allow
the use of a simple circuit to provide
an electrical feedback so that speed is
held relatively constant under varying
load conditions.

Permanent -magnet motors are also
easy to control. Perhaps surprisingly,
the speed of several forms of induction
motors may also be successfully
controlled by electronic means - if
these motors have a suitable load.

How AC power control
The most common method of

electronic ac power control is called
phase control.

Fig.1. Illustrating the basic principles of
phase control. The portion of the waveform
applied to the load is shown shaded.
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Figure 1 illustrates this concept.
During the first portion of each
half -cycle of the ac sine wave, an
electronic switch is opened to block
current flow. At some specific phase
angle, a, this switch is closed to allow
the full line voltage to be applied to
the load for the remainder of that
half -cycle. Varying a will control the
portion of the total sine wave that is
applied to the load (shaded area), and
thereby regulate the power flow to the
load.

The simplest circuit for
accomplishing phase control is shown
in Fig. 2. The electronic switch in this
case is a triac (0) which can be turned
ON by a small current pulse to its gate.
The triac turns OFF automatically
when the current through it passes
through zero.

In the circuit shown capacitor CT is
charged during each half -cycle by the
current flowing through resistor RT
and the load. The fact that the load is
in series with RT during this portion
of the cycle is of little consequence
since the resistance of RT is many
times greater than that of the load.
When the voltage across CT reaches
the breakdown voltage of the trigger
diode (D), the energy stored in
capacitor CT is released. This energy
produces a current pulse in the trigger
diode, which flows through the gate of
the triac and turns it ON. Since both
the trigger diode and the triac are
bidirectional devices, the values of RT
and CT will determine the phase angle
at which the triac will be triggered in
both the positive and negative
half -cycles of the ac sine wave.

4 Fig.2, The simplest
possible circuit for phase
control. The load is
represented by resistor
RL.

O

Fig.4. A typical phase
control circuit using a
unijunction transistor
firing circuit.

The wave form of the voltage across
the capacitor for two typical control
conditions (a = 900 and 1500) is
shown in Fig. 3. If a silicon controlled
rectifier is used in this circuit in place
of the triac, only one half -cycle of the
wave form will be controlled. The
other half -cycle will be blocked,
resulting in a pulsing dc output whose
average value can be varied by
adjusting RT.

Characteristics of
semiconductor switches

The silicon controlled rectifier (SCR)
was the first of several thyristors
developed for controlling electric
power efficiently. It blocks current
flow in both directions as long as no
gate signal is applied and the applied
voltage is below the rated breakover
voltage. Exceeding the breakover
voltage in the forward direction (with
anode more positive than cathode) will
cause the SCR to switch to its ON
condition, in which the voltage from
anode to cathode is approximately 1 V
(and the current is limited only by the
external circuitry). When the forward
current is interrupted, the SCR
recovers its blocking character.

Fig.3. Waveforms across the capacitor at
two different phase angles. The applied
sine wave is shown dotted.
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Exceeding the reverse breakdown
voltage of an SCR will destroy the
device, most often causing a

permanent short circuit.
Current flowing into the gate of an

SCR will also cause it to turn ON
when forward voltage is applied. Since
the SCR is a regenerative device (that
is, it remains in the ON condition as
long as anode current is flowing), only
a current pulse at the gate is necessary
to effect switching. Thus, in the
previously described circuits, a

properly timed current pulse into the
gate of an SCR can control average
power flow to a load.
The triac is a bidirectional SCR. It is

designed for use with alternating
current, and functions the same way in
both directions of applied voltage (as
an SCR does in the forward direction).
Its gate characteristics are different
from that of an SCR in that gate
current of either polarity will cause
the triac to turn ON, with either
polarity of applied anode voltage.

The trigger diode is a device designed
specifically to provide current pulses
to trigger SCR or triacs. In use, it acts
much like a triac without a gate. That
is, it will block current flow in either
direction as long as the applied voltage
is below the breakover voltage, which
is generally between 16 and 36 V,
depending on the device type. When
the breakover voltage is exceeded, the
device turns ON. In this state, the
current is limited by the external
circuitry, and the voltage drop across
the diode is about 10 to 15 V. The
trigger diode is most commonly used
in circuits similar to the one shown in
Fig. 2.
The unijunction transistor (UJT) is a

three -terminal trigger device in which
the characteristics of the emitter and
base 1 are very much like those of the
trigger diode. However, its breakover
voltage can be controlled by the power
supply voltage applied between base 1
and base 2. Since the UJT is a

unidirectional device, unlike the
bidirectional trigger diode, it requires a
source of direct current for the
interbase voltage as well as for the
timing -circuit components, RT and
CT. Figure 4 shows a UJT in a typical
control circuit.

Because the breakover voltage of the
UJT emitter is controlled by the
interbase voltage, the unijunction
transistor can be used for the timing
circuit with a much lower source
voltage than can be trigger diode,
whose breakover voltage is controlled
by the parameters of its structural
materials. As a result, the UJT is quite
popular for use with electronic control
systems utilizing feedback.

In many applications it is desirable to
vary motor speed in proportion to the
magnitude of a change in a physical

Fig. 5 Motor speed
control with a
unijunction transistor
using feedback.

RL

Fig. 6 Simple full -wave
trigger circuit for a 900
W resistive load.

condition, such as a change in
temperature. A furnace blower
responding to the air temperature of a
house is one example. Similarly, a
control device can light a lamp in
response to the fading twilight.
Control of these circuits can be
effected by resistors that change in
value in response to a change in
temperature or light intensity. A
typical circuit using such a variable
resistor is shown in Fig. 5. If motor
speed is the quantity to be controlled,
Rs may be a fixed resistor, and a
direct -current tachometer generator
may be inserted as shown. Only a few
additional components are necessary
to turn these elementary circuits into
working modules.

Figure 6 shows a simple full -wave
trigger circuit for controlling a 900 W
load. The additional components
required are a full -wave bridge, a

resistor, and a Zener diode, which
make up the dc power supply, and a

Q

TOROUE

Fig. 7 Characteristics of a shaded pole
motor at several voltages. VR is the full
rated voltage, (a) indicates a typical fan
load and (b) shows a constant torque load.

Sprague 11Z12

pulse transformer which provides the
isolation between the UJT circuit and
the power line, necessitated by the
bridge rectifier. The feedback circuitry
shown in Fig. 5 could also be added to
this circuit.

Control of induction motors
Shaded -pole motors driving

low -starting -torque loads such as fans
and blowers may readily be controlled
using any of the previously described
full -wave circuits. One needs only to
substitute the winding of the
shaded -pole motor for the load resistor
shown in the circuit diagrams.

Constant -torque loads or
high -starting -torque loads are difficult,
if not impossible, to control using the
voltage controls described here. Figure
7 shows the effect of varying voltage
on the speed -torque curve of a typical
shaded -pole motor. A typical fan -load
curve and a constant -torque -load curve
have been superimposed upon this
graph. It is not difficult to see that the
torque developed by the motor is

Fig. 8 Connection diagram for permanent
split capacitor motors.
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equal to the load torque at two
different points on the
constant -torque -load curve, giving two
points of equilibrium and thus an
ambiguity to the speed control. The
equilibrium point at the lower speed is
a condition of high motor current
because of low counter emf and would
result in burnout of the motor winding
if the motor were left in this condition
for any length of time. By contrast,
the fan speed -torque curve crosses
each of the motor speed -torque curves
at only one point, therefore causing no
ambiguities. In addition, the low -speed
point is one of low voltage well within
the motor winding's current -carrying
capabilities.

Permanent -split -capacitor motors can
also be controlled by any of these
circuits, but more effective control is
achieved if the motor is connected as
shown in Fig. 8. Here only the main
winding is controlled and the capacitor
winding is continuously connected to
the entire ac line voltage. This
connection maintains the phase shift
between the windings, which is lost if
the capacitor phase is also controlled.
Figure 9(a) shows the effect of voltage
on the speed -torque characteristics of
this motor and a superimposed

JI

TORQUL

fan -load curve.
Not all induction motors of either

the shaded -pole or the
permanent -split -capacitor types can be
controlled effectively using these
techniques, even with the proper
loads.

Motors designed for the highest
efficiences and, therefore, low slip also
have a very low starting torque and
may, under certain conditions, have a
speed -torque characteristic that could
be crossed twice by a specific fan -load
speed -torque characteristic.

Figure 9 ( b) shows motor
torque -speed characteristic curves
upon which has been superimposed
the curve of a fan with high starting
torque. It is therefore desirable to use
a motor whose squirrel -cage rotor is
designed for medium -to -high
impedance levels and, therefore, has a
high starting torque. The slight loss in
efficiency of such a motor at full rated
speed and load is a small price to pay
for the advantage of speed control.

A unique circuit for use with
capacitor -start motors in explosive or
highly corrosive atmospheres, in which
the arcing or the corrosion of switch
contacts is severe and undesirable, is
shown in Fig. 10. Resistor R1 is

TORQUE

Fig. 9 Speed -torque curves for (Al high starting torque and (B) high efficiency permanent split
capacitor motors at several voltages. The dotted line indicates a typical fan load and VR is the
full rated voltage.

Fig. 10 Circuit diagram for a capacitor start
motor.
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Fig. 11 Speed control, with (Al, and
without (B). feedback, compared.

connected in series with the main
running winding and is of such a

resistance that the voltage drop under
normal full -load conditions is

approximately 0.2 V peak. Since
starting currents on these motors are
quite high, this peak voltage drop will
exceed 1 V during starting conditions,
triggering the triac, which will cause
current to flow in the capacitor
winding. When full speed is reached,
the voltage across the main winding
will decrease to about 0.2 V, which is
insufficient to trigger the triac - thus
the capacitor winding will no longer be
energized. Resistor R2 and capacitor
C2 form a dv/dt suppression network;
this prevents the triac from turning on
due to line transients and inductive
switching transients.

Control of universal motors
Any of the half -wave or full -wave

controls described previously can be
used to control universal motors.
Non feed -back, manual controls, such
as those shown in Fig. 2, are simple
and inexpensive, but they provide very
little torque at low speeds. A
comparison of typical speed torque
curves using a control of this type with
those of feedback control is shown in
Fig. 11.

These motors have some unique
characteristics which allow their speed
to be controlled very easily and
efficiently with a feedback circuit such
as that shown in Fig.12. This circuit
provides phase -controlled half -wave
power to the motor: that is, on the
negative half -cycle, the SCR blocks
current flow in the negative direction
causing the motor to be driven by a
pulsating direct current whose
amplitude is dependent on the phase
control of the SCR.
The theory of operation of this

control circuit is not at all difficult to
understand. Assuming that the motor
has been running, the voltage at point
A in the circuit diagram (Fig.12) must
be larger than the forward drop of
diode Di, the gate -to -cathode drop of
the SCR,and the emf generated by the
residual (magneto -motive force) in the
motor, to get sufficient current flow
to trigger the SCR.

The waveform at point A( VA ,) tor
one positive half -cycle is shown in
Fig.13, along with the voltage levels of
the SCR gate (Vs), the diode drop
(VD), and the motor -generated emf
( Vm I. The phase angle (a) at which the
SCR would trigger is shown by the
vertical dotted line. Should the motor
for any reason speed up so that the
generated motor voltage would
increase, the trigger point would move
upward and to the right along the
curve so that the SCR would trigger
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later in the half -cycle and thus provide
less power to the motor, causing it to
slow down again.

Similarly, if the motor speed
decreased, the trigger point would
move to the left and down the curve,
causing the triac to trigger earlier in
the half -cycle providing more power to
the motor, thereby speeding it up.

Resistors Ri, R2 and R3, along with
diode D2 and capacitor C1 form the
ramp -generator section of the circuit,
as shown in the diagram in Fig.12.
Capacitor C1 is charged by the voltage
divider R/ R2 and R3 during the
positive half -cycle. Diode D2 prevents
negative current flow during the
negative half -cycle, therefore C1

discharges through only R2 and R3
during that half -cycle. Adjustment of
R3 controls the amount by which C/
discharges during the negative
half -cycle. Because the resistance of
R1 is very much larger than the ac
impedance of capacitor C/, the voltage
waveform on C1 approaches that of a
perfect cosine wave with a dc
component. As potentiometer R2 is
varied, both the dc and the ac voltages
are divided, giving a family of curves as
shown in Fig.14.

The gain of the system, that is, the
ratio of the change of effective SCR
output voltage to the change in
generator emf is considerably greater
at low speed settings than it is at high
speed settings. This high gain coupled
with a motor with a very low residual
emf will cause a condition sometimes
known as cycle skipping. In this mode
of operation, the motor speed is

controlled by skipping entire cycles or
groups of cycles, then triggering one or
two cycles early in the period to
compensate for the loss in speed.
Loading the motor would eliminate
this condition; however, the
undesirable sound and vibration of the
motor necessitate that this condition
be eliminated. This can be done in two
ways.

The first method is used if the motor
design is fixed and cannot be changed.
In this case, the impedance level of the
voltage divider R1, R2 and R3 can be
lowered so that C, will charge more
rapidly, thus increasing the slope of
the ramp and lowering the system
gain. The second method, which will
provide an overall benefit in improved
circuit performance, involves a

redesign of the motor so that the
residual emf becomes greater. In
general, this means using a lower grade
of magnetic steel for the laminations.
As a matter of fact, some people have
found that ordinary cold -rolled steel
used as rotor laminations makes a
motor ideally suited for this type of
electronic control.

Fig. 12 Speed control scheme for universal
motors.

Qi c2 a3

PHASE ANGLE

Fig. 14. Voltage waveform at
point A (Fig. 12) for three
different settings of R2.

Another common problem
encountered with this circuit is that of
thermal runaway. With the speed
control set at low or medium speed, at
high ambient temperatures the speed
may increase uncontrollably to its
maximum value. This phenomenon is
caused by an excessive impedance in
the voltage divider chain for the SCR
being triggered. If the voltage -divider
current is too low, current will flow
into the gate of the SCR without
turning it on, causing the waveform at
point A to be as shown in Fig.15. The
flat portion of the waveform in the
early part of the half -cycle is caused

Fig. 1.6 Speed control of permanent magnet
d.c. motors.

PHASE ANGLE

Fig. 13. Waveform for one positive
half cycle in the circuit shown in
Fig. 12.

we.

Fig. 15 When resistor Ri (Fig. 12) is too
large, this voltage waveform appears at
point. A, The dotted line is the unloaded
waveform and the unbroken line is the
actual waveform.

by the SCR gate current loading the
voltage divider before the SCR is

triggered. After the SCR is triggered,
diode D1 is back -biased and a load is
no longer on the voltage divider so
that it jumps up to its unloaded
voltage. As the ambient temperature
increases, the SCR becomes more
sensitive, thereby requiring less gate
current to trigger, and is triggered
earlier in the half -cycles. This early
triggering causes increased current in
the SCR thereby heating the junction
still further and increasing the
sensitivity of the SCR until maximum
speed has been reached.

TONGUE

Fig. 17 Speed -torque characteristic of
permanent magnet motors It various
applied voltages.
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The solutions to this problem are the
use of the most sensitive SCR practical
and a voltage divider network of
sufficiently low impedance. As a rough
rule of thumb, the average current
through the voltage divider during the
positive half -cycle should be
approximately three times the current
necessary to trigger the lowest
sensitivity (highest gate current) SCR
being used.

In addition to the type of steel used
in the motor laminations,
consideration should also be given to
the design of motors used in this
half -wave speed control. Since the
maximum rms voltage available to the
motor under half -wave conditions is
less than for full -wave, the motor
should be designed for use under these
conditions to obtain maximum speed.

CONTROL OF PERMANENT
MAGNET MOTORS

As a result of recent developments in
ceramic permanent -magnet materials
that can be easily moulded into
complex shapes at low cost, the
permanent -magnet motor has become
increasingly attractive as an appliance
component. Electronic control of this
type of motor can be easily achieved
using techniques similar to those just
described for the universal motor.
Figure 16 is a circuit diagram of a
control system to control
permanent -magnet motors presently
being used in blenders. Potentiometer
R3 and diode D7 form a dc charging
path for capacitor Ci; variable resistor
R7 and resistor R2 form an ac
charging path which creates the ramp
voltage on the capacitor. Resistor R4

and diode D2 serve to isolate the
motor control circuit from the ramp
generator during the positive and
negative half -cycles, respectively.

A small amount of cycle skipping can
be experienced at low speeds using this
control, but not enough to necessitate
further development work. Since the
voltage generated during off time is
very high, the thermal runaway
problem does not appear at all.

HEATER CONTROL AND TIMERS
The circuit shown in Fig.2 or 3 could

well be made to control heaters in
domestic appliances without any
modifications.

If the capacitor CT in Fig.3 is made
very large a timer results. The time
delay is set by the value of CT and the
variable resistor RT.
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OP AMPS
In this down-to-earth series, J. T. Neil explains the basic
applications of op amps.

0 perational amplifiers are small
in size, provide very high,
stable voltage gains, and are

readily available at well under 50p
each.

Unfortunately these immensely
practicable . devices tend to be
described by their manufacturers and
countless technical writers in terms
that are virtually meaningless to the
home constructor.

The purpose of this short series of
three articles then, is to show, with the
minimum of theory and mathematics,
how to extract the essential
information from data sheets and how
to apply it to practical designs.

The units to be described, each using
a single operational amplifier, are a
compact sine -wave audio -signal
generator, a high -impedance audio
amplifier (with various switched
frequency -responses available) and a
dc amplifier to increase the effective
sensitivity of an ordinary 1 mA meter
to 10µA fsd.

Each of these units can be run from
batteries or any other suitable source;
however, since operational amplifiers
usually require dual supplies (which
could become expensive if batteries
were used for long) the first actual
constructional project will be a power
supply unit giving ± 12 V fully
stabilised and short-circuit protected.
This latter feature is rather important,
for the operational amplifiers to be
used have their lead out wires only 2.5
mm apart which, in experimental
setups, will, sooner or later, lead to
short circuits of the supply rails by
solder blobs, touching wires etc.

Accordingly, a protected power
supply, specifically designed for use
with op amps and . which
automatically reverts to correct
operation on removal of an unwanted
short-circuit is essential.

WHAT IS AN OPERATIONAL
AMPLIFIER?

Originally, the term was used to
describe an amplifier suitable for
performing mathematical operations in
analogue computers. It has since come
to include almost any high -gain dc

theory and

amplifier capable of having its actual
performance, in terms of gain,
frequency response and input
impedance, determined by external
components arranged to provide
feedback (usually negative feedback).

An ideal op. amp. has the following
characteristics: -

1., Infinite gain
2. Infinite bandwidth
3. Infinite input impedance
4. Zero output impedance
5. Constant phase shift between

input and output.
Obviously, such a device is

impossible in the real world, but it is
possible to manufacture amplifiers
that have gains etc. So large, and

Fig. la. Inverting amplifier.

Fig. lb. Inverting amplifier (high gain).

Fig. lc. Non -inverting amplifier.

practical

output impedances so low, that any
departures from the ideal have little
effect in practical circuits.

For example, if a working gain of
100 is required and the op. amp. to be
used has a gain (without feedback) of
50 000 then 50 000 ÷ 100 (500) is
such a large margin that we can say
that, for practical purposes, the
reserves of gain available are so large
that the gain is infinite. Similar
reasoning applies to the other
parameters whose ideal values were
mentioned earlier.

FEEDBACK
Operational amplifiers are most often

arranged to function with negative
feedback applied, although there are
cases where either no feedback, or
indeed positive feedback, is employed.
The op. amps. we shall be considering
have, in fact, two input terminals, and
feedback is considered to be either
negative or positive according to which
of these inputs it is connected.

The two input terminals are arranged
in the following manner. Consider that
one input terminal is earthed; then if
the application of a positive going
signal to the other input results in a
positive going output signal, then that
latter input terminal is termed the "+
ve" input terminal. Conversely, again
with one input earthed, if the
application of a positive going signal to
the other input results in a negative
going output signal, then that latter
input terminal is termed the "-ye"
input terminal. Sometimes the +ve
input is called the "non phase
inverting" input and the -ve input is
called the "phase inverting" input.

By convention, the op. amp. itself is
shown as a triangle, with the output
being taken from the righthand apex;
the two inputs are on the left, one
input being the -ye and the other the
+ve.

The arrangement of Fig. la will
result in a phase reversal of the signal,
while that of Fig.. lc will not.
Accordingly, the first configuration is
called an "inverting amplifier" and the
second a "non -inverting amplifier".
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TERMINOLOGY

Op. Amps have their own terminology
which need expanation. These are freq-
uently used when dealing with op. amps
and without explanation could cause
confusion. The terms are necessary
because these devices do not have the
ideal characteristics referred to earlier.

Open loop gain is the voltage gain of the
amplifier at low frequencies with no feed-
back applied, ie with the feedback loop
open. The value of 50,000 used as an
example earlier is the open loop gain of
the amplifier discussed.

Closed loop gain is the voltage gain of the
amplifier when negative feedback is app-
lied, ie with the feedback loop completed.
It is thus the gain of the whole circuit and
is analogous to the stage gain of valve and
discrete -transistor circuits. The value of
x2 we use below is the closed loop gain
in that case.

Input bias current is that current that
must be fed into the input terminals in
order to make the output voltage zero.
The current is necessary since the input
transistors of the op. amp require some

base current, however small, in order for
them to conduct and so amplify.
Input Offset Voltage is that voltage that
must be applied across the input terminals
to make the output voltage zero. It is not
usually as important as input bias current
in the type of application that we shall be
considering.

Common Mode Rejection is a measure of
how good the amplifier is in rejecting
signals applied to both inputs together.
Once again, we will not need to pay great
attention to this characteristic in our
applications.

Frequency Response is usually quoted by
stating the frequency at which the voltage
gain falls to unity; it is then normally
assumed that, as the frequency is reduced,
the gain rises at a rate of 20dB per decade
(i.e. the voltage gain rises by a factor of
10 for a ten -fold change in frequency)
until it reaches the open loop value. It
is then possible, with a knowledge of the
open loop gain, to sketch the frequency
response, see Fig. 2. Operational amp-
lifiers have a response down to zero
frequency, that is, they are dc amplifiers.

Towards the top end of the frequency

range, slewing rate becomes important.
Stewing rate is the fastest rate of change
of output voltage that the op. amp. can
generate. Provided that the output voltage
swing is small, say IV peak -to -peak, the
stewing rate limitation is unlikely to be a
problem, even at a frequency close to the
op. amp's maximum. However, if a large
output voltage swing is called for, say
20V peak -to -peak at the same frequency,
then slewing rate limitation can give rise
to distortion; for clearly, at the zero
crossing a large -amplitude signal will be
changing its voltage as a faster rate than a
signal of smaller amplitude.

For example the popular 741 IC may
have a bandwidth of 100kHz to a small
signal but the maximum slew rate of 1
volt/microsecond will limit bandwidth
to 10kHz, if an output swing of 20V
peak -to -peak or more is required, or to
40kHz at four volts peak -to -peak.

Slew rate thus limits the ultimate
output swing available at high frequencies
and is also a source of high -frequency
distortion at high output levels.

The use of negative feedback will not
cure the distortion for it is inherent in
the op. amp. itself.

Each configuration has its own
properties, which we shall now
consider.

INVERTING AMPLIFIERS
Referring to Fig. lc, consider an

input, V; at, say 1 kHz. Imagine that
the input resistance of the op. amp.
itself is so large compared to the values
of R1 and R2 that it can be said to be
infinite. This will be the case if R1 is,
say, 1 k, for the input resistance of a
typical op. amp. is 1 M. Imagine also
that the gain of the op. amp. is very
much larger than the final gain of the
whole circuit. Once again this will be
so, for the gain of a typical op. amp. is
50 000 and the overall gain of the
whole circuit will be very much less
than this extremely high value, as will
be shown.

This latter assumption is very
important, for it means that the actual
level of signals at the -ye input
terminal will be so close to nothing
that we can consider it to be zero. By
Ohm's Law

Vi V2la =-.= 12
Ri R2

where

V1 is voltage across R1

V2 is voltage across R2
But with zero signal at the -ye input
V1 = Vi and V2 = Vo
so that the gain, A, is

Vo V2 R2
A.,_ = =

Vi Vi R1

which is independent of the actual
gain of the op. amp., provided that the
latter is very much larger than the
value of A - very likely in practice.
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It will be instructive at this point to
consider the level of signal actually
present at the -ve input of the op.
amp. With an input signal of 1 volt and
a circuit gain of x2, there will be an
output of 2 volts. If the op amp gain
is 50 000, then the level at the -ve
input must be

2
.1 = 40 µV,

50 000
quite close to the zero level assumed.

Note that when the amplifier output
is fed back to the -ve input, the
output voltage adjusts itself to such a
value that the actual voltage between
the two inputs becomes so close to
zero that the difference can be
neglected. The greater the gain of the
op amp itself, i.e. the better it
approximates to the ideal of infinite
gain, the less the voltage at the -ve
input becomes.

Since the -ve input has such a low
level signal present, it is virtually at
earth potential, and consequently the
input resistance of the whole circuit is
equal to R1. Such an arrangement as
illustrated in Fig. la is sometimes
called a "virtual earth amplifier".

If a very high value of gain is

required, complications can arise if a
high input impedance is called for at
the same time, for if R2/R1 is large,
either R2 will need to be such a high
value that it is impracticable or R1 will
be too low for the required input
impedance.

In that case, the configuration of Fig.
lb can be used. An analysis of this
circuit gives, for the voltage gain

AR2 (R3 + R4)- .
R1 R4

provided that R2 is large compared to
R4.

Now R1 can be kept at a reasonably
high value (to raise the input
impedance) with R3 and R4 making
up the gain to the required level).

NON -INVERTING AMPLIFIERS
Now consider the non -inverting

amplifier of Fig. lc. As before,
imagine that, due to the high gain of
the op. amp., there is virtually zero
signal between the two inputs and that
the input resistance of the amplifier is
very much greater than either R1 or
R2.
Then V2 = Vi where V2 is the

voltage across R2
R2

But V2
(R1+ R2)

No

Vo = Ri + R2
R2  V2

so that gain A is

(R1 + R2) .12._.(R1+ R2)
Vi R2 V2 R2

which again is independent of the
actual gain of the op. amp. itself.

The input resistance of a

non -inverting amplifier is very high,
being determined largely by the
impedance from the two input
terminals to earth. Typically, it is of
the order of 200 - 400 M at low and
medium gain levels. It is this extremely
high value of resistance that makes the
non -inverting amplifier so useful,
although, of course, there are
disadvantages. For example, it might
appear that a non -inverting amplifier
would be ideal to accept the output
from. a high resistance source, but in
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that case the resistance seen by the op,
amp +ve input would be that source
resistance, while the resistance seen by
the -ve input will be Rl and R2 in
parallel (Fig. 1c). The input bias
currents (see later) at each input
would then give rise to a voltage
difference across the inputs and hence,
of course, unwanted voltage offset at
the output.

These two circuit configurations,
namely, the inverting and the
non -inverting, form the basis of all op
amp circuitry and are well worth
remembering. In a number of uses, the
simple resistors used in the examples
quoted are replaced by complex
impedances of one kind or another in
order to modify the frequency
response in some way. By such means
it is possible to make op amps
respond as frequency selective
amplifiers, integrators etc.

Examples of this tailoring of
frequency responses will arise in the
case of the audio amplifier to be
described in part 3.

FREQUENCY COMPENSATION
Figure 2 shows the frequency res-

ponse of a type 741 op amp it can be
seen that the open loop gain starts to
fall at frequencies above about 10 Hz.
This is not to say that at higher freq-
uencies useful gain cannot be obtained
- it most certainly can. At 100 kHz for
example, a closed loop gain of 20 dB is
possible. However, the response of the
741 can be a limitation in some
applications and then the 709 type
amplifier is possibly preferred. The
709 is never used without some form
of frequency compensation - it
readily oscillates at around 10 MHz if
none is employed - but does have the
advantage that the values of the
components used can be varied to
provide various bandwidths, (Fig. 3).
In practice, the values of the
frequency compensation components
are chosen to give just sufficient
bandwidth for the application being
considered. There is no real objection
to employing values to give a greater
bandwidth, but instability probems
may then arise, and the noise level is
liable to be greater.

As a point of historical interest, the
709 came before the 741 (it was itself
preceeded by other op amps of
reduced performance) and the need
for the provision of external
components proved irksome. Advances
in technology enabled manufacturers
to incorporate capacitors on the
ntegrated circuit chip itself and so
)rovide an op amp that was stable
vithout the need for large external

VOLTAGE GAIN
dB

100

40

20

Fig. 2. Open loop gain of type 741
op amp and response with closed
loop gain of 20 dB.

OPEN LOOP GAIN
(SLOPE 20 dB DECADE)

CLOSED LOOP GAIN 20 dB

10 100 1K 10K 100K 1M

FREQ. Hz.

VOLTAGE GAIN
dB

100

0

2

1

2

3

4

5000p 1.5K

500p 1.5K

1000

10p

1.5K

0

C2

PIN NO s IN D.I.L. PACKAGE

1 10 100 1K 10K 100K 1M 10M

FREQUENCY Hz.

200p

20p

3p

3p

Fig. 3. Open loop
frequency response of
type 709 op amp for
various compensation
component values.

components - thus the 741.
At the same time, the designers were

able to provide protection at the input
terminals, so that should either input
have either supply rail connected to it
(by a wiring error for example) no
damage would be caused. The 709 in
such circumstances, would have
burned out its input transistors.
Further improvements were

incorporated in the 748 OD amp
which is in some respects between the
709 and the 741, in that it requires
one small external capacitor but
provides a greater gain -bandwidth
product than the 741.
With so many external connections -

two supply rails, two inputs, one
output and perhaps terminals for
frequency compensation components
- a special form of packaging was
required and in fact there are two in
common use. One, the T099, is similar

to the common T05 transistor
encapsulation in size of can but has'
eight lead -out wires. The other is the
dual -in -line (OIL) package and it is
recommended that the constructor
uses this style, together with the
appropriate holders. This will make it
possible to check, to some extent, the
dc conditions of the circuit when first
wired up) This is done before the op
amp itself is inserted thus perhaps
preventing catastrophic failure of the
device due to a wiring fault. Further,
in those cases where a 709 is called
for, it is possible to use a 741 for
initial testing (although of course full
performance in respect of frequency
response might not then be obtained).
Should an important wiring error have
been made, damage is less likely to be
caused to a 741 due to the built-in
overload protection at its input
terminals.
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OPAMPS Part 2

Two practical projects aid understanding

THE POWER SUPPLY
The limitation when attempting to
reduce the size of any small piece
of equipment is, with the present

state of the art, the dimensions of the
mains operated power supply required
to drive it. Thus although an oscillator
can be constructed with one IC and a
few passive components, the
companion ac power supply, by
comparison, is extremely bulky. Thus
it is fairly pointless to attempt to
construct the power supply in such a
way as to minimize its total volume.
This is not really a disadvantage,
however, as the power supply can be
used to power other circuits and the
diminutive oscillator can, of course, be
powered by separate, small, batteries
when that is desirable.

Small size may not be a feature of
the power supply, but it does have
several important characteristics,
namely, automatic short circuit
protection and good voltage
stabilisation. A brief specification is
given in Table 1, while the full circuit
diagram appears in Fig. 1.

Consider first that part of the circuit
above the dotted line.

Diodes D1 and D2 full -wave rectify
the transformer output and charge C1
positively. Capacitor C1 has a

sufficiently large value to filter out
nearly all the 100 Hz ripple
component and provide a smooth dc
to the regulator.

The constant potential across the
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Zener diode D3 maintains the base of
01 similarly constant. Should the
mains voltage vary, or the load current
alter, then the output voltage will tend
to change too; however, that voltage is
fed, via the diode D4, to Q1 emitter,
where it is compared with the Zener
voltage at 01 base. Thus, the collector
current of 01, and hence the base
current of Q2, will alter; so effectively
changing the emitter -collector

PARTS LIST - POWER SUPPLY

D1,2,5,6 Diode IN4001
03,7 ., BZ x 79 C12 or

other 12 V Zener
D4,8 .. 1N914
Q1 Transistor BC547, BC107
Q2 B0140,130136
Q3 ,. BC177, BC557
Q4 ,, BD139
R1,3 Resistor 1.5 k V4W
R2,4 6.8 k I/4W
C1,4 Capacitor 10001/F 25 V

electrolytic
C2,5 22LIF 16 V

electrolytic
C3,6 .. 1001.IF 16 V

electrolytic
Transformer 12 V -0 12 V 100 mA
SW1 double -pole double throw

Die-cast box 165.x 114 x 51 mm

Fl Fuse

Fuse holder

Terminals (screw)

Neon indicator

1 amp

20 mm

1 red, 1 black, 1
greer (earth 1 other)

Veroboard, 0.15" pitch 100 x,60 mm

Input
Output voltage

Or

Or

Output current

Protection

Regulation

Hum and noise

TABLE 1
220 - 240 V 50 Hz
1. -12 V and +12 V
2. -24 V
3. +24 V

100 mA maximum

Automatic constant current
limiting (210 mA) on short
circuit
Better than 80 mV variation, no
load to full load
Less than 3 mV

impedance of 02 in such a way as to
correct for the original variation. The
voltage drop across D4, D8
compensates for the drop across 01
and 03 thus ensuring the output
voltage is the same as the zener
voltage.

Such a configuration will give good
load regulation but very large
variations in mains voltage will not be
counteracted as well as is done in some
other circuit designs. This is because
the Zener diode is fed from an
unstabilised supply. Improvement in
output voltage stability - by the order
of a factor of five or so - can be
achieved by modifying the circuit to
drive the Zener from the output,
father than the input, of the regulator,
but this would not permit the
incorporation of short-circuit
protection components, in an
arrangement now to be described.
Short circuit protection of the supply
is vital in experimental work,
especially on integrated circuits, where
the small size and close spacing of the
connecting leads printed circuit tracks
can so easily result in unwanted shorts
which may overload and possibly
damage the power supply.

Consider, what happens when the
output of the voltage regulator is

connected directly to the earth line.
The germanium diode D4 is no longer
forward biased, for its anode,

Frequency range

Output level

Output impedance

TABLE 2

120 Hz - 1.2 kHz
1.2 kHz - 12 kHz

1 V rms maximum, continuously
variable

70 ohms

Min, load at 1 Vrms 1.5 k

Power supply needed 3 mA at +12 V
2 mA at -12 V
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Fig.l. Circuit diagram of a t
power supply suitable for
experiments with
operational amplifiers.

220-240V
50Hz

12V

24VCT
D5

D1

D6

==e4
1000µF
25V

BD139
04

R2
6.8k

R4
6.8k +

D8

0 +12V

C3
100µF
16V

00V

0 -12V

connected now to earth, is not more
positive than its cathode; accordingly,
D4 can be considered to be absent and
the effective circuit arrangement is as
in Fig. 2. The base voltage of Q1 is still
fixed (by the voltage across the Zener)
at 12 V with its emitter taking up a
voltage about 0.7 V less. This fixed
voltage appears across R2, which
means that a fixed current flows
through R2 and Q2 into the base
Q1 and hence, the emitter current of
01 is fixed also. The emitter current
of Q2 will be larger than its base

current by a factor equal to the
current gain of transistor Q2. The
emitter current of Q2 is the load
current however, so that it can be seen
that, under short circuit conditions, a
constant current of a magnitude
determined by R2 flows into that
short circuit.

A suitable value of R2 must be
selected to obtain the desired short
circuit current. Here, it is chosen so
that 210 mA flows in short circuit
conditions. It is under these conditions
that the greatest power dissipation
occurs in Q2 and accordingly it has

been ensured that a continuous short
circuit will not give rise to overheating
of that transistor.

In point of fact, about 3.4 watts are
then dissipated in Q2, a value well
within the capability of the transistor
type employed. It is bolted to, but
insulated from, the die-cast box in
which the power supply is housed, so
that. it is thereby provided with a
very large heatsink. Accordingly, in
normal use all components run with
hardly any temperature rise, and even
when running into a short circuit, the
combination of current liMiting and
large heatsink ensures that the power
supply is not damaged.

What has been discussed so far is a
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single power supply, giving an output
of 12 V. The actual unit contains two
such supplies, as Fig. 1 shows, of
similar circuit configuration, but, in
the second case, a PNP transistor is

used instead of an NPN and'vice versa,
and with a negative supply voltage,
derived from D5 and D6, fed to it. The
Zener diode and its electrolytic
capacitor, as well as the germanium
diode, aYe all connected with the
opposite polarity from before.
Therefore, a stabilised and protected
-12 volts appears at the output,
relative to the centre supply terminal.

As quoted in the specification, this

permits the output from the power
supply unit to be connected in any
one of three configurations: -
1. + 12 V and -12 V relative to earth
2. + 24 V relative to earth
3. -24 V relative to earth

This is achieved by connecting the
two supplies in series, with the
common point brought out as an
external connection. Further, this
common point is not earthed, but a
separate earth terminal provided. The
three different modes of operation are
then obtained by means of the
appropriate external connections - see
Fig. 3.

Fig.3. Power supply
external connections.

02

Fig.2. The equivalent
circuit of the regulator
when the output is short
circuited.

b3



For use with the type of operational
amplifier dealt with here, the first
mode i.e. ± 12 V will usually be
employed.

The rated output, of 100 mA from
either side, will be found to be more
than adequate for the- intended use,
since type 709 and 741 op. amps.
draw less than 5 mA each, unloaded.

A suggested layout and
constructional technique for the dual
power supply is given in Fig. 4, but the
layout is by no means critical and the
constructor may employ any
alternative method. Nevertheless, a

robust housing is required and the best
is probably a die-cast box - any small
extra expense incurred, to obtain such
a convenient and easily worked case, is
well worthwhile.

THE OSCILLATOR
Now for the first constructional

project using an operational amplifier.
As mentioned earlier, this is a sine
wave audio oscillator. The circuit is

given in Fig. 5 and its specification in
I able 2.

The oscillator makes use of the well
known Wien -bridge network to set the
frequency of operation. A resistor (in
this case RV1a and R1) and a

oarallel capacitor (either C1 or C2) are
connected to further resistors (RV1b,
RV3 and R4) in series with a further
capacitor (either. C3 or C4). It is a

property of the Wien network that the
junction of the two RC arms, has, at a
single frequency only, a voltage in
phase with, but smaller than, that
applied to the whole network. Since,
in the oscillator, this in -phase voltage
is fed to the non -inverting terminal of
the op. amp. it constitutes positive
feedback, and thus oscillations will
occur and be maintained at one
specific frequency - a frequency
determined by the values of the
resistors and capacitors employed in
the Wien network.

So much for the frequency of
oscillation. What of its amplitude?

Consider for a moment what would
happen if, with the oscillator already
giving a sine wave output, the output
amplitude should increase for some
reason. If it continues to do so,
eventually the voltage will become so
large that it will be  limited by the
supply rails and a clipped sine wave
will result. Conversely, if the
amplitude of oscillation should
decrease, then oscillations will
eventually die away to nothing.

Such variations in amplitude can
easily arise due to temperature changes
etc., and will in any case occur as the
frequency is altered, due to tolerances
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TRANSISTORS
INSULATED BY
MICA WASHERS

165mm 1

Fig. 4(a). Suggested layout of major components in the box. Note that the Veroboard
should be insulated from the box by inserting cardboard between it and the box.

Fig. 4 (b) Suggested front panel layout.

in the capacitor values and tracking
errors in the twin -gang potentiometer.
Thus, some means of automatic gain

control is essential in order to
maintain a constant output amplitude.

It will be recalled that the signal
voltage applied to the  op. amp.
non -inverting input was smaller than
the output voltage due to the
attenuation in the Wien network. To
maintain oscillation the op. amp. must
have a gain equal or exceeding this
attentuation - which is in fact x3. The
desired gain is obtained by selecting
the ratio of feedback resistance to
input resistance of the inverting input
(RV2 + R3)/R2.
If the overall gain, including

feedback, exceeds unity the circuit
will produce sine wave oscillation at a
frequency set by the Wien network.

Stabilisation of the gain is brought
about by the action of diodes D1 and
D2.

When the instantaneous output
voltage is close to zero, neither diode
conducts, since even a germanium
diode requires 0.4 volts or so forward
voltage to bias it on. Consequently,
the negative feedback loop is open

(giving maximum gain) and, under the
action of the positive feedback via the
Wien network, oscillations build up
rapidly. As soon as their amplitude is
sufficient to bias on either D1 or D2
(depending on the polarity of the
output voltage swing), then R2, R3
and RV2 provide negative feedback, so
limiting oscillations to a convenient
level.

Re-inforcement of such oscillations
takes place close to each zero crossing
when D1 and D2 are open i.e.
non -conducting; the setting of RV2
determines the final amplitude.

This method of stabilisation does
give rise to a very small amount of
crossover distortion, but the effect of
this can be minimised by setting VR2
for the largest possible sine wave
without clipping. In any event, some
distortion is a small price to pay for
such a simple, easy -to -get -working sine
wave oscillator and, further, it is a low
level of distortion - some class B
audio amplifiers are worse!

Range switching is confined to a
choice of two ranges, in the interest of
simplicity and cheapness, but more
ranges could easily be provided if the
constructor is so inclined.
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R6R3

4.7k

+121,/ -12V

R2
4.7k

RV1/A

RV2
15k

D1

C7

Fig. 5. Circuit diagram of
the audio oscillator.

0.1pF
BC107,108

OR SIMILAR

+12V
A

01

C8
0/P

10pF
R8
3.3k

The frequency ranges mentioned in
the specification are a little unusual, in
that most audio generators provide
ranges starting and ending at 1 kHz, 10
kHz and so on. However, in the
present case, the selection of easily
available components having standard
values produced the ranges shown'and
these were, in fact, found to be
convenient in practice.

A simple emitter -follower output
stage completes the unit, with a

logarithmic potentiometer as a level
control, enabling the output to be set
from 1 V rms down to 10 mV rms or
so.

Suitable compensation components
R5, C5 and C6 are required for the
type 709 op. amp. A layout found

suitable for the oscillator is given in
Fig. 6. Notice that this calls for a box
of only 100 x 75 x 30 mm, which,
whilst making the oscillator quite
small and neat, does not result in
cramping of the layout, which is

straightforward and easily followed.
With wiring up completed and

thoroughly checked, switch on and, if
possible, monitor the output on an
oscilloscope. No 'scope? Then a pair of
headphones, of reasonably high
impedance, can be used instead. Set
RV4 about half way, S1 to "low" and
RV1 about half way. If there is no
output, adjust RV2; clockwise
rotation should give increased output.

With an ac meter, measure the signal
level at the junction of D1, D2 and

RV2. Adjust RV2 for 3 volts rms. This
will ensure the highest output level
(thus reducing the effect of crossover
distortion) consistent with sine wave
operation (no clipping). This should
provide about one volt rms at the
output.

It was found on the prototype that
changing to higher frequency range
gave a slightly reduced output -
doubtless due to the use of 10%
tolerance capacitors in the Wien
network. Closer tolerance capacitors
are, of course, more expensive but the
amplitude difference may be overcome
by adding small capacitors to either C1
and C3 or C2 and C4 whichever
reduces the amplitude difference.

Variation of output level as RV1 is

E
E
8

1

75mm

OUTPUT (a)

SW1 4

RV1

RV4 4

-12V 4
° D11 $ D2

+12V 4
RV4

O

EARTH 4

RV1

O

OUTPUT 4

14

IC

7

1

01

Fig. 6(a). Suggested layout
of front panel. (b) Layout
of major components on
Veroboard. (b)
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PARTS LIST - AUDIO OSCILLATOR
IC1 Integrated Circuit 709
Q1 Transistor BC107,108

or similar
01,02 Diode 0A95
RI Resistor 1k 1/8W

or 1/4W
4.7k
470 1/8W
1.5k
15k "
330k "
3.3k "
0.01/IF
polyester
0.1pF
polyester

C5 220pF "
C6 15pF "
C8 10pF

electrolytic
16V

R2,R3
R4
RS
R6
R7
R8
C1,C3

C2,C4,C7

11

91

PP

PI

Pt

Capacitor
DP

RV1 Potentiometer

VR2,RV2 "
VR3,RV3 "
VR4,RV4 "
S1 Switch
Aluminium box 100 x 75 x 40 mm
Veroboard, 0.1" pitch 80 x 62 mm
8 pin IC holder
3.5 mm jack

10k + 10k
ganged

5k pre-set
(horizontal)
1k pre-set
(horizontal)
1-0k
logarith
DPDTmic

rotated, due to tracking errors
between RV1 sections, can be
minimised by adjustment of RV3. To
do this, set RV1 close to its high
frequency end. Adjust RV3 to give
about the same level of output as with
RV1 at mid-trayel. If the twin gang
potentiometer RV1 is particularly
poor in its tracking an alteration to the
value of R4 may be called for.

Calibration of the frequency scale is
always a problem with any home
constructed audio equipment such as
this oscillator. Comparison with other
audio signals is one method, either by
ear, oscilloscope or frequency counter.
Ideally comparison with another
oscillator will allow the frequency
scale to be marked up accurately.

Regarding alternative components: a
741 in place of a 709 will function
well, except for some slew rate
limiting at the higher frequencies,
leading to distortion. If a 741 is used

delete C5, C6 and R5. A type 301 may
also be used; in this case C5, C6 and
R5 are deleted as before and a 10 pF
capacitor is fitted between pins one.
and 8. Almost any silicon NPN
transistor will be satisfactory for 01,
but some alteration in R7 value may
be necessary. Silicon diodes for D1
and D2 give rise to much greater levels
of crossover distortion, due to their
greater forward voltage drop.

This little oscillator will be found to
give a sufficiently pure sine wave to
assist in the testing of almost any
audio equipment, its restricted
frequency range being no. great
draitack for that work.

A truly portable oscillator can be
made by replacing the dual 12 volts
batteries by two small nine volt
batteries. If this is done, however,
some re -adjustment of RV2 and a
reduction in the value of R6 to give a
sine wave free from clipping, will be
required.

Into
Electronics
Plus

Ian Sinclair has finished his tale,
So 'Into Electronics Plus' is now on sale,
The cream of Hobby, plus Mr Sinclair,
We modestly believe an unbeatable pair,
The pound you send will be well spent,
(That's apart from paying our rent),
You'll get 'Capacitors', 'Computers, and 'PCBs',
Not at all bad for just one hundred pees.

The demon HE poet strikes again, he sat up half the
night writing this one. (Don't know why he bothered).
Seriously though folks Ian Sinclair's series proved such
an astounding success we decided to bring it out as a
book. Not only that but we've added over twenty more
pages of informative features from 'Audio Transducers',
and how to make your own PCB's. That's 100 pages for
a Pound, a penny a page.

The series was primarily aimed at people taking 0 /A
level courses in electronics but has proved to be just as
popular with people starting out in our fascinating
hobby.

For your copy just send £1 .25 (that includes Post,
Packing( to: -

`INTO ELECTRONICS PLUS'
HOBBY ELECTRONICS,
145 CHARING CROSS ROAD
LONDON, WC2H OEE.
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OPAMPS Part3
In this down-to-earth series, J. T. Neil explains the basic theory
applications of op amps.

The sine wave oscillator described
in the previous part was an ex-
ample (albeit an extreme one) of

how frequency selective feedback is
used with operational amplifiers. We
shall now go on to consider an ampli-
fier employing non frequency -selective
feedback and then amplifiers using
feedback of such a nature as to
produce two particular forms of
frequency response. Then to conclude,
there is a description of the use of an
op. amp., as a dc amplifier, to increase
the sensitivity of a moving coil meter
- in this case the frequency is required
to be limited to dc up to a few Hz
only.

Figure 1 gives the circuit of a high
input -impedance amplifier with a

nominal voltage gain of 48 and a

bandwidth of from 10 Hz to at least
50 kHz. In the prototype the
measured value of input impedance
was 10M11 at 1 kHz. This value will
vary slightly with frequency and with
the particular layout employed, but in
any case is likely to be as high as will
normally be required for most
applications.

As an ac connection, via a

capacitor, is provided at the
non -inverting input there would be no
dc return for bias current, at that
input, if R3 were not present. The
value of R3 is 47 k however,
bootstrapping is used to raise the
apparent value of R, to the value of
10 megohm as quoted-, in the following
manner.

Due to the extremely high gain of
the op. amp, and to the feedback
between the output and the inverting
input pin 2, there is very little
difference in the signal levels at the
+ve and -ye inputs, and, since C1 has
a negligible reactance, there is similarly
very little difference in signal voltage
at either end of R3. Accordingly, very
little signal current can flow into R3
from the signal input, thus R3 appears,
to the input signal, to be many times
its actual value.

With the op. amp. arranged in the
non -inverting configuration, the volt-
age gain is:

R + R2
Av - 1 -48

Ri

This amplifier set-up is most likely
to be used in the design of a

pre -amplifier for an oscilloscope or
millivoltmeter, where the high value of
input impedance is necessary in.order

to load the circuit under test as little
as possible.

In audio applications, a 'tailored'
frequency response is often called for;
for example, the output of a tape
replay head should be fed to a stage
with a gain rising at 6dB per octave
,below about 2.5 kHz, and a flat
response above that frequency. (The
actual value of the break frequency
depends on the tape speed and the
particular replay characteristic em-
ployed). Such a response is readily
arrived at by replacing R, of Fig. 1

with the network shown in Fig. 2a.
At high frequencies C5 has a

reactance low compared to R6 and
hence it can be ignored. Thus the gain
is determined by R6 alone (although'
R5 is in parallel its value is large
enough to be disregarded). As the
frequency is lowered, the reactance of
C5 rises and consequently the
feedback is reduced, so giving the
frequency response shown in Fig. 3a.
Resistor R5 provides a dc connection
for the negative input of the op. amp.
and limits the gain low
frequencies.

The voltage gain of this circuit at
high frequencies is about 16 times; this
will make the tape head output
comparable to that from a magnetic

and practical

pick-up. If more gain is called for, this
is best done by increasing the value of
R6 and reducing the value of C5 in
proportion.

What if a response suitable for
pre -amplification of the output of
magnetic pick-up is required? In this
case the network of Fig. 2b is a

suitable replacement for R2 in the
original circuit; the overall response of
the stage is now as given in Fig. 3b.

Similar reasoning to that given for
the tape head amplifier applies here
also - the gain rises at lower
frequencies as C6 reactance becomes
larger, falling at the higher frequencies
as the reactance of C6 and C, both
fall. As before, R7 sets the
low -frequency gain.

These two latter configurations are
good examples of the shaping of a
frequency response to suit a particular
need - as indeed was the audio
oscillator of Part 2. Note that the
response and the overall gain can be
adjusted independently.

All the circuits given so far in Part 3
are intended to make use of type 709
op. amps., although a 741 or an
LM301 could be used with the
appropriate equalizing network
changes as detailed in Part 2.

The amplifier configuration des -

INPUT
C2

0

0.22pF
R3

47k

R2
47k

C1

120pF
6V

100pF
cT

0
OUTPUT

R4 C4
31.5k 33pF

Fig. 1. High input impedance ac amplifier.
Positive supply rail is pin 7 and negative
supply rail is pin 4.

0

(a) R5

'--/VVO---.
1M

R6 C5
15k 0.0033pF

Fig. 2. Alternative feedback networks.
(a) Tape head; (b) Magnetic pick-up.

(b) R7

0.0033pF
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OUTPUT

0-

89
7
6
5 , -L-
4

t
FLAT RESPONSE AMPLIFIER

3

2

1

0.9

9

0 6
TAPE HEAD AMPLIFIER I.)0 5

94

MAGRICK UP AMPLIFIER Ib)93

92

9.1
2 3 4 5 6 7 891 ., 2 3 4 5 6 7 891 2 3 4 5 6 7 891

100 Hz 1 kHz

Fig. 3. Responses of the three different amplifiers.

cribed is an inherently stable one and
almost any convenient layout can be
employed. A small piece of Veroboard
was used in the prototypes, with a
dual -in -line IC holder soldered in place
and the remaining components placed
around it.

For convenience, it is best to build
the whole amplifier in a small metal
box, either mounting. this in existing
equipment or leaving it as a separate
unit for greater flexibility. The box

. must be earthed to give a measure of
screening to reduce hum pick-up. This
is especially necessary if the feedback
networks of Figs. 2a or 2b are
employed as both of these provide
considerable bass boost thus aggra-
vating the hum problem.

METER AMPLIFIER
Now for the dc meter amplifier

which uses a 741 type IC. The circuit
is given in Fig. 4. The values shown
give full scale deflection on a 1 mA
meter with only 10µA flowing into the
input.

Circuit function depends on there
being negligible difference between the
voltages at the two inputs of an op.
amp. when arranged in a negative
feedback configuration. Accordingly,

10 kHz . FREQUENCY

10V

IV

0.1V

whatever voltage is applied to the
non -inverting terminal, that is, across
RI, will appear at the inverting
terminal, that is, across R3. However,
R3 is only 1/100th of the value of RI,
so that the current through R3 must
be 100 times larger than that through
RI. It is, of course, the current
through R3 that flows through the
meter, and it is worth noting that the
value of this current is not affected by
resistor R2 in series with the meter -
provided of course that R2 is not too
large to allow the required meter
current to flow. The value of R2 is
chosen here to limit meter current to
about twice the FSD current, so
providing a useful safety device should
an unexpectedly high voltage be
applied to the non -inverting terminal.

Thus we have a circuit in-
corporating a meter of 1 mA basic
sensitivity but which appears to be a
meter of 100 times that sensitivity.

Resistor R4 is included to improve
the performance with regard to drift,
of the meter reading, as temperature
changes cause changes in the op. amp.
bias currents. It is best selected by
experiment, although the value given
was found to be satisfactory with

PARTS LIST
Flat response amplifier
ICI Integrated Circuit 709 8 pin DIL
RI Resistor 1k 1/4 watt 5%
R2 " 47k " 5%
R3 " 47k " 5%
R4 " 1.5k " 5%
CI Capacitor 120 I.1F 6V electro.
C2 " 0.22 µF polyester
C3 " 100 pF ceramic
C4 " 33 pF ceramic
Tape head netwo;kPlus all of Fig. 1
R5 Resistor 1M1L 1/4 watt 5%
R8 " 15k 5%
C5 Capacitor 3,300 pF polyester
Pick-up network plus all of Fig. 1
R7 Resistor 270k I/4 watt 5%
R8 " 22k 5%
C6 Capacitor 0.01 /../F polyester
C7 " 3,300 pF polyester
Metei amplifier
IC1 Integrated Circuit 741 8 pin OIL
R1 Resistor 1k 1/4 watt 5%
R2 " 6.8k 1/4 watt 50/
R3 " 33 1/4 watt
R4 " 1k 1/4 watt 5%
R5 " 10k 1/4 watt
R6 " 10k 1/4 watt
R7 " 10k 1/4 watt 5%
RV1 Potentiometer 22k linear
Cl Capacitor 0.1 µF polyester
MI Meter 1 mA movement
Miscellaneous
IC holders, Veroboard, small
aluminium boxes etc.

5%

5%
5%

three individual 741's.
The voltage at the slider of RV1 is

fed via R7 to the inverting input to
provide a means of setting the meter
zero. It can, if desired, be used to give
a centre zero, so producing a
5 µA-0-5 µA meter. The capacitor
C1 ensures that the gain falls at high
frequencies.

With a basic sensitivity of 10µA.,
this amplifier enables a dc voltmeter of
100 kohm per volt to be constructed,
by connecting the appropriate resistor
in series with the input. The value of
the resistor is given by:

R = 100 V kilohms
where V is the input voltage

required to give FSD
Note that the basic meter of 1 mA is

a type of movement that is much more
robust, and yet cheaper, than others of
greater sensitivity.

The actual method of construction
can be adapted to suit individual
requirements. If a 1 mA meter is

bought for the job, almost any housing
capable of containing it will have room
for the 741 and the few other
components required, whilst only
three short lengths of wire are required
for connection to the power supply.
The test -meter used in the prototype
had a 1 mA range, so a small
aluminium box was used for the
circuitry, with two output terminals
for the test -meter connections, and,
again, three leads for the power
supply.

As with the audio amplifier, it is
best to use a small piece of Veroboard
to mount the IC holder and
components, and to bolt the board to
the box with insulated spacers if
required. I/
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Back Numbers
From HE
We regret to say that copies of the November, De-
cember and January issues of Hobby Electronics have
sold out (we did warn you!) However Hobbyprints A B
C, F and G are still available.

FEBRUARY 79 (Hobbyprint D)
Projects: Short Wave Radio, Sine/Square Generator
Scratch /Rumble Filter, Car Alarm Project.
'Features: Video Tape Recorders, Radioactivity, CA
3130 Circuits, Computer Glossary etc.

MARCH 79 (Hobbyprint E)
Projects: Light Chaser, Tone Controller, Photographic
Timer, Cassanova's Candle.
Features: TV Signals, Test Gear, SW Aerials, Interfer-,
ring Waves, Communications Satellites, etc.

APRIL 79 (Hobbyprint F)
Projects: Model Train Cnn.--/-1 11 farm, Tran-
sistor Tester.
Feature: S V,in, TV Aerials, Elec-
tronics in OL-Paiogue Survey etc.

MAY 79 (Hobbyprint G)
Projects: P tr, Digibell,White No S L
Features: .., :iectronic Music, AB Circuits, 555
Circuits, Aerial Tuners, Varicap Diodes etc.

JUNE 79 (Hobbyprint H)
Projects: GSR Monitor, Envelope Generator, Drill
Speed Controller.
Features: Citizen Banned, Display Techniques, Moving
Coil Meter, Electronics in Music Pt 2, etc.

Shown here are most of the past issues with
their major features and projects. The issues
available are now priced £1.00 each, including
post and packing. Send your order to:

Hobby Electronics
Backnumbers Dept.
145 Charing Cross Road
London, WC2H OEE

Shown next to each issue is the relevent code letter to use when
ordering Hobbyprints. (See Hobbyprints ad. elsewhere in this
issue.)

JULY 79 (Hobbyprint I)
Projects: Shark, Baby Alarm, Point Controller, Linear
Scale Ohmeter.
Features: Cassette Decks and Tapes, Binary Numbers,
Fixed Resistors, Short Circuits Special, etc.

AUGUST 79 (Hobbyprint J)
Projects: Home Security System, LED Tachometer,
Injector/Tracer, Constant Volume Amplifier.
Features: Security Installation, Variable Resistors,
Tools, Satellite Power etc.

SEPTEMBER 79 (Hobbyprint K),
Projects: Combination lock, Light dimmer, Starburst,
Ultrasonic Switch.
Features: Electronic Timekeeping, Thyristors, Radio
Control, FET Special.

OCTOBER 79 (Hobbyprint I see Hobbyprint Ad)
Projects: Tantrum, Hobbytune, Analogue Frequency
Meter, Multi Siren.
Features: Home Computing, Electronic Games, Micro-
wave Cooking, Breaker One -Four.

NOVEMBER 79 (Hobbyprint M)
Projects: Hebot, R2, D2 Radio, Guitar Tuner
Features: Data Supplement, TV Broadcasting,
Miniboards,

HOBBYPRINTS
We're just etching to tell you about HOB-
BYPRINTS, we know you won't be able to
resist them. They're so good we've even
patented the idea (1445171 and 1445172). If
you're board with all those untidy strip
boards or semi -permanent bread boards
then read on.

Atter many months of extensive
research we think we've come up with the
ideal solution (Ferric Chloride?) to all those
problems people have with making really
professional PCBs. (Puns come at no extra
charge).

Seriously though, the HOBBYPRINT rub-
down transfer (very similar to the rub-
down lettering) is the answer to the project
builders prayer. PCBs take up a dispro-
portionate amount of time, using HOBBY -
PRINTS a typical PCB can be finished in
under half an hour. Because HOBBYPRINTS
are produced from our original artwork
there's no likelihood of making a mistake.
They can even be used as photographic
masks for ultra -violet PCB production.

Each sheet of HOBBYPRINTS contains all
the PCBs for any particular month (an
average of four PCBs), so for only 80 pence
including VAT and Post and Packing that's
not bad value. For a list of projects.refer to
back numbers ad.

ORDER TODAY
Send cheque or postal order (payable
to Hobby Electronics) to:

HOBBYPRINTS
HOBBY ELECTRONICS
145 CHARING CROSS ROAD
LONDON WC2H OEE

80p INCLUSIVE OF VAT AND
POSTAGE

Note: Hobbyprint L is £1.20

Please mark the letter(s) of the HOB-
BYPRINTS on the outside of the enve-
lope.
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3080 CIRCUITS
The 3080 is not a run of the mill op amp. These ten circuits from Tim Orr show
you why.

The CA3080 is known as an operational transconduct-
ance amplifier, (OTA). This is a type of op amp, the
gain of which can be varied by use of a control current,

(IABC). The device has a differential input, a control input

SIGNAL
INPUT

/5 //

2Vpp

+ Vcc

RV1
100k

CONTROL
BREAKTHROUGH
ADJUST

Q1
Vin (CONTROL) BC182
OV TO +5V max

Voltage Controlled Amplifier
The CA3080 can be used as a gain controlling device. The input
signal is attenuated by R1, R2 such that a 20 mVpp signal is
applied to the input terminals. If this voltage is much larger, then
significant distortion will occur at the output. In fact, this
distortion is put to good use in the triangle-to-sinewave con-
verter. The gain of the circuit is controlled by the magnitude of
the current I ABC. This current flows into the CA3080 at pin 5,
which is held at one diode voltage drop above the -Vcc rail.
If you connect pin 5 to 0 V, then this diode will get zapped, (and
so will the IC)! The maximum value of lAsc permitted is 1 mA and
the device is 'linear' over 4 decades of this current. That is, the
gain of the CA3080 is 'linearly' proportional to the magnitude of
the IABC current over a range of 0.1 uA to 1 mA. Thus, by
controlling IABC, we can control the signal level at the output.
The output is a current output which has to be 'dumped' into a
resistive load (R5) to produce a voltage output. The output
impedance seen at IC1 pin 6 is 10k (R5), but this is 'unloaded' by
the voltage follower ( IC2) to produce a low output impedance.
The circuit around 1C3 is a precision voltage -to -current converter
and this can be used to generate IABC. When Vin (control) is
positive, it linearly controls the gain of the circuit. When it is
negative, lAsc is zero and so the gain is zero.

This type of circuit is known by several names. It is a voltage
controlled amplifier, (VCA), or an amplitude modulator, or a two

70

known as the 'Amplifier bias input' and a current output. It
differs in many respects from conventional op amps and
it is these differences that can be used to realize many
useful circuit blocks.

OUTPUT

SIGNAL f
INPUT

- Vcc

11[~1VP ov

Vin
CONTROL OV

OUTPUT OV

quadrant multiplier.
One problem that occurs with the CA3080 is that of the 'input

offset voltage'. This is a small voltage offset between its input
terminals. When there is no signal input and the control input is
varied a voltage similar to the control input will appear at the
output. By adjusting RV1 it is possible to null out most of this
control breakthrough.
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POWERED FROM t 12V

DISTORTION
ADJUST

Triangle To Sinewave Converter
By overloading the input of a CA3080 it is possible to produce a
'sinusoidal' transfer function. That is, if a triangle waveform of
the correct magnitude is applied to the CA3080 input, the output
will be distorted in such a way as to produce a sinewave
approximation. In the circuit shown, R V1 is adjusted so that the
output waveform resembles a sinewave. I tested this circuit
using an automatic distortion analyser and found the sinewave
distortion to be only 1.8%, mostly third harmonic distortion,
which, for such a simple arrangement, seems very reasonable
indeed. This could be used to produce a sinewave output from a
triangle/ square wave oscillator.

OUTPUT

UNDER
DISTORTED

OVER
DISTORTED

OUTPUT

+

V
- TRANSFER

FUNCTION

+ INPUT

2
Vin CA3080

POWER FROM
± 12V

R2
10k

I ABC Schmitt Trigger
PROTECTION Most Schmitt trigger circuits prove to be very complicated when

V RESISTOR it comes to calculating the hysterysis levels. However, by using
the CA 3080 these calculations are rendered trivial plus there is

R1 the added bonus of fast operation. The hysterysis levels are
calculated from the simple equation,10k

V OUT

V OUT

VHYST=,_ (IABC X R2)

The output squarewave level is in fact equal in magnitude to the
hysterysis levels. The circuit operation is as follows.

Imagine the output voltage is high. The output voltage will
then be equal to (R2 X IABC) which we will call + VHYST. If VIN
becomes more positive than + VHYST, the output will start to
move in a negative direction, which will increase the voltage
between the input terminals which will further accelerate the
speed of the output movement. This is known as regenerative
feedback and is responsible for the schmitt trigger action. The
output snaps into a negative state, at a voltage equal to - (R2 x
lAac) which is designated as -VHYST. Only when Vint becomes
more negative than - VHYST will the output change back to the
+ VHYST state.

The Schmitt trigger is a very useful building block for
detecting two descrete voltage levels and finds many uses in
circuit designs.

10'
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Vin

HYSTERYSISIr

IABC CONTROLS HYSTERYSIS
LEVELS AND OUTPUT LEVEL
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12V

741

6

IC1

3

ALL POWERED FROMI:12V

2

3

741

02
BC182

R5
680k

- 12V

R6
27k

3

CA3080

- IC3 2

IC4

5

Voltage Controlled Oscillator
By using two CA3080's and some op amps it is possible to make
an oscillator, the frequency of which is voltage controllable. This
unit finds many applications in the field of electronic music
production and test equipment. The circuit has been given a
logarithmic control law, that is, the frequency of operation
doubles for every volt increase in the control voltage. This makes
it ideal for musical applications where linear control voltages
need to be converted into musical intervals (which are logarith-
mically spaced) and also for audio testing where frequencies are
generally measured as logarithmic functions.

1C2 is an integrator. The lAsc current that drives this IC is used
to either charge or discharge C1. This produces triangular
waveforms which are buffered by IC3, which then drives the
Schmitt trigger IC4. The hysterysis levels for this device are
fixed at - 1.5V, being determined by R6, R7.

The output of the schmitt is fed back in such a way as to
control the direction of motion of the integrator's output. If the
Schmitt output is high, then the integrator will ramp upwards and
vice versa. Imagine that the integrator is ramping upwards.
When the integrators output reaches the positive hysterysis
level, the Schmitt will flip into its low state, and the integrator
will start to ramp downwards. When it reaches the low
hysterysis level the Schmitt will flip back into its high state. Thus
the integrator ramps up and down in between the two hysterysis
levels. The speed at which it does this, and hence the oscillating
frequency is determined by the value of IABC into 1C2. The larger
the current, the faster the capacitor is charged and discharged.
Two outputs are produced, a triangle wave (buffered) from IC3
and a squarewave (unbuffered) from IC4. If the squarewave
output is loaded then the oscillation frequency will change.

The log law generator is composed of 01, 2, 3 and IC1.
Transistors Q1 and Q2 should be matched so that their base
emitter voltages (Vbe) are the same for the same emitter current,
(50uA). Matching these devices to within 5 mV is
satisfactory, although unmatched pairs could be used. When
matching transistors take care not to touch them with your
fingers. This will heat them up and produce erroneous measure-
ments. Transistor 02 is used to produce a reference voltage of
about -0V6 which is connected to IC1 pin 3. This op amp and
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APROXIMATELY
10kHz FOR lAac =0.5mA
10Hz FOR I ABC =0.5uA

+ 1.5V

- 1.5V

+ 1.5V

- 1.5V
NEEDS A BUFFER

R7
3k9

Vc

+5

+4

+3

+2

+1

VOLTS 0 I

FREQUENCY
LOG

10Hz 100Hz 1kHz 10kHz
-1

-2

-3

-4

-5

--Vc LOG CONTROL LAW

03 is used to keep 01 emitter at this same voltage of -0V6.
The input control voltage is attenuated by R1, R2 such that a +1
V increase at the input produces a change of only + 18 mV at the
base of 131. However the emitter of Q1 is fixed at -0V6, so
the current through 01 doubles. (It is a property of transistors
that the collector current doubles for every 18 mV increase in
Vbe).

The emitter current of Q1 flows through Q3 and into IC2 thus
controlling the oscillator frequency. It is possible to get a control
range of over 1000 to 1 using this circuit. With the values
shown, operation from 10 Hz to 10 kHz is achieved. Reducing
Cl to 1 n will increase the maximum frequency to 100 kHz,
although the waveform quality may be somewhat degraded.

Changing C1 to 1 uf (non -polarized) will give a minimum
frequency of 0.1 Hz.
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2 5

CA3080

UP TO 20kHz
SINE
WAVE
INPUT (D402Vpp

R6
10k

3

IC2

R7
10k

R4
10k

R5
8k2

CK IC3
CD4024

RESET Q4

TONE BURST GENERATOR

Fast Comparator

The high slew rate of the CA3080 makes it an excellent fast
voltage comparator. When pin 2, IC1 is more positive than Vref
the output of IC1 goes negative and vice versa. Vref can be
moved around so that the point at which the output changes can
be varied. As long as the input sinewave level is quite large (1 V
say) then the output can be made to move at very fast rates
indeed. However, care must be taken to avoid overloading the
inputs. If the differential input voltage exceeds 5 V, then the
input stage breaks down and may cause an undesired output to
occur.

One use of a fast comparator is in a tone burst generator. This
device produces bursts of sinewaves, the burst starting and
finishing on axis crossings of the sinusoid. The comparator is
used to detect these axis crossings and to produce a square wave
output which then drives a binary divider (IC3). The divider
produces a 'divide by sixteen' output which is high for eight
sinewave cycles and then low for the next eight. This signal is
then used to gate ON and OFF the sinewave. The gate mechan-
ism is a pair of transistors which short the sinewave to ground
when the divider output is high and let it pass when the divider
output is low. The resulting output is a toneburst. However, if
the comparator is not very fast, then there will be a delay in
generating the gate and so the tone burst will not start or finish
on axis crossings. Using the circuit shown, operation up to 20
kHz is obtainable.

Vin

Vref

6

+6V

14?
.1_10n

7 "r

-6V

POWERED BY ±6V

10,.. 8 CYCLES ON
8 CYCLES OFF

Vin

LESS THAN
± 4V VVRT

V ref

ON

Vout

13V/usec

OFF ON
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INPUT 0

R1

POWERED FROM ± 12V

10k

CA308
21_

IC1

5

C2
100n

1 +
CA314

2 4

012V

7 IC2

CLOCK WISE

4S/cc
FAST

RV1
10k
log slew rate

R2

0 OUTPUT

C3
100n

Vcc

SLEW LIMITED OUTPUT

Slew Limiter
The current output of a CA3080 can be used to produce a
controlled slew limiter. By connecting the output current to a
capacitor, the output voltage cannot move faster than a rate
given by

slew rate = IABC Volts per sec.

Note that IABC determines the slew rate and as IABC is a
variable then so is the slew rate. The output voltage is buffered
by a voltage follower, IC2. This is a MOSFET op amp which has a
very high input impedance, which is necessary to minimise the
loading on Cl.

When an input signal is applied to IC1 the output tries to move
towards this voltage but its speed is limited by the slew rate.
Thus the output produces a linear ramp which stops when it
reaches the input signal level.

FASTEST

R2 C1 SLEW RATE

150k 100n 1.5V/mSec

150k 10n 15V/mSec

150k 1u0 0.15V/mSec

1M5 1u0 15V/Sec

POWERED FROM'_ 12V

C2 1
SLEW RATE

3V/mSec

INPUT
4. ICI

CA3080
2 6

0.3V=HOLD
3.5V=SAMPLE

CONTROL
R2

R1 10k e

10k

PNP
8C212

CA 140
2

4

12V

1C2 OUTPUT

6

R3
10k 04

10k

- 12V

;Jon

INPUTO VOLTAGE

-

Sample And Hold
The slew limiter can be modified so that it becomes a sample and
hold unit. In this circuit IABC is either hard ON (sample) or
completely OFF (hold). In the sample mode, the output voltage
quickly adjusts itself so that it equals the input voltage. This

74

SAMPLE

CONTROL

HOLD

OUTPUT

OUTPUT SUPERIMPOSED
UPON THE INPUT

enables a short sample period to be used. In the HOLD mode,
IABC is zero and so the voltage on Cl should remain fixed. The
circuit is in fact an analogue memory. It is used in music
synthesisers (to remember the pitch), in analogue to digital
converters and many other circuits.
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V INPUT

POWERED FROM ± 12V
INPUT

0

R6
47k

01
10k

2

CA3080
3

RV1
10k

IC1

R2
1000

L IC32>
3 6

741

05
47k

R3
10k

3

R4
100k

741

IC2 XV OUTPUT

o)

4 Quadrant Multiplier

The CA3080 is a two quadrant multiplier but, with the addition
of a few extra bits of electronics, it can be made into a four
quadrant circuit. A two quadrant multiplier has two inputs,
one can accept bipolar signals (the inverting or non inverting
input) and one can only accept a unipolar signal, (the IABC
current). However, a four quadrant multiplier can accept bipolar
signals on both of its inputs which enables it to perform
frequency doubling and ring modulation.

The circuit is fairly similar to that of the two quadrant
multiplier described earlier except for two differences. IC3 is
used to generate IABC in such a way that the Y input can go both
positive and negative, thus the Y input is bipolar, when Y is at 0 V

OV
XV INPUTS

OV
XV OUTPUT

X INPUT

V INPUT

XV OUTPUT

2F

FREQUENCY DOUBLING

!,!IV17"71,7tHV!"n u!,TT!',3?1!",

RING MODULATION

and there is a signal on the X input the desired output (X x Y)
should be zero. This is achieved by adjusting RV1 so that the
signal via IC1 (this is inverted) is exactly cancelled out by that via
R3. Now, when Y is increased positively, a non -inverted value of
X is produced at the output and, when Y is increased negatively,
an inverted value of X is produced. When Y is zero, so is the
output. This is known sometimes as ring modulation. if a
speech signal is connected to the X input and a variable
frequency oscillator to the Y input the resulting sound is that of a
'dalele. Also, if a sinewave is connected to both the X and Y
inputs, the XY product is a sinewave of twice the frequency.
This is known as a frequency doubler, but it will only work with
sinewaves.

INPUT
1 Vpp

LINK Vcc  12V

RV1
0-.-1111. 10k

R3 IABC lio MANUAL
68k CONTROL

A

06
10k

o CI-AAAA-1
C2

LINK IOn

3

741
2

D1
IN4148

- Vcc - 12V

6
o) OUTPUT

C1
470p

POSITIVE
FEEDBACK

Single Pole Filter
A singlepole lowpass filter can be constructed using a CA3080
as a current controlled resistor. The filter is, in fact, just a simple
RC low pass section where the R, which is controllable, is
constructed out of IC1, R4, R5. Varying lAsc changes the
amount of current drive to C1 . This would normally make the
circuit a slew limiter, but because the signal level that IC1 (pins 2

POWERED FROM T 12V

- WITH POSITIVE
FEEDBACK

-616/OCTAVE

400Hz 5kHz
FREQUENCY

and 3) handles is so small, the CA3080 works in its linear mode.
This enables it to look like a variable resistor. When this resistor
is varied, the break frequency of the filter also varies. By
applying some positive feedback around the filter (R6, C2) it is
possible to produce a peaky filter response. The peak actually
increases with frequency making the circuit useful as a guitar
Wah Wah unit.
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INPUT

Cl
100n

R1
180k

Voltage Controlled Filter
A standard dual integrator filter can be constructed using a few
CA3080's. By varying IABC the resonant frequency can be swept
over a 1000 to 1 range. IC1, 3 are two current controlled
integrators. 1C2, 4 are voltage followers which serve to buffer

Ft7
10k

POWERED FROM t 12V

BP
OUTPUT

7Hz 7kHz FREQUENCY
(MINIMUM) IMAXIMAIM

CONTROL RANGE

FREQUENCY

the high impedance outputs of the integrators. A third CA3080
(IC5) is used to control the Q factor of the filter. Q factors as high
as 50 can be obtained. The resonant frequency of the filter is
linearly proportional to 'talc and hence this unit is very useful in
electronic music production. There are two outputs produced, a
low pass and a band pass response.

Master
Electronics

The practical way

No maths needed
No dull theory-

Step by step we take you through all the fundamentals of
electronics. and show you how easily the subject can be
mastered.

1) BUILD AN OSCILLOSCOPE
2) READ, DRAW AND UNDERSTAND CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
3) CARRY OUT OVER 40 EXPERIMENTS ON BASIC

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS AND SEE HOW THEY WORK

Also
We provide practical tuition for:- 3) Digital Electronics -6'ET

1) Radio amateurs licence.  4) Computer Technology D
2) City and Guilds certificates.E] 5) Test instrument kits 

Mark your interest(s) with an x in box provided.
British National Radio & Electronics School,
NAME

P.O. Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands

ADDRESS
ECDI/11

(block caps please)
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Not

Each volume contains over 1 50
circuits, mainly drawn from the best of
our Tech -Tips. The circuits are indexed

for rapid selection and an additional
section is included which gives

transistor specs. and plenty of other
useful data.

Sales of this Publication have been
phenomenal - hardly surprising when

the circuits cost under 1 p each! Each
volume costs:

£1.50
+ 25p P&P

Specials Modmags Ltd., 145 Charing Cross
Road, London WC2
Postage and packing also refers to overseas. Send remit-
tance in Sterling only. Please mark the back of your cheque
or PO with your name and address.
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GEORGE HANSLIP SHOWS HOW TO INTERFACE
The advantages of CMOS, namely,
low power consumption, high
noise immunity, tolerance of

wide power supply voltage varia-

tions, and the relatively higher level
of integration, i.e. circuit functions
per package, make it the obvious
choice of logic to use in not only
battery powered designs but also
mains operated equipment. This is
particularly so if power for the
circuit is to be derived from the a.c.
mains by means of a mains dropper
resistor - a much cheaper solution
than a mains transformer. With
CMOS the total current consump-
tion of the logic will probably be
below 5mA as opposed to about
100mA for a comparable TTL
design and, therefore, a low power
mains dropper resistor will suffice.

Problems will, however, arise
when the logic circuit has to interface
with a high power a.c. load such as a
mains lamp or motor. Here, two
.solutions are possible: a relay or a
triac. The first device, a relay, uses a
lot of power and currents of the order
of tens of mA are required to keep the
relay energised, which defeats the
original object and prevents the use
of a power mains dropper resistor.

TRIAC TRIGGERING
To investigate the possibilities of
using CMOS to drive triacs it would
be helpful to state the triggering
requirements of these devices.
Triacs may be triggered into con-
duction on both positive and nega-
tive mains half cycles, with either
polarity of gate current. They are,
however, more sensitive (i.e. require
less gate current) to negative gate
current. Triac triggering require-
ments are, in fact, normally specified
for gate current polarities which are
in phase with the main terminal
voltage, i.e. main terminal voltage
positive with positive gate current
and main terminal voltage negative
with negative gate current. These
and the gate sensitivity for the case
of main terminal voltage positive
with a negative gate current are
equal. Triacs are generally much less
sensitive to positive gate current on
negative mains half cycles (i.e. main
terminal voltage negative) and need
to be selected for applications which
require this mode of triggering. The
gate current may be d.c. or a pulse
since the triac will remain on once it
has been triggered, until the end of
the mains half cycle.

The current required to trigger a
triac will depend on the type of
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CMOS
TO MAINS

device used as well as the tempera-
ture. Higher power devices of 25A
or greater rating may require up to
100mA to trigger while low power
devices, 4A and less, may need only
10mA or less. Manufacturers gen-
erally state the maximum current
required to trigger. Thus a triac type
TAG250-400, for example, has a
maximum gate current of 50mA and
this is guaranteed to trigger all
devices of this type. There will, of
course, be many TAG250 devices
which require a good deal less but
unless the constructor has many
such devices and can choose those
with lower gate current, for good
reliability he should aim to provide a
current of 50mA.

Before gate current can flow, a
certain voltage, the gate trigger
voltage must be exceeded. This for
the TAG250-400 is 2.5V maximum.
Thus for a worst case device, the
trigger circuit must provide a voltage
of at least 2.5V plus the voltage
required to drive 50mA through any
reistance in series with the gate.

CMOS GATES AS DRIVERS
Unfortunately, CMOS gates, such as
the 4001 or 4011, cannot provide
anything like 50mA output current.
The maximum current which can be
supplied by CMOS devices is 10mA.
Exceeding this limit will probably
destroy the device. With a 5V
supply, the output of a CMOS gate
may drive a transistor base directly
as the device will limit its output
current to below 10mA, but above
about 8V a current limiting resistor R
will be required (see Figure 1).

0
Vdd

14

0

Or R 0
C M OS L _
GATE

BC 148

Vss

FIG 1

N

14

0

R1

4011

4,4
11.

R2
220.rt

BC148

AL
10v

- 10v
FIG 2

IN4004

CURRENT IS 50mA
WHEN TRIAC IS
TRIGGERED
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If the output of the gate is
required to maintain a recognisable
logic state when supplying output
current, to drive another gate for
example, then the current must be
limited to below 1mA. Figure 2
shows a circuit for a bistable a.c.
switch.

If input "a" is momentarily
connected to logic 0 (negative
supply rail) the transistor will turn on
and trigger the triac, which will
remain on untii ,input "b" is con-
nected to logic 0. Note that a
negative supply is used to provide
negative gate current for the triac.
R2 is chosen. to give the required
50mA gate current and R1 to give
the required base current. Since
gate A must drive both the transistor
and present a defined logic level to
gate B, the output current of gate A
must be less than 1 mA giving R1 a
minimum value of 10Kohm with a
10V supply. If the gain of the
transistor is greater than 50, R1 may
be increased in value, thus reducing
further the current taken from the
output of gate A.

This type of circuit, however, still
draws a large current from the
supply when the transistor and
hence the triac is on. This current,
about 50mA must, of course, come
through the mains dropper and
defeats the object of low current
consumption. We get round this
by

PULSE TRIGGERING THE TRIAC
Use can be made of the fact that the
triac will latch once it has been
triggered. Thus the trigger current of
50mA pulses of short duration, the
duty cycle of which may be such that
the average current is only a few mA.
The supply smoothing capacitor
thus supplies the 50mA peak cur-
rent while the mains dropper
replaces the charge over a longer
period and, therefore, needs to carry
a current of only a few mA.

This is the principle behind the
circuit shown in Figure 3. Transis-
tors TR1 and TR2 form a circuit
which oscillates at a frequency
determined by C and R1 when point
X is connected to the negative
supply line. This can be done by a
CMOS gate. The loading on the gate
is minimal; about 10µA, but the
circuit can supply 50mA pulses to
the triac gate while keeping the total
current consumption below 5mA.

The circuit has been used on a
range of supplies from 3 to 1 5V with
success, although, of course, less
trigger current will be available with
the lower supply voltages. It is,

therefore advisable to use a supply
voltage of at least 5V. The frequency
of oscillation is also slightly depen-
dent on the supply voltage but this is
of little consequence.

When the circuit is not oscillating
it draws very little current, and so
stand-by power will be minimal.

In a circuit like this it is desirable
that the frequency of the oscillator
be at least 5KHz. This ensures that
the triac is triggered as early as
possible in each half cycle, minimis-
ing radio interference.

If isolation of the trigger circuit
from the mains is required, then
resistor R2 may be replaced by a
transformer. This may be wound on
a 3/8" diameter x 11/4" ferrite rod and
consists of 10 turns of 28 swg wire
for the primary and 10 turns for the
secondary, insulated by a layer of
PVC insulating tape.

Table 1 lists the supply current
(Is) the gate current (Ig) and the
frequency oscillation (F) for the
circuit of Figure 3 supply as mea-.
sured on a prototype when the
supply voltage was varied between
-3V and -15V, and no voltage
applied to the triac. The two cases
are R2=100 ohms and 47 ohms.

The circuit together with the
CMOS gates thus forms a useful a.c.
power switch as shown in Figure 4.
When the ON button is pushed, the
triac is turned on a supplies power to
the load. Since the circuit latches,
the triac will remain on until the OFF
button is pushed.

The negative d.c. supply for the
circuit is derived from the a.c. mains

supply via diode D1 and resistor R4.
The zener and capacitor stabilise and
smooth the supply. The zener and
capacitor stabilise and smooth the.
supply. The zener may have a
breakdown voltage of anywhere
between 5V and 15V. Since the
current drawn by the circuit is only
1.5mA, R4 need only be a 1/4 watt
component.

If resistor R2 is replaced by a
pulse transformer, then the current
drawn by the circuit rises to about
2.5mA and resistor R4 may need to
be reduced to 74Kohm.

APPLICATIONS OF THE CIRCUIT
The circuit of Figure 3 forms a low
power trigger circuit for triacs and is,
therefore, ideal for interfacing
between these devices and CMOS
digital integrated circuits. The cost
of the extra transistor compared to
that of Figure 2 is far outweighed by
the reduced cost of the mains
dropper. The difficulty of synchron-
ising the circuit with the mains
makes its use in phase control
circuits (such as lamp dimmers)
unattractive compared to program-
mable unijunction transistor
(P.U.T.) trigger circuits, but in
.0N -OFF type switching applications
it is superior.

By removing the push buttons
and the 100Kohm resistors from the
circuit of Figure 4, the load current
may be switched on by a negative
pulse to the input of gate A and off
by a negative going pulse to the
input of gate B. By suitably decoding
the outputs of a digital clock and

TABLE 1 Vs Volts Is MA Ig MA Frequency
KHz
R2=1000 3 0.15 20 5

6 032 50 5

9 0.45 70 5

12 0.6 100 5.2
15 0.85 120 6.25

R2=470 3 0.25 35 5.3
6 0.45 80 5.3
9 0.6 140 5.3

12 0.75 180 5.3
15 1.0 200 6.0
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Ov
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10v

connecting these to gate A and B,
the circuit could be used to switch
mains and driven equipment such as
lamps, tape recorders or central
heating systems on and off at certain
times. Power for the circuit could be
obtained from the clock power
supply line, as this would almost
certainly be able to supply the small

extra current required. The use of a
pulse transformer (as shown in
Figure 3b) would isolate the clock
and decoding circuitry from mains.

Referring to figure 3, by making
TR1 a BC148 (NPN) and TR2 a
BC158 (PNP) and connecting the
positive supply to the emitter of TR2
and negative to TR1 emitter, the

circuit would produce positive going
trigger pulses when X is connected
to the positive line. The pulses
applied to the triac gate could be
made negative by correct phasing of
the transformer windings. In this
way the circuit may be used with a
positive or a negative supply
depending on which is available. 

IT'S A DOGS LIFE!

Mighty mongrel strikes again!

Stop your powerful pooch carving up your
carefully collected ETIs with his canine choppers
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black.
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PRACTICAL GUIDE
TO TEMPERATURE
CONTROL

Accurate, repeatable temperature
measurement and control is an
essential requirement in many

aspects of science and industry.
Many scientific experiments depend

upon the maintenance of a stable
temperature - often, as with
pathological specimens, over long
periods of time.

Even the cheapest usable laboratory
ovens and water baths must therefore
be capable of maintaining
temperatures that are constant to
within at least 10C - in fact many will
better this by a factor of at least two.

In the development of colour films
on an industrial scale, large quantities
of water must be held to close
temperature limits, even in industries
such as chicken hatching, large
volumes of air must be maintained to
astonishingly tight specifications.

THERMOSTATIC CONTROL
To various extents, allsolids expand

when heat is applied to them. Thus,
when a metal rod is heated along its
length, each unit of its length will
become Longer. This increase in length
(per degree of temperature rise) is

called the coefficient of linear
expansion and has different values for
different materials.

Table II shows the coefficient of
expansion for various materials. The
Table also shows the coefficient of
volumetric expansion - which is

roughly equivalent to three times the
coefficient of lEnear expansion.

TABLE I

Temperature controlled
systems are used
throughout science and
industry - in this series
of articles Collyn Rivers
explains how they
work.

From Table II it can readily be seen
that the volumetric expansion of
mercury is over six times that of glass,
and that the linear expansion of
copper is considerably greater than
that of say, invar, (invar is an alloy
containing 36 percent nickel and 64
percent steel).

It is this difference between
expansion rates that is exploited in
devices such as thermometers and
thermostats.

The simplest form of thermostat
consists of a bimetal strip - usually
invar and brass. As temperature rises,

SCALE MELTING
POINT

BOILING
POINT

SYMBOL

Celsius (Centigrade) 0 100 C

Fahrenheit 32 212 F

Reaumur 0 80 R

Absolute Celsius 273 373 K
Absolute Fahrenheit 492 672 -
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the brass expands more than the invar
thus causing the strip to bend. This
movement is used to open and close a
pair of electrical contacts which in
turn make and break the electrical
energy supplied to the heating (or
cooling load. (Fig. I).

The thermostat is located within the
area to be controlled - for example, in
a laboratory water bath the thermostat
will be immersed in the bottom of the
bath.

A thermostat of any type is simply
an 'on/off' device: it is either open or
closed. This effect is shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 2. Here the
upper line represents the thermostat
movement whilst the lower line shows
the current flow through the heating
element which is controlled by the
thermostat. At the lowest temperature
the bimetal strip is straight and the
contacts are closed - hence current
flows through the heating element and
temperature begins to rise (Ti). For a
time, temperature rises and as it does
so the bimetal strip begins to bend. At
a certain temperature - determined by
the characteristics of the bimetal strip
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o ri
Fig. 1. Basic thermostat: when heated, brass
(shaded) portion expands more than invar
thus causing strip to bend and contact to
open.

and the spacing of the electrical
contacts - the bimetal strip bends
sufficiently to open the contacts (T2)
and the heating stops.

Thus the thermostat oscillates
between maximum temperature
(contacts open) and minimum
temperature (contacts closed). This
variation is known as the 'differential'
of the thermostat, and in top quality
units may be as little as 1/2°C.

It should however be clearly
understood that the temperature
differential described above is that
achieved once the heated system has
reached a state of equilibrium. During
the initial process of coming up to the
desired temperature, the system may
well 'overshoot' by quite a substantial
amount. This action may then be
followed by several swings of
temperature - diminishing in
amplitude - above and below the
required set point.
The amount of initial overshoot is a

function of the design of the complete
heating system - including the
electrical size of heating elements,
time taken for the thermostat to
respond to temperature change etc. It
may be reduced by careful design but
can rarely be eliminated conpletely.
Hence on/off control systems must
only be used where these initial
characteristics can be tolerated.
A further article in this series will

describe various types of proportional
controllers - which do not exhibit this
overshoot characteristic.

Precision thermostats, such as those
used for laboratory applications,
whilst still exploiting the basic
principle of different coefficients of
linear expansion - do not use bending
bimetal strips. Generally they use long
rods of brass or copper located within
an invar framework. One end of the
rod is rigidly clamped to the invar
frame and the other end is linked to
electrical contacts via a lever
mechanism that magnifies the relative
movement between the two brass rod
and the invar framework.

Set
Potnt

Off

Fig. 2. Operation of thermostat above and below set point, upper curve shows temperature
of load, lower curve shows heater being turned on and off.

This type of precision thermostat is
necessarily large and is therefore only
suitable for large ovens and water
baths - or other applications where
space is not at a premium.
Nevertheless they can be very effective
devices indeed and differentials of
0.1% have been achieved.
A major disadvantage of nearly all

electric thermostats is that the
contacts are used to interrupt the
heating load current, which, in large
ovens or water baths may be at least
ten to fifteen amps.
This results in two problems - with a

common cause.
Thermostat contact points open and

close fairly slowly, and because of this
a certain amount of arcing takes place.
Unless the thermostat is very
conservatively rated, the contact

points become burnt and pitted and
must be replaced at frequent intervals.
Failure to do so may well result in the
points welding together and thus
supplying power continuously to the
heating element. If the element is used
to heat a pathological oven, months of
research can literally be burnt up in
less than half an hour. Many a

tankful of tropical fish has perished
for the same reason.

The second effect of point arcing is
that the heat generated in the arc
disorts or expands some parts of the
thermostat, thus affecting its onerating
accuracy.

To overcome these problems, a few
top quality ovens use the thermostat
merely as a switching device to control
a main power contactor.

Practically throughout
science and industry, and
shortly to become common
useage elsewhere, ternpera-
ture measurements are quoted
in degrees Celsius.

Earlier, a centigrade scale
was proposed by Celsius, a
Swedish astronomer. This
term was used extensively un-
til 1948 when, at an intern-
ational conference, the word
'Celsius' was adopted in place
of 'centigrade' -a term which
is also used to define one hun-
dredth part of a grade (part of a
European scale in which a
circle is divided into 400
grades).

The Celsius scale has now
been adopted by Standards
Institutes worldwide for use in
scientific work. Units are ex-
pressed in degrees Celsius -
often abbreviated to °C.

An absolute Celsius scale
(Kelvin scale) is also used in
scientific calculations. In this
system, zero degrees
represents the total absence of
heat. Units are expressed as
degrees Kelvin - or °K.

The Fahrenheit scale is still

used in some parts of the world
in medicine, engineering,
meterology, and for domestic
purposes.

All conventional tempera-
ture measurements are based
on two fixed reference points
which are both stable and eas-
ily reproducible.

The lower of these two
points, 0°C (273°K) is defined
by the temperature of melting
ice. This is measured at an
external pressure of 760mm of
mercury at sea level on latitude
45°.

The second point defines
100°C (373°K) and is based
on the boiling point of water -
measured under the same
conditions.

Two further reference
points are sometimes used.
These are the boiling point of
sulphur (444.6°C) and the
melting point of gold (1063°C).

Relationships between
these three scales are shown in
Table 1 - which also includes
the Reaumur scale. This latter
scale is still used in parts of
Europe for domestic tempera-
ture measurement.
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240V
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THERMOSTAT
POINTS

Fig. 3

This method is effective, but
expensive and clumsy.

A far simpler method of overcoming
the problem is to use the thermostat
contacts in the gate circuit of a

suitably rated Triac which in turn
switches the heating load. This
overcomes all the problems in one go
and is both cheap and effective.

The writer of this article has
modified several hundred laboratory
heating systems in this way over the
past eight years - and without
exception none has since required any
further attention to contact points. A
further bonus is that the temperature
regulation of the device is frequently
improved - by as much as 50 to 75
percent.

Figure 3 shows how the modification
is made. If installing this modification.
bear in mind that the Triac assembly
must be mounted in the coolest
possible lo'cation and not within the
heated part of the oven!

CONTACT THERMOMETERS
The construction and use of the

mercury -in -glass thermometer is

familiar to us all. The contact
thermometer is in essence a standard
thermometer of this type but modified
to incorporate electrical contacts.

In its simplest form the contact
thermometer is made to switch at a
specified temperature. A typical
example of this type of thermometer
is shown in Fig. 4. Here, one wire is in
permanent contact with the mercury
pool in the thermometer bulb - a
second wire is attached to the inner
face of the tube and this is contacted
by the mercury at the predetermined
temperature.

An adjustable form of contact
thermometer is shown in Fig. 5. In this
device the leads enter the glass tube via
a plastic cap. A magnet mounted on
this cap is used to rotate an internal
armature; this is attached to a fine
threaded spindle terminating in a

platinum contact, the operating
temperature of which is read from a
calibrated scale.

Although far more fragile than
electro-mechanical thermostats,
contact thermometers are simple
devices capable of accurate, repeatable
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TABLE II
Coefficients of expansion (per 0C x 10-6)

SUBSTANCE LINEAR VOLUMETRIC
Aluminium 23 69
Brass 18.9 56.7
Copper 16.8 50.4
Glass 8.6 26.4
Pyrex glass 3.2 9.6
Inver 0.9 2.7
Quartz 9.4 1.2
Steel 10.7 32.1
Tungsten 4.5 13.5

Fig. 4. Basic contact thermometer - designed to switch at 40°C. At that temperature,
the expanding mercury touches the second contact point.

switching for millions of operations.
The switching differential is largely a
function of the range that must be
covered - but accuracies of 0.1% and
better are quite common; and
thermometers with a differential of as
low as 0.001% (over limited ranges)
can be obtained.

Contact thermometers are less

commonly used than they deserve to
be - probably because they were
developed many years before the
introduction and commercial
acceptance of cheap simple circuitry
that was capable of exploiting their
switching capabilities: for contact
thermometers have what was at one
time a major drawback - that is that
they can only switch very low currents
and voltages. This switching capability
is limited to preferably less than' five
to ten volts - the lower the better
within reason - and the current flow
should be less than a few milliamps. If
these limits are exceeded, changes
within the mercury will shorten the
unit's life quite drastically - and apart
from this the heating effect of the
current (which must inevitably pass
through the mercury cloumn) will
grossly affect the switching accuracy.

Originally, complex valve amplifiers
were used to magnify the low
acceptable switching currents to a level
which could be used to drive a load
contactor - these were clumsy and
expensive - although incredibly
enough, several companies still have
such anachronisms in series
production.

Unlike thermostats in which the
contact points close as the
temperature falls - and thus reapply
power to the heating load - contact
thermometers switch 'on' as the set
point is reached. This is of course an
ideal characteristic for refrigeration
loads but is the opposite to that
normally required for heating loads.

Nevertheless a Triac switching circuit
may be used - switching the Triac
'off' as the desired temperature is

achieved. One method of achieving
this is shown in Fig. 6.

In operation, when the contact
thermometer is !open', the capacitor is
charged via the 150k resistor until the
breakover voltage of the trigger diode
if reached - usually around 30 volts -
the diode then breaks down triggering
the triac into conduction.
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Fig. 5. Adjustable contact thermometer. Rotating upper magnet
assembly (in top hat fitting) is used to adjust switching temperature
- here set at 350C.

The power loss caused by the minor
phase shift is negligible).

Subsequently, when the contact
thermometer 'closes', the capacitor is
prevented from reaching the trigger
diode breakover voltage and the triac
is prevented from conducting.

In practice this circuit works very
well indeed, although it may
occasionally be necessary to select
triacs capable of switching reliably at
low trigger energy levels. The voltage
applied across the contact
thermometer is higher than desirable
but in practice problems are rarely
experienced.

A more elegant (but also more
costly) version of this circuit is shown
in 'Fig. 7. This latter circuit should
preferably be used in critical
applications. Both switching voltage
and current is much lower than in the
version shown in Fig. 6. In this circuit
the contact thermometer is wired
across the capacitor in a UJT firing
circuit. When the contact thermometer
is 'closed', the capacitor is prevented
from reaching the UJT valley point (or
'firing') voltage and thus the triac is
not triggered.

This is an excellent circuit for
controlling laboratory water baths and
ovens for applications where the
characteristics inherent in 'on/off'
control systems are acceptable.

LOAD

240V T1
AC 240240 to 12.6V

0-{ LOAD

240V
A.C.

150k TRIAC

CONTACT
THERMOMETER

0

Yet another method - originally
developed by General Electric in the
USA - uses an SCR connected within
a full -wave bridge. (Fig. 8).

With the contact thermometer
''open', the SCR will trigger on each
half cycle and deliver power to the
heater load. When the contact
thermometer 'closes', the gate of the
SCR is effectively held at SCR cathode
potential and is therefore prevented
from triggering. Thus power is

_ removed from the heating load. In this
circuit the maximum current through
the contact thermometer is about 250
uA.

This circuit (Fig. 8), whilst limited to
switching loads of less than 150 watts
or so, is reliable, cheap and simple. It
is an excellent temperature control
system for small fish tanks, or other
similar applications where only low
energy heating elements are used.

As with electro-mechanical
thermostats, contact thermometers are
strictly 'on/off' devices, and because
of this the heating element that they
control (and hence the controlled
volume) will continuously cycle above
and below the 'set point'.

This characteristic in inherent in this
- and other - types of control
systems, but in a well designed system
the variations may be well within the
permissible limits. In fact using these
techniques the writer has successfully

TRIGGER
DIODE

Fig. 6

designed laboratory water baths and
ovens with an overall temperature
diffentential of less than 0.1%. One
small water bath was produced with a
differential of less than 0.05%.

The following points should be noted
by experimenters seeking to obtain
optimum accuracy and long term
stability when using contact
thermometers.

a) The exposed glass column may
be at a different temperature from the
bulb. This may cause non -uniformity
in the temperature of the mercury
column. Where possible ensure that
the whole thermometer is at the same
temperature. If the thermometer is
immersed in liquid, ensure that as

much as the cc column as possible in
immersed. If an immersion level is

specified, ensure that is is maintained.
b) Glass is slightly plastic, and if the

contact thermometer is changed from
a high temperature to a low
temperature there may be errors of up
to 0.5°C until the glass returns to its
original dimensions. This may take
several weeks.

c) As the glass ages, there will be a
slight decrease in the volume of the
bulb. This may cause an -error of up to
0.2% over a period of five to ten years.

TO CONTACT THERMOMETER
(TWIST LEADS)

Fig. 8
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PRACTICAL GUIDE TO TEMPERATURE

In this article, Collyn Rivers shows
how thermistors are used for
temperature control.

84

Thermostats and contact thermo-
meters - described in the first,
part of this series are essentially.

'on/off' devices. They cycle contin-
uously above and below the required
temperature.

Their major limitation is that (with
few exceptions) they can only control
energy on an 'all or none' basis. It is

because of this that the majority of
heating systems controlled in this way
are characterized by a large overshoot

when initially coming up to the set
temperature.

This problem is overcome by using
sensing elements in which changing
temperature causes linear changes in
one or another electrical parameter. Of
these, the most commonly used are
thermistors, resistance thermometers,
and thermocouples.

THERMISTO RS

Thermistors are temperature -depen-
dent resistors generally having a

negative temperature coefficient.
Thus, the resistance of a thermistor
decreases as the temperature increases.
This change in resistance is typically
between 3% and 6% per degree Celsius
at room temperatures.

In construction, thermistors are
small, solid, semiconductors made of
various metal oxides. They are
produced in several shapes and sizes as
rods, discs, beads, washers, and flakes.

For temperature control
applications, the thermistor is located
within the space to be controlled. A
small current is caused to flow through
the thermistor and the resultant
voltage drop - which is proportional
to temperature - is compared with a
reference voltage. Any resulting
difference voltage is used to control
the energy applied to the heating
elements.

Figure 1 shows the relationship
between resistance and temperature
for 14 different thermistors. Taking
the lowest curve as an example, it can
be seen at -250C the resistance is 50k.
This is reduced to approx 5k at 00C
and finally to around 40 ohms at
2000C. The resistance (4.7k) shown
on the right side of the graph is the
resistance at 250C, and it is at this
temperature that the 'resistance' of
any specific thermistor is generally
given. The graph shows thermistors in
which the 250C resistance may vary
from as little as 4.7k to as high as
680k. Thermistors are available. with
250C values as low as 2 ohms.

The 250C resistance value of a

thermistor becomes stable after a

thousand or so hours of use, but
before this time has passed, quite
considerable changes may take place.
Figure 2 shows a plot of percentage
change in resistance value against
elapsed time for two commonIV used
thermistors. It is clear that fo0 good
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CONTROL Part 2
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Fig. 1. Relationship between temperature
and resistance for 14 different thermistors.

stability, thermistors must always be
aged (at high temperature) before use
in critical applications. Always so if
they are to be used for temperature
measurement.

Although as described earlier,
thermistors enable control circuitry to
be used in a manner other than
straight 'on/off' control, many
thermistor controlled circuits still have
the basic 'on/off' characteristic.
However as the response time of a
thermistor may be much quicker than
that of a thermostat or contact

thermometer, 'on/off' thermistor
controlled circuits generally have far
less initial overshoot.

SIMPLE THERMISTOR CONTROL
A relatively low cost on/off type

thermistor controller is shown in Fig.
3.

This is a simple circuit ideal for
controlling ovens, hot plates, soldering
irons, water baths etc. The circuit will
control the temperature to within one
degree or less over a temperature range
from 00C to 1000C.

Transformer TI may be an old
filament transformer having two
secondary windings, each of 12.6
volts, 0.5 amps or so. Winding WI
supplies energy to the relay RL1
through SCR1, the second winding
(W2) supplies 12.6 volts ac to the
bridge circuit of thermistor R1,
resistors R2 and R3, and temperature
setting potentiometer RV1.

Power is supplied to the heating
element via the 'normally open'
contacts of relay RL1. In other words
power is applied to the load when the
relay coil is energized.

When the heating load is colder than
required, the resistance of the
thermistor will be higher than that of
potentiometer RV1 and this un-
balances the bridge in such a way
that a positive voltage is applied to the
gate of SCR1 when its anode is
positive. This causes it to trigger and,
hence power is supplied to RL1. The
contacts of RL1 close and power is
applied to the heating elements of the
load.

1.0

1000 2000
TIME (TI

3000

Fig. 2. How thermistors change characteristics during initial period
of use. (a) Disc type thermistor with 1 watt load (b) Miniature bead
type thermistor with 20mW load.

Constiuction of various types of thermistors

As temperature increases, the
resistance of the thermistor decreases
until eventually it becomes less than
that of RV1. This unbalances the
bridge in the opposite direction and
now a negative signal is applied to the
gate of SCR1 while the anode is
positive.

The SCR now turns off, thus
de -energizing RL1, and hence
removing power from the load.

The type C106 SCR chosen for this
circuit can handle relay coil operating
currents up to a couple of'amps. This

Fig. 3. Versatile low-cost controller.
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Thermistor protected by metal sheath
operates to 3000C.

is adequate for a fair sized relay
capable of switching at least ten to
fifteen amps. Heavier loads (including
three-phase loads) can be handled
either by using R Ll to energize a

larger contactor or by modifying the
circuit to obtain a larger triggering
signal capable of controlling a heavy
current SCR.

A circuit capable of switching six
amp coil currents is shown in Fig. 4.
Operation of the circuit is similar to
that described for Fig. 3. except that
transistor 01 is used to amplify the

RL1
(approx 6V coil)

0A679
6A RATING

240V
a.c.

bridge output signal.
Either of the circuits shown in Ftgs.3

and 4 may also be used to control
cooling loads - such as fans,
refrigerators, air conditioners etc. The
required 'opposite' operation can be
achieved simply by connecting the
load to a pair of normally closed
contacts on RL1 - or by reversing the
leads on the transformer secondary
winding W2

The thermistor chosen for the
applications described above should
have a resistance of approximately
1000 ohms at a temperature halfway
up the control range required.

The circuits shown in Figs. 3 and 4
have very considerable operational
flexibility, for within the triggering
and current handling limits of the
SCR, a relay may be chosen to suit
the characteristics and size of the
load. Thus either single or three-phase
loads of practically any voltage and
current may be catered for.

TOTALLY SOLID-STATE CONTROL
Although the circuits shown in Figs.

3 and 4 are extremely reliable there
are many applications in which a

totally solid-state system is to be
preferred, for if correctly designed, a
totally solid-state system is inherently
more reliable and practically
maintenance free.
Another major advantage of

solid-state electronic control systems is

TEMPERATURE

86

SET
POINT

Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Basically similar to
Fig. 3, this circuit can
handle relay operating coil
currents of up to six amps.

that proportional control may readily
be obtained.

Unlike the 'on/off' system in which
full power is applied to the load until
the required temperature is reached,
proportional control continuously
varies the power applied to the heating
element in an amount depending upon
the deviation between the actual
temperature and the required
temperature (Fig. 5).

Solid-state controllers - apart from
having either 'on/off' or proportional
control - may be categorized as using
either phase control or zero voltage
switching techniques.

Phase control is a technique used to
control the effective power input to a
load by a process of rapid on/off
switching. In this the ac supply is

connected to the load for a controlled
(but variable) fraction of each half cycle.

This type of circuit, although
inherently suitable for proportional
control applications, generates large

amount of radio interference,
primarily at low and medium
frequencies. It seriously affects
reception of long and medium wave
radio transmissions and may also
interfere with audio equipment.

Whilst the extent of rfi may be
reduced by filtering, the size of chokes
required for large loads - such as
heating systems -- becomes excessive.

Phase control also introduces another
problem - namely power factor. This
is adversely affected and some power
supply authorities object to this quite
strongly.

Zero voltage switching overcomes
most of the problems inherent in
phase control systems.
The technique differs from phase

control in that line voltage is switched

Fig. 6. Zero -voltage switching waveform
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SCR2

RATING
TO SUIT
LOAD

Fig. 7. Basic half -wave zero -voltage switching
circuit

PEDESTAL

t

PULSE

Fig. 8. Pulse and pedestal wave -form of
circuit shown in Fig. 7.

'on' as well as 'off' only at the zero
crossing points on the ac waveform.
The power applied to the load is

controlled by varying the ratio of time
that power is applied, to the time that
power is switched off.
At first sight this technique appears

similar to the basic 'on/off' thermostat
systems - and so to a point it is. The
main difference is that power is

switched only at zero crossing points
of the ac waveform - apart from this
the 'on/off' cycle may be very much
quicker. For example, if only a small
amount of power is required to
maintain the set temperature, the
circuit may pass only a few complete
half -cycles and then remain switched
off for a further twenty or thirty
complete half -cycles before repeating
the sequence (Fig. 6). A simple zero
voltage switching circuit is shown in

240V
AC

ZD1

12V
approx

Fig. 9. Half -wave phase control system.

Fig. 7. In this circuit there is also a
'half power' mode within the
temperature differential in which
every second sine -wave is applied to
the load.

The sensing differential of this circuit
is approximately ±-1/4°C about the set
point and neither changes in ambient
temperature not line input voltage
degrade the accuracy.

The action of the circuit is as
follows: Zener diode ZD1 forms a
voltage pedestal of 6.2 volts (nominal)
amplitude by clipping the incoming
240 volt ac supply. This pedestal is

differentiated by capacitor C2 and
resistor R2 to form a pedestal of
reduced amplitude with a pulse
superimposed on top of the pedestal
(Fig. 8). This waveform is then applied
to the gate of SCR1.

Zero voltage switching action is
provided by the pulse (which is

superimposed on the 'pedestal' at the
beginning of the positive going line
voltage) appearing at the anodes of
SCR1 and SCR2. This pulse is shifted
to the correct phase by C1 and R 1.

As the controlled temperature
approaches the set point, the
decreasing resistance of the thermistor
continuously decreases the height of
the pedestal until the amplitude of the
pulse plus pedestal is insufficient to
trigger SCR 1.

The lock -in configuration of SCR1
plus SCR2 virtually eliminates errors
due to ambient temperature variations
affecting SCR2 trigger voltage.

As the heating load of this circuit is
in series with an SCR the power
applied to the load will be half -wave.
'This may not necessarily be a severe
limitation as many heating elements
have more than sufficient heating
capacity, and the inevitable loss when
only halfwave power is applied may
well be acceptable. If an element is

being constructed specifically for the
application then of course the element
may be designed for half wave power.

The zero voltage switching action of
this circuit eliminates the need for.rfi
filtering. Hence the cost is very much
lower than a comparable phase control
circuit in which rfi components would
be necessary.

SIMPLE PHASE CONTROL
The zero voltage switching circuit

shown in Fig. 7 should be compared
with the phase control circuit show,n
in Fig. 9. This latter circuit has a very
similar performance and - with the
exception of rfi components - similar
cost. It is commonly used to control
the temperature of photo -developer
baths. Again like the circuit shown in
Fig. 7 it has half -wave output.

The 10 megohrp potentiometer
connected from the -positive rail to the
emitter of the unijunction controls the
'gain' of the circuit. In effect it
controls the temperature range over
which proportional action is obtained.
It is not an essential feature of the
design and may be omitted (or
replaced by a suitable value fixed
resistor if required).

Shown in Fig 10.- is a full -wave
version of the circuit described above.
The basic operating principle is similar,
the main difference being that a Triac
is used in place of the SCR. The pulse
transformer shown in this circuit
consists of two windings, each of
approximately 100 turns of 24G
enamelled copper wire, on a 1/2"

diameter ferrite rod. Each winding
must be well insulated from the other,
and from the ferrite rod. Construction
of this pulse transformer is not at all
critical and minor variations from the
specification should not affect
operation of the circuit.

It should be noted that both these
phase control circuits result in ac

potential being applied across the
thermistor. This may, be overcome in
the latter circuit by supplying the
firing circuit via an isolating
transformer rather than via a dropping
resistor.

ELECTRONICS CIRCUIT DESIGN - AUTUMN 1979
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PRACTICAL GUIDE TO TEMPERATURE
CONTROL Part 3

In this article Collyn Rivers
explains how to obtain really
precise temperature control.

The temperature control circuits
described in parts one and two
of this article are capable of

maintaining temperatures to within
1/2% to 1% of the 'set' temperature.

A temperature differential of this
magnitude is adequate for the vast
majority of engineering and laboratory
applications. Nevertheless there are
some applications where a temperature
differential of 0.1% or better is

required. Here then are two circuits
capable of maintaining temperatures
within this level of accuracy - we have
also included a simplified version of
one of these circuits which can
maintain temperatures within 0.15%.

All three circuits utilize the
'zero -voltage switching' technique in
which the output Triac is switched on
for entire cycles and off for entire
cycles, control being achieved by
varying the ratio of 'on' cycles to 'off'
cycles.

The circuits shown in this article are
all capable of 'slave -driving' a number
of additional Triacs each supplying a
separate heating element. Thus heating

loads varying from a few watts to
many thousands of watts may be
controlled by selecting Triacs of the
required ratings in suitable
combinations. It must however be
borne in mind that massive heating
control systems are generally more
economic to build using
inverse -parallel SCR's.

Figure 1 shows a control circuit
capable of maintaining a differential
better than 0.1°C at temperatures
between 10°C and 150°C.

In this circuit D1,R1,R2, and Zener
diode ZD1 provide a regulated dc
power supply for the sensing circuit
consisting of the thermistor (Th), R3,
D2 and 'temperature set'
potentiometer RV1. Power is also
supplied by this circuit to transistorQl
and Q2.

A change in the resistance of the
thermistor causes a change in the base
current of Q1. This change is dc
amplified and is then used to turn the
SCR on or off. The SCR, in turn,
synchronously clamps and unclamps
the mains -derived trigger voltage to the

240V
ac

D1

R1

10k 5W

R2

33052

T1i00µF

Th 

Rv1
50k

ZD1
L42v

ilk R3
47k

D3

Q2
BC108

R9
10k

R12

5612 lw

C2
0.82/JF

D7

C3
0,47µF

R13
47012

LOAD

TO SLAVE CIRCUIT
(IF REQUIttED)

Fig. 1. Trlac should be selected to suit the load, thermistor resistance should be approximately 100k at sensing temperature.
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Triac.
The triggering action is slightly more

complex than at first it may appear.
Assuming that the SCR is in the 'off'
state, the Triac is triggered via R11,
C2, R12, D4 and D6 during the initial
period of the positive going sine -wave
of the 240 volt line. As soon as line
voltage appears across the load,
capacitor C3 charges positively,
(relative to the low side). At the start
of the negative -going part of the mains
waveform, C3 (which still carries a
positive charge), discharges via D6 thus
triggering the Triac for the negative
going half -cycle.

Diode D5 - shown dotted in Fig.1
used only when the circuit is used to

slave -drive other Triacs. If only one
Triac is used then D5 may be omitted.

Again, when only one Triac is used in
this circuit, it may be necessary to
increase the value of capacitor C2 in
order to reduce the conductive RFI
caused by a small notch formed at the
beginning of the positive going
waveform.

Figure 2 shows a simplified version
of the above circuit. In this version,
temperature may be controlled within
0.2°C between 10°C and 150°C.

Circuit operation is very similar to
that of Fig.1, with the exception that
only one transistor is used. The
differential of this circuit is largely a
function of the gain of the transistor
(Q1). the higher the gain, the smaller

240v
ac

01

R1
22k 5w

R2
4700

+ RV1
ggi ZD1 25k

C1 12v
4.70

01
Th BC108

R5
3k

R6
560

R3
5.6k

R4
1k

T2
IµF

4008

SCR1

D2 D3

D4

C3
0A7AF
400+

R7
47052

LOAD

TO SLAVE CIRCUIT
(IF REQUIRED

L

R17 R18 R19
ion Ian ion

J

Fig. 2. (top) This circuit is a
simplified version of that
shown in Fig. 1: Thermistor
resistance should be
approximately 2k at sensing
temperature.

Fig. 3. (centre) Slave circuit may
be driven from either of the
circuits shown as Fig. 1.
and Fig. 2. Note -
additional components are
shown inside dotted lines.

Fig. 4. (right) This circuit may
be used for either on/off or
proportional operation.
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the temperature differential If the
smallest possible differential is

required, than a BC108B or BC108C
should be used for 01. (It is not
always realized that the BC108
transistor is manufactured in three
different types - labelled BC108A,
BC108B and BC108C in order of
ascending gain).

SLAVE -DRIVE CIRCUITRY
Figure 3 shows the slave -drive circuit

that may be used with Figs. 1 and 2.
For clarity, the output stage of Figs. 1
and 2 has been shown - and the
additional circuitry required for slave
driving is that shown within the dotted
lines.

In operation, as soon as Triac 1

conducts on the positive half -cycle of
line voltage, gate currents are provided
for the additional Triacs via parallel
diodes 04 and 05, resistor R4 and
Zener diode ZD1. The purpose of ZD1
is to act as a buffer between the
master Triac (1) and the slaved Triacs.

Resistor R4 must be selected to suit
the individual application. Its value
depends on the size and number of the
extra heating loads and the operating
temperatures of the Triac junctions.
For three slaved Triacs the value
shown (220 ohms) will be about right,
however this may need to be increased
to 470 or 560 ohms if the loads or
number of Triacs are increased. If this
resistor is increased in value beyond
600 ohms or so, RFI may be become a
problem. Capacitor C1 (shown as C2
in Figs 1 and 2) should be selected to
provide optimum temperature
differential combined with low RFI.

ON -OFF OR PROPORTIONAL
OPERATION

The circuit shown in Fig. 4 is unusual
in that it may readily be changed from

'on -off' to proportional operation -
both modes nevertheless utilizing
zero -voltage switching.

It is slightly less accurate than the
circuits shown in Figs. 1 and 2 but
nevertheless can maintain
temperatures to within better than
0.4%.

As shown, the circuit operates in the
proportional mode, 'on -off' operation
is effected by deleting components
R8, R9, C4 and D4.

The total heating load controllable
by this circuit - using the components
specified - is 9.6 kW. Naturally if
smaller loads are used, then any or all
of the slaved Triac stages (04, Q5 and
Q6) may be omitted.

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
The circuits described in this month's

article have slightly complex control
circuitry. They are capable of
excellent performance and use

components that are readily available.
Recently however, zero voltage

switching integrated circuits have

become commercially available and
these in effect may be used to replace
practically the entire control circuitry
of the circuits shown in Figs 1 and 2.
Circuits using this type of IC will be
described in the next part of this
continuing series - it is suggested that
readers who are considering building
high precision zero voltage switched
controllers should wait until they have
read this next article before
commencing construction.

Fig. 5. Constant temperature control of
small enclosure is achieved using this circuit.

Fig. 5

. -

Several' readers have asked us
for a really simple circuit for
maintaining a constant
temperature inside a small

enclosure.
The very simple circuit shown

in Fig.5 is often used.
Temperature differential is

about 3°C.
In this circuit the thermistor is

mounted outside the container
but is connected in parallel with
the heater. As ambient
temperature rises, current
through the therrnistor will
increase, hence decreasing
current flow through the heating
element.

The thermistor chosen must of
course be large enough to
dissipate the external current
without excess heating.
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SPECIALS
TOP

PROJECTS

1 + 2

TOP PROJECTS
Book 1 + 2: £2.50 + 25p P&P.
Master mixer, 100W guitar amp., low power laser, printmeter, transistor tester, mixer
preamp., logic probe, Ni-Cad charger, loudhailer, 'scope calibrator, electronic ignition, car
theft alarm, turn indicator canceller, brake light warning, LM3800 circuits, temperature
alarm, aerial matcher, UHF -TV preamp., metal locator, four input mixer, IC power supply,
rumble filter, IC tester, ignition timing light, 50W stereo amp. and many more.

Book 3: SOLD OUT!
Book 4: £1.00 + 25p P&P.
Sweet sixteen stereo amp., waa-waa, audio level meter, expander/compressor, car theft
alarm, headlamp reminder, dual -tracking power supply, audio mIllivoltmeter,
temperature meter, intruder alarm, touch switch, push-button dimmer, exposure meter,
photo timer, electronic dice, high -power beacon, electronic one-armed bandit ...

Book 5: £1.00 + 25p P&P.
5W stereo amp., stage mixer, disco mixer, touch organ, audio limiter, infra -red intruder
alarm, model train controller, reaction tester, headphone radio, STD timer, double dice,
general purpose power supply, logic tester, power meter, digital voltmeter, universal
timer, breakdown beacon, heart rate monitor, IB metal locator, temperature meter ...

BOok 6:£1.00 + 25p P&P.
Graphic equaliser, 50/100W amp. modules, active crossover, flash trigger, "Star and Dot"
game, burglar alarm, pink noise generator, sweep oscillator, marker generator,
audio-visual metronome, LED dice, skeet game, lIe detector, disco light show ...

Granite febetiser....Narker Generator

Power Amplifier Mendes 02 bond
CCTV Camera lieleplane Adaptor

1E0 lite Soon -11(011 Rash hiller

Expander -Compressor. 1.:leaei
Otermoineter

Stars A lots I* lame lilOtshow

Active Crosserm.... Item and Tell Unit

Plat Noise Generator ISR Monitor

Sweep MOW Stereo Simulator

electronics
tomorrinako

PE Pc's,

of STAN RAMS

ELECTRONICS TOMORROW
Comprised entirely of new material, the
edition covers such diverse topics as Star
Wars and Hi-Fi! The magazine contains
projects for everyone - none of which
have appeared in ETI - and a look at the
future of MPUs, audio, calculators and
video. How can you not read it?

75p + 25p P&P.

ELECTRONICS - IT'S EASY
Books 1, 2 & 3.
Our successful beginners series came to an
end some time ago now, and the whole
series is available from us in reprint form.
The three books between them contain all
the information presented in the series
(sometimes in more detail!) and together
%rill an excellent starting point for any -
+tone interested in learning the art of
electronics.

.f1 20 + 25p P&P each. -
ORDERORDER FROM

Specials Modmags Ltd, 145 Charing Cross Road, London WC2
Postage and packing also refer4 to overseas. Send remittance in. Sterling only.
Please mark the back of your cheque or PO with your name and address.

FROM THE PUBLISHERS OF
ELECTRONICS FORAY INTERNATIONAL

ETI

CIRCUITS

No2
£1.50

ETI CIRCUITS
Books 1 & 2.
Each volume contains over 150 circuits,
mainly drawn from the best of our Tech -
Tips. The circuits are indexed for rapid
selection and an additional section is
included which gives transistor specs, and
plenty of other useful data. Sales of this
publication have been phenomenal -
hardly surprising when the circuits cost
under 1p each!

£1.50 + 25p P&P each.

TOP PROJECTS
Book 7: £1.25 + 25p P&P.
ER II loudspeaker, CCD phaser, 3 -channel tone
control, bass enhancer, continuity tester, bench
supply, LCD digital multimeter, digital frequency
meter, wide range oscillator, ETI wet, egg timer,
house alarm, porch light, torch finder, light dimmer,
1B metal locater, electronic bongos, puzzle of the

, drunken sailor, race track, ultrasonic switch, tic-tac
i radio, rev counter, Transcendent 2000, spirit level.

from ETI



This superb organ -build the first
working section for just over £100.
Full specification in our catalogue.

AAAAAAA m.'. 
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Touch operated rhythm generator, the
`Drumsette. Construction details 25p.
(Leaflet MES49). Specification in our
catalogue.

Multimeters, analogue and digital,
frequency counter, oscilloscopes, and
lots, lots more at excellent prices.
See cat. pages 106 and 183 to 188 for
details.
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61 -note touch -sensitive piano to build
yourself. Full specification in our
catalogue.

A massive new
catalogue from
Maplin that's even
bigger and better
than before. If you
ever buy electronic
components, this is
the one catalogue
you must not be
without. Over 280
pages - some in full
colour -its a
comprehensive
guide to electronic
components with
hundreds of
photographs and
illustrations arid
page after page of
invaluable data.

Our bimonthly newsletter contains guaranteed price,,.
specialotters and all the latest news from Manila.

A range of highly attractive knobs is
described in our catalogue. Our prices
are very attractive too!

The 3800 synthesiser build it yourself
at a fraction of the cost of one ready-
made with this specification.
Full details in our catalogue.

A pulse width train controller for
smooth slow running plus inertia
braking and acceleration.
Full construction details in our
catalogue.

Speakers from 1/2 inch to 15 inch;
megaphone. PA horns, crossovers etc.
They're all in our catalogue.
Send the coupon now!

mown
ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES LTD

a
C

egos
Post this' -

coupon now for your'
copy of our 1979-80
catalogue price 70p.

Please send me a copy of your 280 page n
catalogue. I enclose 70p (plus 37p p&p).

If I am not completely satisfied I may return the r%
catalogue to you and have my money refunded.

If you live outside the U.K. send £1.35 or ten
International Reply Coupons.

I enclose £1.07.

NAME

ADDRESS

A wide range of disco accessories at
marvellous prices. Our catalogue has
all the details.

,40111111111111111Milli.     
A very high quality 40W per channel
stereo amplifier with a superb
specification and lots of extras.
Full construction details in our
catalogue.

A genuine 150W per channel stereo
disco to build yourself.
Full specification in our catalogue.

All mail to:-
P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR.

Telephone: Southend (0702) 554155.
Shop: 284 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex.
(Closed on Monday).
Telephone: Southend (0702) 554000.


